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Welcome to MTC’s 2022 Integrated Annual Report
This report forms part of our integrated reporting and is supplemented by our shareholder 
information which can be found at www.mtc.com.na.
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WHAT GUIDED THE 
PREPARATION OF THIS 
REPORT?

WHO IS MTC?
HOW DOES MTC APPLY 
ETHICAL AND EFFECTIVE 
GOVERNANCE? 

HOW IS MTC 
PERFORMING AGAINST 
ITS STRATEGY?

MTC’s integrated annual report 
outlines how the company fulfils 
its vision ‘To drive an Inclusive 
Namibian Digital Economy’. The 
report enables stakeholders to assess 
our ability to create and preserve 
value, while maximising our erosion 
of value as a telecommunications 
(telecoms) provider, a public 
company, employer and taxpayer, 
and a social investor.

We provide a brief overview of our vision, 
mission and values as well as our journey 
from a pioneering state-owned entity to 
Namibia’s leading telecoms operator. We 
discuss the qualities that differentiate our 
brand and drive our vision and clarify how 
we use our unique resources to create 
and sustain value. We also demonstrate 
how we align our values and strategy with 
our purpose to improve economic, social 
and environmental outcomes for our 
stakeholders in Namibia.

Our Chairperson’s Q&A and governance 
report describe how we have evolved 
and strengthened our governance to 
underpin the fulfilment of our fiduciary 
responsibilities as a newly listed company. 
We also show how MTC balances its 
stakeholders’ interests to fulfil its role as a 
leading corporate citizen in Namibia.

This section of the report describes our 
strategy to transform MTC’s business model 
from a mobile telecoms operator to a 
digital services provider. We demonstrate 
how we measure our performance against 
our strategic commitments. 
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Stay informed
The report is complemented by  

our online information and resources 
at www.mtc.co.za

Feedback on this report
We value your feedback on this report.  

Please send your queries and comments 
to investor@mtc.com.na.

Connect with us:

 mtc.com.na
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and implementation
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Forward-looking statements
This report contains certain forward-looking statements about MTC’s anticipated performance, operations, and prospects. These are based on estimates and 
assumptions made by MTC. Although MTC believes that these are reasonable, they are subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could adversely 
impact our business and financial performance. Undue reliance should not be placed on opinions, forecasts, or data. Forward-looking statements apply to the 
date on which they are made. MTC does not undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any of its opinions or forward-looking statements, whether to 
reflect new data, future events, or circumstances.

WHAT MATERIAL 
MATTERS IMPACT 
VALUE CREATION? 

HOW DID MTC 
PERFORM IN 2022? 

HOW DOES MTC 
APPROACH 
REMUNERATION? 

WHAT DOES MTC 
EXPECT GOING 
FORWARD?

Here we provide insight into our operating 
context, how we endeavour to build 
trusting relationships with our stakeholders 
and the risks and opportunities that 
inform our material matters and strategy. 
Our material matters report identifies the 
key matters that have the potential to 
significantly impact our performance or 
ability to create sustainable value for our 
stakeholders over the longer term. 

This section of the report provides detailed 
information on how we performed in 
relation to our strategic objectives. We 
unpack our financial and operational 
performance and describe how we ensure 
that our employees are fit for purpose in 
an evolving industry and changing world of 
work. We also discuss how we mobilise our 
brand and our resources for good. 

The remuneration report provides 
information on our remuneration 
governance and practices and shows how 
we align remuneration and reward with 
stakeholder interests.

The closing chapter provides insight into 
our future prospects and our strategic 
targets for 2023.

90 ANNUAL FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS
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What 
guided the 
preparation 
of this 
report?
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Our integrated annual report demonstrates how we create and preserve value, while maximising  
our value as a telecoms provider, a public company, employer, taxpayer and a social investor.

This integrated annual report is an outcome of our ongoing journey to incorporate integrated thinking and reporting across our company. 
We are becoming more transparent about the way we apply and leverage our unique resources to create and protect value. We report on the 
matters that have the most material positive or negative impacts on our capitals and our ability to continue growing sustainably. 

Read more about our materiality process and material matters on page 35.

Reporting period and boundary
The report covers the year from 1 October 2021 to 30 September 2022. It includes relevant material developments between 1 October 2021 
and the date of Board approval. 

Namibia Post and Telecom Holdings (NPTH) 
60.1%

Other retail and institutional shareholders 
39.9%

MTC’s reporting boundary

Stakeholders

• Customers
• Regulators and local 

authorities 
• Employees

• Distributors 
• Shareholder and potential 

shareholders
• Communities

Jurgens Thirty Four 
Proprietary Ltd 

100%

Windhoek General 
Administrators  
Proprietary Ltd 

100%1

Our purpose
Strategy and  

value-creation model
Governance Material matters

Mobile Telecommunications Limited
100%

Laws, regulations and frameworks 
The following informed the preparation of this report:

• Companies Act, Act 28 of 2004, as amended (Companies Act)
• Corporate Governance Code for Namibia (NamCode)
• King Report on Corporate GovernanceTM for South Africa, 

20162 (King IV)
• The IFRS Foundation’s Integrated Reporting Framework, 20213 

(<IR> Framework)

MTC increased its adoption of the <IR> Framework in the 
preparation of the report and will continue its reporting journey 
towards full compliance. The most notable improvement in the 
2022 report is increased disclosure of MTC’s remuneration policy 
and practices, page 81.

Accuracy and completeness 
Our integrated reporting process is based on an integrated strategic 
business plan, derived from our comprehensive listing prospectus. 
The contents of the 2022 integrated annual report were prepared 
and reviewed by several internal stakeholders, including a new 
multi-departmental strategic committee. The report was reviewed 
by each member of MTC’s Executive Committee (Exco), internal 
audit and the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee, and then 
approved by the Board.

Board approval
The Board has taken responsibility for ensuring the integrity and 
completeness of this report. With the support of the Board committees, 
the Board assessed the content of the report and believes it fairly 
represents MTC’s performance and prospects. The Board approved 
the 2022 integrated annual report on 5 December 2022.

 
Theofelus Mberirua Toini Muteka
Chairperson Lead Independent Director

 
Licky Erastus Thinus Smit
Managing Director Financial Director 

1 Dormant.
2 Copyright and trademarks are owned by the Institute of Directors in South Africa NPC and all of its rights are reserved.
3 Previously called the International Integrating Reporting Council’s Integrated Reporting Framework, 2021.
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Who is 
MTC?
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Who is 
MTC?

The important facts 
MTC is Namibia’s largest mobile telecoms operator, with 
approximately 2.52 million active customers. For 28 years, MTC 
has grown revenue and retained customers by providing voice 
and data services and solutions to postpaid and prepaid individual 
and business customers through its extensive telecommunication 
transmission and distribution networks.

Constantly moving with the times, MTC is now adapting its 
business model, maintaining leadership of its traditional market 
while positioning itself as Namibia’s digital enabler of the future.

Revenue growth
Why it is important

A key strategic goal is to maintain revenue 
growth in our mature traditional business 
and use that to fund accelerated growth in 
new revenue streams of the future.

What we measure 

New and existing revenue.

How we performed

New revenue 

N$52.9 million 
2021: N$25.6 million

Existing revenue 

N$2.840 billion 
2021: NS2.774 billion

EBITDA margin
Why it is important

Our earnings before interest, tax, 
depreciation and amortisation 
(EBITDA) margin shows our underlying 
operational performance, financial 
health and ability to generate cash. It 
also enables investors to compare our 
performance against our competitors. 

What we measure 

EBITDA as a percentage of revenue.

How we performed

EBITDA margin 51.2% 
2021: 51.3%

Smartphone and data penetration
Why it is important

Smartphones increase 4G data usage, 
improve customer experience and maximise 
the investment return on our significant 
capital expenditure projects.

What we measure 

We measure growth in data traffic and 
monitor growth attributable to 4G 
technology. 

How we performed

Data traffic growth 19.5% 
2021: 22.3%

4G traffic growth 23.4% 
2021: 27.4% 

Customer satisfaction
Why it is important

Customers are our primary revenue source 
and the reason for our existence. Customer 
satisfaction creates loyalty and enables us to 
retain and grow our customer base.

What we measure 

Our customer value management (CVM) 
survey asks customers to rate their 
experience of our service.

How we performed

CVM survey 74% 
2021: 74%

Employee engagement
Why it is important

When our employees feel committed to 
their work and excited about the future, 
they serve our customers to the best of 
their ability and achieve strategic goals.

What we measure 

Employees’ levels of commitment to MTC 
and their willingness to do more than is 
expected to achieve strategic goals. 

How we performed

Employee engagement survey  
46% fully engaged 
Benchmark: 43%

Shareholder value 
Why it is important

Value for our shareholders is created by increases 
in the share price and dividend payments. 

What we measure 

Our share price performance over the 
medium to long term and our dividend policy 
to pay at least 70% of net profit after tax 
(NPAT) in dividends

How we performed

Total dividends of  
N$519,6 million (2021: 600.1) amounted to 

70.0% of NPAT 
2021: 74.7% of NPAT

The % of NPAT corresponds to the financial 
period the declaration relates to.

The top six KPIs1 we monitor to keep our strategy on track

1 Key performance indicators.

Our vision: To drive an inclusive 
Namibian digital economy.

Our mission: To create sustainable 
value for all our stakeholders through 
innovative digital solutions and high-
performance culture.

What we value: Integrity (trust, 
transparency), customer centricity, 
stakeholder inclusivity and innovation.
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Our business operations

2 356 226
PREPAID subscribers account for 63%  
of revenue and generate an average revenue 

per user (ARPU) of N$64.9

1.5%
increase in prepaid customers as postpaid 
customers take up more affordable options 

and 6.4% growth in prepaid ARPU

161 560
POSTPAID subscribers account for 23% 
of revenue and generate an ARPU of N$356.5

65% businesses

35% individual

22 service plans, including Netman,  
Mobiz and SmartShare 

Innovative new offerings:

• Postpaid capped data bundles
• Taamba Advance, with data 

bundles

• 1 call, 6 connections voice service
• Credit Life insurance for 

postpaid service plans

• Evoucher to buy and sell airtime 
online 

Prepaid ARPU
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Postpaid ARPU
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Active postpaid customers (%)

37.32

Business
solutions

Data plans

14.01

48.67

Voice plans

Postpaid service plans (%)

25.0

Select

31.0

Telemetry

12.0

Other

4.0

Netman

27.0

Mobiz

2.0

Smartshare
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We are a market leader

90% mobile market share in Namibia’s telecoms market.

Our extensive transmission and distribution networks 

98% population coverage demonstrates our commitment to 
extend access to all Namibians for social and economic prosperity.

Strong customer relationships drive brand value and 
revenue growth

Most admired Namibian brand (Brand Africa, 2020, 2021, 2022).

Trusted leadership

Respected, fully Namibian Board, experienced executive team 

and 760 employees serving 2.52 million 
customers.

Solid financial position allows nimble response to 
customer needs

No gearing, cash generative, with stable earnings and a of 
dividend payments.

337 agreements
with roaming partner networks 

across 147 countries

Establish a 24-hour contact 
centre in Namibia

Deploy self-help kiosks or 
vending machines for its 

products and services

Market a prepaid 
subscription service that 

bundles voice, SMS and data 
with its Aweh offerings

Deploy a payment gateway 
on the MyMTC app

Launch commercial use of 
LTE-advanced (LTE-A) and 

4.5G LTE in Africa

Foster a collaborative 
innovation drive with 

tertiary institutions and 
entrepreneurs

29 of these networks allow for 
prepaid roaming 

Handsets and roaming account for 
8% of revenue 

(2021: 7% – handsets 5%, roaming 2%)

An extensive distribution network services our operations: 36 Mobile Home retail and service centres and a pop-up store, a data hub in Windhoek and 29 dealerships (airtime sellers and 
distributors) servicing remote customers. We also have a 24-hour customer contact centre, digital channels and a network management and technical quality centre (providing immediate response to customer complaints).

106.6%
growth in new revenue, driven by significant growth  

in demand for fibre to the home

1 031 212
subscribers used value-added content services

(2021: 937 088)

114%
growth in Spectra market share (2021: 236%)

What differentiates us

6 693 customers in NEW REVENUE 
streams account for 1.8% of revenue 

Digitally-enabled value-added services 
• Content via web, SMS and other messaging technologies

• Premium video content via smartphones and internet-
enabled feature phones

Fixed services for businesses
• Fibre to the office and home

• Secure cloud and private branch exchange (PBX) 
hosted solutions

Leader in innovation
Strategic partnerships with industry leaders, academic institutions and start-up incubators help us to keep up with technology and bring new concepts and services to Namibia. MTC’s position at the forefront of 
innovation is demonstrated by its track record as the first to:
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Key milestones in our journey
Over our 28-year journey, we have successfully adapted our business to evolving technologies, 
keeping Namibians connected to the economy, their work, families and friends. These are the 
key milestones in our journey from a pioneering venture and state-owned entity to an NSX-listed 
market leader.

MTC was 
established in a 
joint venture with 
the Namibian 
government (through 
NPTH). Foreign investors held 
minority shares and contributed 
technology and industry 
knowledge until 2017 when NPTH 
acquired 100% of the business.

In the early 1990s 2G mobile 
phone technology introduced 
the first wireless internet access, 
setting a foundation for MTC’s 
early mobile telecoms strategy.

1994
2006

2012

2016

2017

To achieve the 
higher speeds 
necessary for smart 
devices, MTC upgraded its 

network to 3G.

MTC was the second operator in 

Africa to launch 4G and followed 

up in 2013 with the launch of 4G 
LTE throughout Namibia. 

These upgrades required major 
investments in the West Africa 
Cable System to provide additional 
bandwidth, while convergent 
offerings boosted internet and 
mobile connectivity.

As demand grew for 
faster, uninterrupted 
connectivity, MTC was 
the first operator in Africa to trial 

4.5G.

MTC started a significant 
programme of investments 
in its technology, systems 
and infrastructure to extend 
connectivity across Namibia and 
prepare for its role as a digital 
services provider.

MTC launched its brand defining 

N$1.2 billion 081Every1 
campaign to bridge Namibia’s digital 
divide by extending connectivity to 
remote communities.
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2018
2020

2021

2022

To overcome 
saturation and 
disruption in its 
traditional market, 
MTC ventured into the enterprise 
market, launching its cloud and 
fibre services for offices and 
homes, and driving the popularity 
of its digitally-enabled value-
added services. 

MTC gained traction in the 
fixed-line services market and 

launched innovative 
new products to satisfy 
the evolving needs of its mobile 
telecoms customers.

MTC became the first 
Namibian state-owned 
entity to go public 
when it listed on the 
NSX on 19 November.

MTC invested in major strategic projects 

to maintain the quality and 
availability of its transmission 
network, while digitalising its internal 
business processes.

The launch of its digital payment 
and airtime lending 
solutions that enabled customers to 
transact on their devices set MTC on a path 
towards mobile financial services.

MTC accelerated its 
digital transformation 
as it responded to saturation 
and increasing disruption in its 
traditional market. The MTC – 
NUST HTTPS, became a pillar of 
the MTC innovation strategy.

Innovative customer 
solutions and quality service 
enabled MTC to retain its core 
customer base and make further 
inroads into its new growth markets.
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An inclusive Namibian digital economy 
MTC mobilises its resources and relationships to drive an inclusive Namibian digital economy. We 
optimise our value-creation model by implementing our strategy effectively and adapting it to risks 
and opportunities in our operating environment.

RESOURCES RELATIONSHIPS

Network infrastructure
Our extensive transmission and distribution networks keep 
our customers connected. By maintaining, expanding and 
optimising our networks for the benefit of all Namibians, we 
facilitate an inclusive digital economy.

Financial capital
Our strong balance sheet, stable earnings and new revenue 
opportunities enable us to invest in our infrastructure, systems 
and employees, pay dividends and continue investing in our 
resources and relationships. 

Natural resources
MTC relies on electricity, fuel, water and solar energy to operate 
its networks. Our customers depend on electricity to operate 
their devices, and our suppliers use electricity and fuel to 
manufacture and deliver handsets and project equipment. 

Our people
Our 760 employees create and maintain customer relationships, 
implement our strategy and maintain the company’s market-
leading brand and reputation. 

Our brand 
Our brand underpins the trust customers have in our products 
and services, helping us to retain their loyalty and win new 
customers.

Stakeholder relationships and strategic 
partnerships 
Constructive relationships with our stakeholders enable us to 
conduct our business. Through our strategic partnerships, we 
leverage technology and innovation to remain competitive.

The resources and relationships we depend on 

ACTIVITIES
• Network and systems infrastructure 

development and maintenance (read more 
on page 64)

• Sales and distribution (read more on 
page 73)

• Marketing (read more on page 74)

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• Prepaid and postpaid mobile subscriptions
• Fixed-line office and home fibre, cloud, PBX
• Roaming
• Handsets
• Digitally-enabled value-added services 

(content, video)
• Digital payment gateway and Credit Life 

insurance

Read more on page 69

We create value through our products, 
services and solutions
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Who we create value for 

We leverage our network and market position as Namibia’s largest telecoms provider to enable Namibian 
businesses and consumers and help our many stakeholders to build a sustainable future together.

Customers

• N$514 million invested in network and systems 

infrastructure to keep Namibians connected 

• Innovation drive advancing next generation 
telecoms in Namibia, enabling business growth

• Customer perception rated 74% (Ipsos CVM) as MTC 

continued to offer agile, innovative value-for-money digital 
solutions to meet customers’ ever-changing needs 

Read more on page 64 and 71

Suppliers

• N$1.2 billion  

paid in 2022

• 95% of suppliers are 

Namibian local suppliers

• N$158 million  

spent on BEE accredited local 

suppliers 

Government and regulator

• N$355.6 million direct tax paid

• N$330 million invested in 
081Every1

• N$4.9 million invested in rural 
electrification 

• N$2.542 billion proceeds from 
listing

Read more on page 53

Communities

• 081Every1 project is bridging the digital divide and stimulating economic 
inclusion and development for 98% of Namibians 

• 4G/LTE network coverage provided for schools (83%) and hospitals (87%) 
• N$11 million invested in preservation projects that support education, housing, health, vulnerable 

women and children, environmental education and conversion to environmentally sustainable energy sources

• N$1.4 million invested in High-Tech Transfer Plaza Select (HTTPS) to develop homegrown 
technology solutions 

Read more on page 66 and 76

Employees

• N$412 million paid in salaries and  
benefits in 2022

• N$8.8 million paid in training and 
development, including bursaries in 2022

• 83% black representation in Exco,  

33% black women

• 49.6% female representation in the employee base

Read more on page 57

Shareholders

• N$519,6 million dividends paid in 2022

• 5 524 Namibians share in our prosperity as 
shareholders1

Read more on page 56

1  As at 30 September 2022.
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How does MTC 
apply ethical 
and effective 
governance? 
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A conversation with the Chairperson
Theofelus Mberirua discusses MTC’s listing on 
the Namibian Stock Exchange and its strategic 
transformation into Namibia’s enabler of an 
inclusive digital economy.
Q: MTC is undergoing fundamental internal change in a 
volatile and unpredictable external environment. How is 
the Board guiding the company through this period?

A: Namibia faces constant challenges that create hardship for its 
people – whether those are related to the after-effects of COVID-19, 
the impacts of Russia’s war in Ukraine on fuel 
and food prices or the effects of climate change 
on our rainfall patterns. Within that broad 
macro-economic landscape, MTC operates in 
rapidly evolving technology, regulatory and 
competitive environments. Our task as a Board 
is to ensure that MTC fulfils its multiple roles 
as Namibia’s leading telecoms provider, as a 
critical enabler of an inclusive digital economy 
and as a newly listed company. 

Q: MTC’s listing in November 2021 was 
a landmark event for Namibia and the 
company. How is MTC settling into its 
new role and how are you ensuring that the Board and 
the company fulfil the fiduciary responsibilities of a public 
company?

A: The listing was a turning point in MTC’s history. We were the first 
Namibian state-owned entity to go public and the government 
raised over N$2.5 billion in the domestic market by reducing its 
shareholding to 60%. With the balance of shares in MTC now held 
by institutional and private shareholders – many of whom are our 
customers – it is our responsibility to safeguard their investments 
by achieving the strategic and financial targets we communicated 
to the market.

As a listed company, we enter into a trust-based relationship 
with our shareholders and our other material stakeholders. Our 
governance forms the bedrock of these relationships by ensuring 
that we conduct our business ethically and effectively. During the 
past two years we focused on strengthening our governance to 
ensure that by the time we listed, we were compliant with the 
regulatory requirements of the NSX, the Companies Act and King 
IV. Having achieved key governance compliance milestones, we 
continue our journey of progressive improvement.

Q: How does MTC balance the demands of its shareholders 
and the needs of other stakeholders, 
including broader Namibian society?

A: As Namibia’s largest telecoms provider and 
a leading corporate, MTC plays a significant 
role in the country’s economy and the lives of 
most Namibians. We connect people to each 
other, we enable the connections between 
businesses, or local authorities, and their 
customers, and we are using technology to play 
our part in bridging the digital 
divide between urban and rural 
communities. Throughout our 
history we have been inherently 
innovative in our approach to 

problem-solving – not only in addressing the needs 
of our customers but also in finding solutions to 
complex social issues such as youth unemployment, 
poverty, or gender-based violence. 

One of our main tasks as a Board is to decide where 
to invest shareholder capital for the best returns. 
This year, based on insights we gained from our 
data analysis of customer behaviour, we decided to 
reallocate capital to one of our large infrastructure 
projects that maintains the quality and availability of 

MTC’s network. By doing so, we are ensuring that we can meet 
our customers’ expectations, prepare our infrastructure for the 
launch of innovative new products and services, and remain 
compliant with regulatory requirements for network quality and 
performance. 

Q: A common characteristic of high performing companies 
is a strong values-driven culture at their core that guides 
ethical conduct and drives the 
achievement of strategic goals. 
Do you feel confident about 
MTC’s culture, given the volatile 
operating environment?

A: MTC’s culture has been formed, 
fragmented and reformed over many 
years during which the company 
was influenced by several different 
shareholders. Like other companies 

If we remain true 
to our fundamental 
purpose, we will find 
it easier to maintain 
the trust of our 
stakeholders as we 
navigate uncertainty 
and adapt to change. By serving our 

customers to the 
best of our ability, 
we grow the 
business and create 
value for our other 
stakeholders.

Theofelus Mberirua
Chairperson
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with employee bases that were dispersed during COVID-19, we 
have to assume that some resetting will be required as employees 
return to their offices.

To address this, we have embarked on a process to assess our 
organisational culture and then intervene to 
unify our people around a common purpose 
and values. The Board will monitor this 
process to ensure that it embeds a unique 
company culture that will anchor MTC’s 
strategic transformation. 

Our employee engagement survey 
suggested an encouraging level of alignment 
to the strategy and we met, or exceeded, 
most of our strategic objectives this year. 
The Board and Exco reviewed the strategy to 
ensure it remains responsive to internal and 
external risks and opportunities and made minor amendments 
to align it with shareholders’ expectations. Having confirmed the 
validity of our strategy, the Board will now focus on ensuring that 
we continue to implement it effectively.

Q: Are you satisfied that there is appropriate diversity of 
leadership capacity and capability to guide MTC’s future 
strategic direction?

A: As a listed company, the Board recommends the appointment 
of directors. However, the shareholders have to ultimately appoint 
the directors they believe will ensure effective leadership. 

We reviewed the Board composition and that of its committees 
to ensure that they have the skills and experience required to 
direct MTC as its business model continues to evolve. We also 
considered the gap that was left following the retirement of  
Elvis Nashilongo, an Independent Non-executive Director who 
was not re-elected at the annual general meeting (AGM) on  
18 February 2022. We concluded that the Board represents an 
appropriate mix of independence, age and gender diversity, but 
requires additional information communications technology (ICT), 
financial technology (fintech), strategy and business development 
skills to strengthen its oversight of MTC’s future strategic direction. 

We embarked on a recruitment drive to secure new Independent 
Non-executive Directors with the requisite expertise.

The Board committees play an important, and increasingly 
effective role in assisting the Board in fulfilling its duties. Several 

changes were made to further strengthen 
the committees’ roles. The Listing Committee 
was disbanded in December 2021, having 
successfully fulfilled its mandate. The IT 
function was separated from the Audit, 
Risk, IT Governance and Compliance 
Committee and incorporated into a new IT 
and Cybersecurity Committee, chaired by 
Taschiona Gawaxab. Taschiona’s role on the 
Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee was 
filled by Stephen Galloway.

To ensure that we formalise our 
management, monitoring and reporting of environmental, social 
and governance (ESG) considerations, the Board established a new 
Sustainability, Ethics and Social Committee, which incorporates the 
responsibilities of the Corporate Social Investment 
(CSI) Committee, and is chaired by Stephen 
Galloway. This development complies with King IV 
and the NSX directive to establish a Social, Ethics 
and Sustainability Committee.

MTC operates in competitive markets in which our 
specialist skills are in demand. With that in mind, 
the Board monitors MTC’s attraction, retention 
and development of experienced and competent 
management and increased its focus on succession 
planning to ensure an adequate pipeline to meet 
future human resource requirements. 

Q: What are the Board’s expectations for the 2023 financial 
year, and what will the Board focus on?

A: We expect many of the current economic and geopolitical 
concerns to remain a feature of the year ahead and this will 
maintain pressure on economic growth and the financial position 
of consumers and businesses in Namibia. As it has in the past, 

MTC will remain firmly committed to the road ahead as it responds 
to the needs and concerns of its customers and accelerates its 
digital transformation and expansion in new markets. 

The Board will review and maintain oversight over strategy 
execution, ensuring that the strategy remains responsive to risks 
and opportunities. We will monitor performance against strategic 
targets and maintain MTC’s focus on its expansion into mobile 
financial services, which represents a significant future growth 
market.

Assisted by the Human Resources, Remuneration and Nominations 
Committee, the Board will recruit additional directors to ensure 
that it has the skills and experience required to direct MTC in 
future. We will ensure that our organisational culture serves as a 
catalyst for strategic change.

Q: What would you like to say in closing?

A: On behalf of the Board, I would like to convey our appreciation for 
our Exco, ably led by Dr. Licky Erastus, and their teams for remaining 
committed to our strategy in turbulent operating conditions. I thank 

our customers, business partners and suppliers for 
remaining on this journey with us. 

During our preparations for the listing, we 
strengthened our relationships with the NSX, our 
advisors and our shareholders. We are grateful for 
the contribution you all made towards the success 
of the listing. Finally, I thank my colleagues on 
the Board and the committees for guiding MTC’s 
ethical conduct and strategic direction. 

I acknowledge the value that these and other 
MTC stakeholders contribute and I thank them for 
travelling with us on this exciting journey.

The new Sustainability, 
Ethics and Social 
Committee will 
represent the holistic 
nature of sustainability, 
ethical conduct and 
social investment.

Partnerships 
have played a 
valuable role in 
sustaining our 
development 
and performance 
over the years. 
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In 2023, we will continue focusing on:
• Accelerating the pace of strategy implementation,  

with a strong focus on mobile financial services
• Increasing the uptake of customer-tailored digital 

enterprise solutions on offer through MTC’s platforms and digital 
ecosystem 

• Recommend for appointment of additional directors with skills and 
experience aligned to our future direction

• Building an organisational culture that is a catalyst for strategic change
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Ensuring appropriate governance 
MTC has evolved and strengthened its governance to support the fulfilment of its fiduciary responsibilities as a newly listed company on the NSX. 

1. Ensuring effective leadership 2. Ensuring an ethical organisation 3. Fulfilling MTC’s strategic commitments to shareholders

Board composition 
Exercising its responsibility to ensure effective leadership, the Board 
assessed its composition and identified skills that it requires to provide 
future strategic direction. These include ICT, fintech, strategy and business 
development. 

Board committees 
The Board assessed its committees and identified a gap in ICT and 
cybersecurity, given MTC’s strategic focus on digitalisation and the associated 
cybersecurity risks. A new ICT and Cybersecurity Committee was established, 
including IT governance which was previously the responsibility of the Audit, 
Risk and Compliance Committee.

The Board strengthened its focus on ESG and expanded the CSI Committee 
into the new Sustainability, Ethics and Social Committee, in alignment 
with governance requirements of the NSX and King IV.

All the Board committees’ terms of reference were reviewed and amended.

Leadership capacity and capability 
The Board embarked on a process to recruit new directors with requisite skills. The 
Board approved the implementation of an organisational realignment to equip 
MTC with the capacity and capabilities necessary to implement its new business 
model. In parallel, the Board oversaw the strengthening of talent management 
and succession planning to attract and retain young professionals and build an 
adequate succession pipeline to meet future leadership requirements.

In addition to creating the Sustainability, Ethics 
and Social Committee, the Board oversaw several 
developments in its drive to build and sustain 
trusting relationships with its stakeholders. These 
included:

• Review of MTC’s Code of Conduct by 
an external advisor and approval of 
amendments to ensure that the Group is led 
ethically and effectively

• Review of MTC’s whistleblowing 
arrangements and approval of the 
appointment of Deloitte as the new provider 
of services to enable anonymous reporting 
and management of incidents of unethical or 
dishonest behaviour 

• Board training in the fiduciary 
responsibilities of directors of a listed 
company 

• Oversight of ethics awareness and training 
campaigns throughout MTC to strengthen 
awareness of the behaviour required of an 
ethical organisation

MTC’s strategy is measured against annual targets that were communicated to 
the market in the company’s listing prospectus. The Board and its committees 
oversee MTC’s performance against these targets by:

• Reviewing the quarterly Managing Director’s (MD) reports submitted to the Board
• Ensuring management’s KPIs are linked to strategic targets to strengthen their 

commitment to effective strategy implementation

The Board is satisfied that MTC achieved, or exceeded, the majority of its 
strategic targets during 2022. 

MTC is committed to the highest standards of governance, business integrity, ethical conduct and 
professionalism. The company recognises that these principles underpin its ability to create and preserve value, 
while preventing the erosion of value for material stakeholders.

MTC complies with the Companies Act and the listing requirements of the NSX. The Board’s formal 
adoption of King IV in 2021 was sanctioned by the NSX and followed progressive implementation over 
the past four years of the code’s principles of good governance.

What the Board prioritised in 2022
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An overview of the Board’s focus areas

October to December 2021 January to March 2022 April to June 2022 July to September 2022 

• Assessed and approved the FY2021 
annual financial statements

• Reviewed and approved the FY2021 
integrated report

• Received training on the fiduciary 
responsibilities of directors of a listed 
company

• Approved the fit-for-purpose process 
to realign the employee complement 
to the company’s future needs 

• Reviewed and amended the Board 
committees’ compositions 

• Considered a proposal on mobile 
financial services

• Conducted MTC’s first AGM as a listed 
company and learnt valuable lessons 
about shareholder engagement

• Assessed and approved the FY2022 
interim results

• Reviewed strategy and 
implementation progress

• Interrogated and approved a proposal 
to reallocate capital expenditure 
funds to the Capacity 2022 project 
to strengthen network capacity and 
customer experience

• Reviewed and approved the Board 
committees’ terms of reference

• Interrogated and approved the 
FY2023 business plan

• Reviewed and approved the Code of 
Conduct

• Participated in an externally 
facilitated workshop on integrating 
ESG into business functions
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Board members
at 30 September 2022
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Theofelus Mberirua (60)
Independent Non-executive Chairperson

Toini Nuusiku Zimina Muteka (41)
Lead Independent Director

Taschiona Charoldine Gawaxab (42)
Independent Non-executive Director

MBA

Director of Telepassport Namibia and Western 
National Insurance

Appointed to Board: 2019

Appointed Chairperson: 2019

Tenure as director: 3 years

Accounting, banking, telecoms-related 
experience: 42 years

HRRNC IT&CC

PG Degree: Business Management Administration, 
BTech HRM,

Human Capital Executive at Old Mutual 
Namibia Limited

Appointed to Board: 2019

Appointed Deputy Chairperson: 2019

Tenure as director: 3 years

HR, business management experience:  
16 years

HRRNC SESC

Business Management Diploma, Microsoft certified 
system expert, Cisco certified network professional

Head of ICT, Nedbank Namibia 

Appointed to the Board: 2019

Tenure as director: 3 years

Business management, information 
technology (IT) experience: 14 years

IT&CC SESC

Board committees

Audit, Risk and Compliance 
Committee

Sustainability, Ethics and Social 
Committee

Human Resources, Remuneration 
and Nominations Committee

IT and Cybersecurity Committee 

ARCC

SESC

HRRNC

IT&CC
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Stephen Stuart Galloway (65) 
Independent Non-executive Director

Werner Schuckmann (56)
Independent Non-executive Director

Rosalia Dalulilua Ruusa Shipiki (52) 
Independent Non-executive Director
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e 
D
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ec

to
rs

Licky Richard Erastus (42)
Managing Director

Marthinus Jacobus Smit (54)
Financial Director

BCom (Hons), BSc (Hons)

Retired investment banker, non- 
executive director and current chair 
of Gondwana Collection, Rossing 
Uranium, Community Conservation 
Fund of Namibia and Namibia 
Institute of Corporate Governance.  
Member of the Public Private 
Partnership Committee and of the 
National Governing Council of APRM

Appointed to Board: 2016

Tenure as director: 6 years

Mining, public sector, banking, 
strategy experience: 42 years

ARCC SESC

CA(NAM), CA(SA)

Country Manager, Osino Resources

Appointed to Board: 2019

Tenure as director: 3 years

Accounting, financial, business 
management in banking, fishing, 
construction, aviation and industrial 
industries: 32 years

ARCC IT&CC

LLB

Director on the Board of First Capital 
Treasury Solutions (FCTS)

Member of the National Intellectual 
Property Policy & Strategy Technical 
Committee (NIPPS)

Executive, Namibia Statistics 
Agency, Director of Beta Energy 

Appointed to the Board: 2019

Tenure as director: 3 years

Legal, company secretarial, asset 
management, regulatory experience: 
23 years

ARCC HRRNC

PHD: Informatics, Cybersecurity

Appointed to Board: March 2021

Tenure as director: 2 years

ICT and telecoms-related industry 
experience: 22 years

CA(NAM), CA(SA)

Appointed to the Board: March 2021

Tenure as director: 2 years

Accounting and commerce 
experience: 37 years
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Tenure
Policy: Board members are nominated by the Human Resources, 
Remuneration and Nominations Committee and appointed by 
the shareholders at the AGM. They are eligible for reappointment 
in line with the principles of the applicable governance codes. 

Board composition
as at 30 September 2022

6
Independent  

Non-executive Directors,  
including Chairperson

2 
Executive 
Directors

3 – 6 years
SS Galloway

0 – 3 years
T Mberirua, TNZ Muteka, 
RR Shipiki, TC Gawaxab, 

W Schuckmann, L Erastus, 
T Smit

Composition and independence
Policy: The Board is unitary and should comprise a 
minimum of four directors, the majority of whom are 
Independent Non-executive Directors. The Board should be 
led by an Independent Non-executive Chairperson.

In discharging their roles, directors must always act 
independently in what they believe to be the best interest of 
MTC. Directors should recuse themselves in matters in which 
they have a conflict of interest.

No directors have served for more than six years
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Diversity
Policy: 

The Board should ensure that it collectively contains the mix of knowledge, skills, experience, personalities and diversity appropriate 
to secure MTC’s strategic direction and sound performance.
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Attendance at Board and Board committee meetings
The Board achieved 100% attendance in 2022. The Board had seven scheduled and three additional ad hoc meetings. This reflected the 
commitment of directors to understand, engage with and give informed leadership on the challenges MTC addressed during the year.

Board

Audit, Risk, IT 
Governance 

and Compliance 
Committee

Human Resources, 
Remuneration 

and Nominations 
Committee

IT and 
Cybersecurity 

Committee

Sustainability, 
Ethics and Social 

Committee

Independent non-
executive Directors
TC Gawaxab 10 1 2* 3
SS Galloway 10 2 3*
T Mberirua 10* 3 2
TNZ Muteka 10 3* 3
EE Nashilongo¹ 1 1 1
W Schuckmann 10 3* 2

RR Shipiki 10 3 2
Executive directors#

LR Erastus 10 3 3 2 3
MJ Smit 10 3

The Board’s roles and responsibilities
MTC’s Board is central to the company’s governance system and is 
ultimately accountable and responsible for the performance and 
activities of MTC. The Board is primarily responsible for:

• Determining MTC’s values and giving the company strategic 
direction 

• Identifying key risk areas and KPIs of MTC’s business 
• Monitoring the performance of MTC against agreed objectives 
• Advising on significant financial matters
• Appointing directors 
• Recruiting and reviewing the performance of Exco against 

defined objectives and applicable industry standards 

The Board Charter envisages a clear balance of power and authority 
on the Board to ensure that no director has unfettered powers 
of decision-making. A delegation of authority policy is in place to 
clarify roles and authority levels throughout MTC. The policy was 
reviewed in 2022. 

The Board is satisfied that the delegation of authority policy 
contributes to role clarity and the effective exercise of 
authority and responsibilities. 

Board Charter
The Board Charter is an integral part of each director’s letter of 
appointment. The charter assigns roles and responsibilities to the 
Board and demarcates matters reserved for the Board’s decision, 
sometimes on recommendations made by Board committees. The 
Board reviewed the charter in 2022 to ensure it is aligned with 
King IV and NSX requirements.

The Board is satisfied that it fulfilled its responsibilities in 
accordance with its charter for the financial year. 

Board induction 
Incoming directors undergo a formal induction process, guided 
by the Board Charter, to enhance their understanding of the 
company’s business activities and their roles and responsibilities. 
In 2022, brokers conducted training for directors on NSX listing 
requirements. 

Board effectiveness
The Board keeps abreast of governance principles and this process 
was intensified before MTC was listed. 

No Board evaluation was conducted during 2022. MTC continues 
to address improvement areas identified during the 2021 
performance evaluation, including technical development of 
directors and Board composition. The next evaluation is scheduled 
for the first quarter of the 2023 financial year.

Embedding ethical conduct
Board members, executives, employees and suppliers are expected 
to sign and comply with the company’s Code of Conduct. This 
includes formal processes for the declaration of interests that may 

represent a conflict of interest. MTC conducts a refresher course 
for all employees to reinforce and reward ethical behaviour. The 
Code of Conduct was reviewed by an external advisor in 2022 and 
amended on their advice to enhance it. 

MTC encourages employees to report unethical behaviour through 
the company’s employee engagement forum, their manager, the 
Human Resources (HR) Department or anonymously through the 
24-hour toll-free MTC hotline. Unethical behaviour is addressed with 
disciplinary processes and procedures. There were no tip-offs in 2022. 

MTC appointed Deloitte as the new provider of services to enable 
anonymous reporting and management of incidents of unethical 
or dishonest behaviour. 

* Chairperson of the Board or a Board Committee.
¹ Retired with effect from 18 February 2022.
# permanent members of the board, by invite for sub committees only. 

Subcommittee members changed as a result of retirement of director and the addition of the IT and cybersecurity committee.
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Board committee feedback 
The Board delegates responsibility to its committees to assist it in meeting specific governance oversight responsibilities.

Each committee comprises a minimum of three members, the majority of whom are Independent Non-executive Directors nominated by the Board. The 
committees’ terms of reference were reviewed and amended in 2022. Each committee is satisfied that it fulfilled its responsibilities in accordance with its terms 
of reference for the financial year.

SHAREHOLDERS

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Sustainability, Ethics and 
Social Committee

Read more on page 25

Audit, Risk and 
Compliance Committee

Read more on page 22

Human Resources, 
Remuneration and 

Nominations Committee

Read more on page 23

IT and Cybersecurity 
Committee

Read more on page 24

Internal audit

BOARD COMMITTEES

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
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Summarised terms of reference

• Monitor integrity and operation of systems and control processes
• Review financial statements in compliance with legal and regulatory requirements and accounting standards
• Oversee appointment, functions, removal and remuneration of external and internal auditors
• Oversee internal audit, consider enterprise risk and oversee the appropriateness and effectiveness of other operational business 

risks, including ethics and independence, and compliance programmes
• Monitor integrity of the integrated reporting system and internal controls, including financial and sustainability reporting
• Review statutory accounts and consider accounting matters that arise

Werner Schuckmann, Chairperson 

Role: The committee assists the Board in discharging 
its duties related to the safeguarding of assets, the 

operation of adequate system control processes 
and the preparation of accurate, compliant 

financial reporting.

Composition

Members
Committee 
member since

W Schuckmann (Chairperson) May 2019

RR Shipiki December 2019

S Galloway March 2022

LR Erastus, MD*

MJ Smit, FD*

P Kanalelo, Chief Legal, Compliance and Risk 
Officer* 

Annabelle Moller, Internal Audit* 

Monica Nehemia, Chief Technology 
and Information Officer*

* By invitation.

Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee

Key focus areas in 2022

Strengthening control and 
compliance environment Risk management IT governance

• Maintained the internal audit focus 
on reducing the number of open audit 
findings

• Oversaw the continued refinement of 
the functioning of combined assurance

The committee is satisfied that 
MTC’s control and compliance 
environment functioned effectively 
during 2022 and that the company is 
compliant in all material respects.

• Oversaw further refinement of the 
enterprise risk register

• Provided guidance on aligning the 
combined assurance approach with 
MTC’s strategy

• The IT and Cybersecurity Committee 
was established in March 2022 to 
oversee ICT and cybersecurity risks 

In 2023, the committee will continue to focus on

Strengthening control and compliance environment Risk management

• Overseeing the refinement of the functioning of combined 
assurance

• Further refinement of the enterprise risk register

• Ensuring that risk management is aligned with MTC’s strategy 
and the combined assurance approach

1 2 3

1 2
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Governing risk

The Board, assisted by the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee, 
routinely reviews risks and opportunities in MTC’s external 
and internal environments and ensures that comprehensive, 
appropriate internal controls are in place to evaluate, manage and 
mitigate the impact of risks. This includes defining risk appetite 
and risk tolerance guidelines, ensuring that risks remain within 
those guidelines, and maintaining an appropriate balance between 
risk and reward. 

During 2022, MTC’s risk management was strengthened to assess 
and improve the effectiveness of controls in mitigating MTC’s top 
strategic risks. For more information on the risks we manage, refer 
to page 43.

Improving effectiveness of governance and risk 
management through internal audit

Internal audit is integral to MTC’s governance structures and 
functions under policies established by the Exco and the Board. 
Internal audit is an independent, objective assurance and 
consulting activity tasked with instilling a systematic, disciplined 
approach within MTC to evaluate and improve the effectiveness 
of risk management, internal controls and governance processes.

Our compliance management and reporting obligations are 
supported by internal controls, including a system that issues 
regulatory updates and reminders to the responsible employees. 
MTC has not been penalised, sanctioned or fined for non-
compliance and no regulatory inspections were conducted in 
2022.

MTC implemented a combined assurance framework and 
refined the functioning of combined assurance. The process will 
be expanded by including external auditors as a fourth level of 
assurance in 2023.

Summarised terms of reference

• Determine and recommend the company’s 
remuneration strategy, policy and framework as well as 
service conditions

• Ensure MTC remunerates its Non-executive Directors 
and executives fairly and responsibly and provides 
accurate and complete disclosure of director 
remuneration

• Approve and recommend the general principles 
applied to the award of remuneration adjustments and 
increases, bonuses and incentive awards, as well as the 
quantum and allocation methodology of the annual 
bonus pool

• Determine and recommend the policy governing the 
fee and remuneration structure for the Board and 
Board committees and review directors’ fees annually 

• Assist in the performance evaluations of the Board, 
directors and members of Board committees and make 
recommendations to the Board

• Oversee the recruitment, nomination, election and 
appointment of directors to the Board

• Oversee succession planning for the Board and its 
committees, and executive and senior management 

• Recruit and recommend the appointment of the MD, 
approve the appointment and/or dismissal of members 
of Exco upon recommendation of the MD and conduct 
performance appraisals of the MD

• Monitor implementation of the Board’s Code of 
Conduct

Refer to the remuneration report on page 81 for detail on 
the committee’s focus areas for 2022 and 2023.

Toini Muteka, Chairperson 

Role: The committee assists the Board in discharging 
its duties related to fair and responsible HR and 

remuneration practices. The committee also assists 
the Board with oversight of succession planning 

and the recruitment, nomination, election, 
appointment and induction  

of directors. 

Composition

Members
Committee 
member since

TNZ Muteka (Chairperson) May 2019

T Mberirua December 2019

RR Shipiki March 2022

L Erastus, MD*

T Ekandjo, Chief Human Capital and Corporate 
Affairs Officer*

* By invitation.

Human Resources, Remuneration and Nominations 
Committee 
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Summarised terms of reference

• Safeguard MTC’s ICT assets and oversee IT governance
• Monitor the integrity and operation of adequate and effective systems and control processes
• Monitor the integrity of integrated reporting systems and internal controls, including financial reporting and sustainability matters
• Ensure the IT strategy supports the business and is integrated into the business strategy and activities
• Ensure an information security management system is developed and implemented
• Cybersecurity, Readiness and Resilience

Taschiona Gawaxab, Chairperson 

Role: The committee assists the Board in discharging its duties 
that relates to the oversight of the assurance and integrity of 
MTC’s technical environment, projects and acquisitions. 

Safeguarding of MTC’s ICT assets, oversight of  
IT governance, financial reporting and IT strategy, 

and the implementation of systems and 
processes that support the delivery 

of our strategy.

Composition

Members
Committee 
member since

TC Gawaxab (Chairperson) March 2022

T Mberirua March 2022

W Schuckmann March 2022

LR Erastus, MD*

M Nehemia, Chief Technology and Information 
Officer*

* By invitation.

IT and Cybersecurity Committee

Key focus areas in 2022

Network expansion 2 Network uptime

Network uptime is guaranteed by 
ensuring reliability of services guided 
by ICT frameworks, established 
policies, which are supported by 
business continuity and disaster 
recovery infrastructure.

3 Network availability versus 
the prescribed KPI

MTC has consistently ensured 
network availability to its 
customers. Network availability  
is guaranteed by performing 
above the key performance  
areas set by the regulator.

• Deployment of the 081Everyone project

• Deployment of Rural LTE (expansion of data 
services in rural areas)

• Cloudification of MTC's core network

In 2023, the committee will continue to focus on

1 Enforcing robust 
cybersecurity measures 

2 Optimisation and upgrade of the 
network to alleviate congestion and 
improve customer experience

3 Maintaining system and 
network uptime above the 
defined KPI

1
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Summarised terms of reference

• Provide oversight and guidance on ESG risks
• Ensure that ESG matters are integrated into the business strategy and activities
• Provide oversight and reporting on organisational ethics
• Oversee the implementation of the stakeholder engagement plan
• Develop MTC’s CSI vision, strategy and policy and monitor its implementation, and review and recommend annual CSI priorities
• Set targets to measure the performance of CSI initiatives, oversee the execution of initiatives, and recommend improvements

Stephen Galloway, Chairperson 

Role: The committee assists the Board in overseeing 
its mandate for sustainability, ethical conduct and 

social investment. The committee includes 
the role of the former CSI Committee, 

maintaining a major focus on social 
investment. 

Composition

Members
Committee 
member since

SS Galloway (Chairperson) March 2022

TNZ Muteka March 2022

TC Gawaxab March 2022

LR Erastus, MD*

T Ekandjo, Chief Human Capital and Corporate 
Affairs Officer*

* By invitation.

Sustainability, Ethics and Social Committee 
(previously CSI Committee)

Key focus areas in 2022

CSI projects CSI partnerships

• Narrowed focus to six priority areas that can achieve positive 
impact through sustainable, multi-year national social 
upliftment initiatives 

• The six focus areas are education, health, poverty alleviation, 
small and medium enterprise development and job creation, 
support for orphaned and vulnerable children, and environment 

• Focused on partnerships with like-minded corporates and 
non-governmental organisations (NGOs) in pursuit of 
common strategic development goals across the six focus 
areas

• Undertook the majority of MTC’s CSI projects with partners 
that are supportive of national development priorities 

In 2023, the committee will continue to focus on

Expanding focus to sustainability 
and ethics

Integration of sustainability and 
ethics Social investment

• During 2023 the committee will take 
on its new role as the custodian of 
sustainability, ethical conduct and social 
investment throughout MTC

• The sustainability and ethics pillars will 
require full integration with other Board 
committees

• Continued focus on the CSI projects and 
partnerships

1 2

1 2 3
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Licky Richard Erastus (42)
Managing Director

Marthinus Jacobus Smit 
(54)
Financial Director

Tim Ekandjo (43)
Chief Human Capital and 
Corporate Affairs Officer

Nguundja Patience Kanalelo 
(43)
Chief Legal, Compliance and 
Risk Officer 

Melvin Hosea Angula (39)
Chief Commercial Officer

Monica Nehemia (47)
Chief Technology and 
Information Officer 

PHD: Informatics, Cybersecurity

Appointed to Exco: 
January 2018

Appointed MD: March 2021

Also see page 18

CA(NAM), CA(SA)

Appointed to Exco: April 2006 

Appointed FD: March 2021

Also see page 18

MBL, BTech (Hons), National 
Diploma in Human Resource 
Management

Appointed to Exco: 
October 2008

Commerce and human capital 
experience: 21 years

LLB (Hons)

Appointed to Exco: 2015

Legal and ICT industry 
experience: 20 years

National Diploma in System 
Administration and Networks, 
Senior Management Development 
Programme

Appointed to Exco: 2019

ICT industry experience: 
16 years

Masters: Informatics, IT Governance

Postgraduate Diploma in Business 
Administration

Appointed to Exco: 
August 2020

ICT industry experience: 
21 years

Executive Committee members
as at 30 September 2022



How is MTC 
performing 
against its 
strategy? 
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Message from the Managing Director
MTC achieved significant strategic milestones 
in challenging operating conditions. We met 
most of our annual performance targets and 
accelerated our digital transformation to 
enable an inclusive digital economy. 
During a year characterised by economic 
challenges and further disruption of our 
traditional mobile telecoms market, MTC 
maintained its competitive position by 
increasing value for customers, accelerating 
the pace of digital transformation and growing 
in new markets. We responded to customer 
demands for quality, reliable service and 
product innovation and continued to extend 
telecommunications to remote locations.

MTC remained the leader of Namibia’s mobile 
telecoms market with a market share of 90%, 
population coverage of 98% and a customer 
base of approximately 2.52 million. I am 
proud to report that we were recognised as 
Namibia’s Most Admired Brand for the third 
consecutive year.

Completing our first year as a listed company, we maintained our 
track record of consistent financial performance. We delivered  
total income growth of N$103 million and a 51.2% EBITDA margin, 
as well as a compound annual growth of 3.7% in total income and 
2.2% in net profit over the five years since 2017. Our stable financial 
position enabled us to continue investing in our transmission 
and distribution networks and reward our shareholders with 
N$519.6 million in dividends, amounting to N$0.69 cents per share.

The share price was N$7.01 at year-end, which is lower than the 
listing price and estimated fair value due to market conditions 
beyond our control. However, we are satisfied that our dividends 
created value for shareholders during the year. We can also assure 
shareholders that we are committed to achieving our strategic 
targets and applying our full attention to those that are lagging. 

Namibians appreciate 
a brand that speaks 
to their needs and is 
reliable, trustworthy 
and caring – these 
are the qualities we 
displayed this year 
to retain our loyal 
customers and leading 
market position. 

Dr. Licky Erastus
Managing Director
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The main drivers of our financial performance
The challenges we encountered

Our responses 

• 6.4% increase in prepaid ARPU, boosted by the popular Aweh  
and Taamba value-added services, an increase in roaming as the  
tourism market reopened and effective distribution channels

• Continued expansion into the enterprise and home fibre 
markets, resulting in a year-on-year revenue growth of 106.6% 

• New products and solutions enhanced our enterprise, 
postpaid and prepaid services

• Increased investment in network expansion and 
optimisation accommodated growth in data traffic 

• Smart partnerships accelerated technology advances, 
expansion into content markets and affordable financing 
solutions for smartphones

• Growth of 15.9% in outright handset sales due to the 
migration of customers from our legacy postpaid phone 
inclusive packages to the new phone financing plans.

• 10.2% reduction in postpaid ARPU as tough economic 
conditions impacted customer affordability 

• Delays in deploying new products and services during our 
migration to a modernised business support system (BSS) that 
will transform customer service

• Further disruption of MTC’s traditional mobile telecoms market
• New market entrants competing for customers and specialist skills

• Introduced affordable postpaid packages or migrated 
customers to prepaid contracts

• Accelerated MTC’s digital transformation programme 
through cloud migration and the BSS to remain competitive

• Grew new revenue streams in enterprise and home fibre markets
• Adjusted stock levels to mitigate global supply challenges
• Improved our employee value proposition

Where we are going in 2023
• Launch mobile financial services  

as a new revenue stream to support 
future growth

• Expand further into the digital market
• Strengthen the organisational culture and 
skills to support the strategy

• Complete our ESG framework and develop 
focus areas and KPIs
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Embracing a digital future
MTC adapts its strategy to forces in its external 
environment that shape telecoms globally and locally 
and define the company’s future direction.

Technology advances and increasing demand for 
data communications have resulted in network 
convergence, where telephone, video and data 
communications services are provided within a single 
network.

The use of advanced 4th Industrial Revolution 
(Industry 4.0) capabilities, enabled by 5G technology, 
means that traditional services such as mobile 
connectivity and fixed-line broadband are no longer 
sources of competitive advantage and are being 
disrupted by agile new market entrants. These factors, 
together with the need for costly investments in next 
generation technologies, are compelling telecoms 
providers to change their business models and expand 
into new revenue streams for future growth.

Adapting our business model
In 2021, MTC implemented a multi-year strategy for 
the period 2022 to 2025. This strategy is facilitating the 
transition from a traditional mobile telecoms provider 
to a digital business of the future. 

Driven by a need for greater agility, revenue growth, 
and ways to defend itself against market saturation and 
disruptive new entrants, MTC has placed digitalisation 
at the core of its strategy.

As a result, MTC is modernising its service systems, 
adopting new business models centred on data, 
enabling IT to support agility, and growing new 
revenue streams.

We intend to:

• Maintain our mobile market share of 90% 
through 100% mobile coverage, value for money 
service offering, 100% network service uptime, 
and customer responsiveness with a greater than 
80% customer satisfaction score. This demands 
that we optimise processes for efficiency and 
manage recurring costs at a base less than or 
equal to CPI.

• Continue to disrupt the market with 
innovative products and services. Our 
innovations are intended to leverage our broad 
customer base with unlimited value-added 
services. This approach was a source of new 
revenue streams during the COVID-19 lockdown 
period, with improved subsequent uptake. MTC’s 
focus is to counterbalance the loss of revenue 
from roaming fees and an effective response to 
the reduction in postpaid revenue.

• Continue to invest in a disparate digital 
transformation. 60% of MTC’s core platforms 
have been transitioned from desperate operational 
backbone to an integrated digital backbone. 
Therefore, we are already able to offer enterprise 
digital solutions on customisable digital platforms. 
We are enhancing enterprise sales to customers 
in the primary and secondary industries, tertiary 
sector, eGovernment, and offering digital 
experience to end users.

• Strengthen our customer centric culture 
through internal change.

MTC’s ultimate purpose is to be a digital enabler of 
an inclusive digital economy, achieving its strategic 
commitments and creating value for a diverse range 
of stakeholders.

Cybersecurity Automation

Internet of things Augmented reality

Big data Analytics

System integration Cloud computing

Industry 4.0
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Fulfilling our strategic commitments
MTC’s strategy is aligned to the overarching focus areas of Growth, Leadership, Efficiency, Excellence 
and Sustainability, and driven by the following objectives. These are measured against annual targets, 
and some are linked to management’s KPIs to strengthen their commitment to effective strategy 
implementation.

What is the 
priority?

What is measured? How did MTC perform?

2022 targets 2022 actual

Increase 
revenue
Page 49

New revenue growth >150% 106.6%  

Existing products 3% – 6% 2.4%  

Revenue growth 4.1%  

Optimise 
cost
Page 49

Unit cost reduction  
(variance actual vs budgeted)

<5% variance

Budget controls overspend (overspend) <0% 0%  

Strategic investments  
(return on assets)

>25% b

Service 
excellence

Contact centre customers satisfaction 
Survey

>80% 88.59%  page 72

What is the 
priority?

What is measured? How did MTC perform?

2022 targets 2022 actual

Operational 
excellence

Process cycle efficiency: enterprise sales >50% 78%  

Process cycle efficiency: logistics, 
warehousing and inventory 
management

>50%

Technical 
Warehouse 65%

Spectra 40%

Revenue 
Generating 95%

 

Process cycle efficiency: procurement >50% 70%  

Internal process compliance 

Reporting (timely, accurate)
100% 80%  

*Stakeholder satisfaction >80%

Operational risk mitigation (mitigation 
plans in place)

>90% 77%  page 43

Optimal workforce plan >85% 85%
 page 57

In progress 2023

Research and 
innovation 

Strategic initiatives and project delivery 
(scope, time, quality, cost) 

**Mobile financial service 

100% 80%
 page 28

(In progress 
2025)

Internet of Things/digitalisation 
backbone

50%

Innovations developed (Number logged 
and executed) 11 8  page 33

Research and development 
partnerships

18 16  page 33

Brand 
ambassadors Ownership (peer review) >90% –***

*  Internal customer satisfaction and stakeholder performance were not conducted as these are pending finalisation of internal and 
external service level agreements.

**  Mobile financial solutions delayed due to skills readiness and regulatory approval
***  MTC did not execute the ownership element of the brand ambassadors plan in 2022 due to budgetary constraints.

Increasing our share of growth markets

 Achieved

 In progress

a  Achieve economies of scale and lower costs through process automation.
b  Total ROA 22.2%.
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MTC’s new business activities contributed to overall revenue 
growth during 2022 and now account for 1.8% (2021: 0.9%) of 
total income.

Our continued expansion into the business and home fibre 
markets yielded 106.6% growth in revenue, an 192% increase in 
the subscriber base. This was driven by rapid growth in Spectra 
fibre to the home due to our quality service and fast-tracked 
account activation. We experienced significant uptake in our  
SD-WAN solutions, which offer cost-effective connectivity for 
remote working, and gained traction in the business sector. In 
this segment we secured several large corporates who signed up  
for our fibre to the office, secure cloud and hosted PBX solutions.

Our popular digitally enabled value-added services grew revenue 
by 48% as new services contributed to higher data usage. These 
included our new MTC TV channel and content platform, and our 
partnership with the Namibian Electronic Sports Association which 
promotes online gaming.

Preparing for mobile financial services

Although MTC did not enter the mobile financial services market 
in 2022, growth in the other new revenue streams compensated 
for the lack of anticipated revenue from mobile financial services. 
We continue to prepare for market entry in 2023 and predict a 
demand for related services. 

We offer an airtime lending (Taamba Advance) product that allows 
customers to stay connected by buying now and paying later. 
Taamba Advance is now MTC’s most popular airtime distribution 
channel and our new Taamba Advance with data bundles has 
been well received by customers. MTC offers a digital payment 
gateway on its MyMTC app that customers use to buy airtime  
or pay invoices, and we are adding handset insurance and 
funeral cover.

Our next step will be full mobile financial services functionality that 
will enable customers to deposit cash to another number, make 
digital payments or withdraw cash from an ATM, using their phone 
number. The introduction of this mobile money service is a pivotal 
step in MTC’s strategy and represents MTC’s intent to participate 
in the next phase of increasing the convergence we are seeing 

between financial services and mobile technology. This represents 
a significant, albeit competitive, growth market for MTC. 

Accelerating our digital transformation
During 2022 MTC accelerated its digital transformation programme 
by:

• Digitalising its business and operations support systems to 
improve operational efficiency and customer service

• Migrating its data and voice services to MTC cloud and 
leveraging cloud migration projects to prepare the core 
network to be 5G-ready

• Leveraging data analysis to provide data-driven insights and 
decision-making about customer preferences, new products 
and service enhancements 

The company also made progress towards achieving its vision 
of developing a technological ecosystem as the foundation of 
Namibia’s digital economy, focusing on: 

• Harnessing Industry 4.0 technologies and disruptive 
innovations to sustain revenue growth with innovative 
product development, marketing and sales as postpaid ARPU 
declines

• Developing an end-to-end digital backbone over time 
by transitioning from disparate systems to an integrated 
data infrastructure and a software-defined network to 
accommodate the demand for more emerging technologies

• Developing or acquiring new digital competencies and 
capabilities and implementing the digital transformation 
programme through cross-functional teams that respond with 
data-driven insights to customer or other stakeholder needs

• Aligning its financial model to the digital service provider 
model by optimising digital capabilities and investments

• Building smart partnerships with digital enablers to overcome 
obstacles and participate in significant market growth

Enabling an inclusive digital economy

MTC has identified customer ecosystems of the future, including 
Smart Industries (extractive industries, retail and wholesale 
businesses), eGovernment and Smart Cities. These ecosystems 
are participating in the digital economy, leveraging technology to 

transform their operations and customer service.

MTC uses its existing network and platforms to promote 
eGovernment services and assist utility providers to improve 
service delivery by automating their services.

Ensuring a safe and secure digital environment

We live in an exciting time of technology innovation, of which 
MTC is at the forefront in Namibia. However, the promise of a 
digital economy is not guaranteed as increasingly sophisticated 
cyber criminals seek to take advantage of activity in this sphere. 
In an increasingly interconnected and interdependent society, it 
is important to recognise the importance of staying abreast of all 
developments and protecting the security of our digital platforms 
and infrastructure. This requires a deliberate focus, investment, 
planning and delivery. It is clear from other organisations 
worldwide that constant vigilance is crucial: our defences must be 
cutting-edge and multi-layered, matching the global IT landscape.

Bridging the digital divide

MTC invested N$472.6 million (2021: N$512.2 million) in strategic 
projects to fulfil its vision of driving an inclusive digital economy.

The 081Every1 project continues to expand MTC’s national 
footprint. It includes building new sites in rural and urban areas 
and adding higher speed capabilities to all sites to give rural 
Namibians the same experience of mobile broadband as their 
urban counterparts. 288 rural sites were upgraded to 4G during 
phases 2 and 3 of 081Every1, which focused on the provision of 
LTE in rural areas. 

Project capacity 2022 is expanding MTC’s radio access network 
infrastructure through technology upgrades, sector splitting and 
spectrum refarming to meet customer demand and ensure quality 
voice and data services. MTC increased the scope of this project 
to address network congestion and will upgrade an additional 197 
sites in 2022 and 2023.

MTC continued to deploy fibre throughout Namibia to supplement 
its existing and future network capacity requirements and support 
growth in its fixed-line customer base across business, single 
residential and residential complex segments.
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Partnering for good

MTC leverages innovation and its competitive 
edge to grow its own business and works with 
strategic partners to develop digital solutions 
for the betterment of Namibian society.

MTC partnered with the Namibia University 
of Science and Technology (NUST) to 
develop the High-Tech Transfer Plaza 
Select (HTTPS) into an innovation hub 
that commercialises innovative ideas of 
start-ups, entrepreneurs, and industry. 
Celebrating its first anniversary this year, 
the HTTPS has become a space that drives 
competitiveness through transdisciplinary 
research, cocreation, codevelopment, 
application and transfer of specialised 
knowledge and technology.

HTTPS projects are aligned with NUST 
academic programmes and are developing 
homegrown technology capacity and 
capabilities in cutting-edge digital 
technologies such as the Industrial Internet of Things, 
cybersecurity, virtual reality, big data analytics, artificial 
intelligence, robotic automation and edge computing. To 
date, HTTPS has developed several innovative products, 
including the Save My City App, the Verifi Digital 
verification solution, an eCommerce platform and the 
NIPDB MSME Digital Ecosystem App.

MTC also partners with institutions such as the 
Environmental Investment Fund to support 
environmental sustainability. In collaboration with the 
United Nations’ World Food Programme, MTC offers 
communities classified as “living under poverty” the 
choice of a food parcel or a token to redeem elsewhere 
(previously, they received food parcels). The tokens can be 
accessed through a digital channel using a phone number.

By partnering with our customers to improve their experience of 
4G technology, we increase data usage and improve the return on 
investment in our strategic projects:

• Our O’Smartphona campaign migrates 2G and 3G customers 
to faster, more reliable 4G technology by offering customers 
an affordable smartphone or free data

• We work with our financial services partner to develop 
affordable financing solutions for smartphone purchases

• Using data analytics to understand customer behaviour, we 
assist customers to experience maximum data access by 
enabling their devices 

More information is included in the operational performance 
report on page 64.

Mitigating impactful regulatory decisions
MTC is heavily regulated and the telecoms industry operates in a 
fast-changing and unpredictable regulatory environment. This is 
a primary material matter for the company because it influences 
our operating environment and business model, and exposes us 
to licence fees and other costs at the regulator’s discretion. Non-
compliance with regulations poses a material financial risk.

MTC’s regulatory burden is increasing as the company evolves 
strategically and expands its business activities into other 
industries. As a listed company, MTC is regulated by the NSX and 
its future expansion into mobile financial services will subject it 
to regulation by the Bank of Namibia and the Namibia Financial 
Institutions Supervisory Authority.

MTC is preparing for compulsory registration of all SIM cards on 
its network by 1 January 2024. We commenced activities to ensure 
that we comply by preparing our systems. We are campaigning 
our 1.6 million unregistered customers to register their SIM cards 
to ensure registration of all active SIM cards within the prescribed 
period.

MTC is engaging with the regulator on other matters or rulings 
related to the discretion of the Communication Regulatory 
Authority of Namibia (CRAN). These include number portability 
and infrastructure sharing which have material financial and 
competitive implications. As a listed company with fiduciary 
responsibilities to its shareholders, it is necessary for MTC to 
manage or mitigate all material risks to its performance and 
sustainability. 

Acknowledgement
Our employees are our brand ambassadors and our performance 
reflects their hard work and commitment. Our customers 
sustain our business and keep us on our toes, strategically and 
operationally, while our business and strategic partners support 
our continuity and innovative growth. Our Board ensures that 
we conduct our business ethically and effectively and my Exco 
colleagues ensure that we achieve our strategic commitments. 

On behalf of MTC, I thank you all for your valuable contributions. 
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What material 
matters impact 
value creation?
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Our five material matters 
In determining its material matters, MTC 
considers and assesses its:

• External environment (page 36)
• Significant stakeholders and their needs and 

concerns (page 38)
• Key risks identified through risk management 

processes (page 46)

The material matters remained the same as those 
identified in 2021, with updates to the description 
reflecting contextual changes. The material 
matters are aligned to MTC’s six fundamental 
group strategic goals.

The material matters were approved by Exco 
in August 2022 and endorsed by the Board 
in September 2022. The Board was guided  
by the material matters in assessing the  
material information included in this integrated 
annual report.

Material matter Description

Evolving 
regulatory 
environment

 

MTC operates in a highly regulated and rapidly evolving regulatory environment. Regulations and compliance requirements influence 
MTC’s operating environment, determine the way it operates and the prices it charges for certain services, and impose licence 
fees and other costs at the regulator’s discretion. MTC’s listing on the NSX and its planned entry into mobile financial services have 
increased the company’s regulatory burden. 

These factors, combined with the uncertainty of constant regulatory change, can limit MTC’s revenue growth and competitiveness, 
particularly in new markets such as internet, broadband (fixed-line) and mobile financial services which are intended to compensate 
for lower demand for traditional mobile voice and SMS services. 

Quality and 
availability of 
network

 

Rapid advances in global technology are increasing customers’ adoption of digital technology to connect, communicate, transact and 
do business. These evolving customer habits, combined with MTC’s commitment to extend telecoms access to all Namibians, require 
constant investment to maintain the quality and availability of MTC’s network. Failure to do so directly impacts MTC’s ability to meet 
customer expectations of an available network and innovative new products and services. This may also impact MTC’s compliance 
with regulatory requirements for network quality and performance. 

MTC depends on the regulator for additional spectrum to accommodate network capacity expansion and requires a supportive ICT 
policy environment and fair treatment in relation to its competitors to achieve its revenue diversification and growth potential. 

Customer 
expectation

 

Advances in digital technology are enabling improved speed and cost efficiency of telecoms products and services. This is driving 
customer demand for more data, constant network availability and better value at lower cost. Customers also expect more 
convenient online service (which requires business process automation) and protection from cyberattacks. 

MTC enhances its understanding of customers’ evolving needs, develops innovative new products and services at competitive 
price points and invests in infrastructure and system upgrades. However, it requires network capacity expansion to achieve the 
improvements necessary to remain competitive. 

Customer 
experience

 

As MTC’s primary revenue source, customers are front and centre of the company’s strategy. During sustained economic downturns, 
there is a general decline in customer affordability and increased demand for an empathic response that includes lower cost offerings 
or value-added products and services. 

The accelerated shift to remote or hybrid working habits has increased customer dependence on call centres, resulted in surges in 
data use and heightened the risk of day-time network congestion in residential areas. 

Without good customer service and experience, MTC risks losing customers who would be difficult to replace in a saturated mobile 
market. The company may also fail to attract customers in competitive new revenue growth markets if its service record does not 
meet their expectations. 

Employee 
commitment 

 

MTC’s employees implement the company’s strategy. Customer-facing employees determine whether customer experience is positive 
or negative and, as brand ambassadors, they reflect MTC’s culture. 

As such, employee experience is as important as customer experience in ensuring that talent and technical expertise are attracted 
and retained in a competitive employment market. It requires that all employees are adequately engaged, committed and skilled to 
achieve MTC’s future strategic objectives in a rapidly evolving digital market. 

   High, medium, low

Level of control that MTC has over the matter

  Increased, decreased, unchanged

Change in level of likelihood or impact since 
2021
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Business drivers How we respond

Rising cost of living concerns
In the aftermath of COVID-19, global economic conditions continued to worsen as a result of Russia’s war 
in Ukraine. Namibia’s inflation surged by 3.6% to 7.1% between October 2021 and September 2022 and 
interest rates rose to 9.25%. These trends are increasing the prices of basic household goods, pushing 
public transport costs higher as many Namibians return to their offices, and making loan repayments 
more expensive.

Despite some relief from public sector salary increases in August 2022 and a drop in the fuel price in 
September, most consumers have less disposable income now than they had a year ago.

Keeping pace with technology 
COVID-19 restrictions accelerated the use of technology to work, learn, transact and play remotely and 
virtually. The transition of many people to home offices in recent years resulted in a surge in demand for 
data and internet-based products and services. 

Like many other industries, telecoms increased the pace of its digital transformation as it responds to 
the fourth wave of communications transformation, characterised by fixed mobile convergence, smart 
technology, Internet of Things and seamless connectivity.

MTC listens to its customers and employees and responds to their affordability concerns by:

• Introducing innovative new products offering more data at lower cost
• Providing opportunities to stay connected to work or family by taking out airtime 

advances and paying later 
• Migrating postpaid customers on contracts to more affordable prepaid subscriptions
• Considering options to improve our employee value proposition

MTC is responding to the advances in digital technology by enabling improvement in the 
speed and cost-effectiveness of its products and services by:

• Implementing a digital transformation strategy to improve business operations and 
customer experience, and adopting new digital business models 

• Maintaining and optimising its network, while investing in new technology 

Forces shaping our business
MTC operates in an ever-changing and competitive market. By understanding the internal and 
external forces that shape our business, we can respond more effectively to market needs.
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Business drivers How we respond

Adapting to the changing world of work
The remote working conditions, together with continuous technological advances, have disrupted traditional 
ways of working. Many companies increased the pace of their digital transformation to maintain business 
continuity by enabling a dispersed workforce. For some, this provided an opportunity to transition to a 
hybrid working model. 

For many companies, a robust culture has been the anchor for successful transition, while others have 
experienced cultural disconnects that pose a risk to effective strategy implementation. 

Distinguishing our brand in a competitive market
As a relative newcomer to the internet and broadband (fixed-line) market for business and home-based 
customers, MTC competes against vigorous incumbent service providers.

Unpredictable regulatory environment
MTC is regulated by CRAN and the NSX. As a telecoms provider, the cost of fees, levies and licencing impact 
MTC financially, while uncertainty associated with material items such as spectrum allocation, government 
approval of 5G technology and unpredictable legal or regulatory rulings, pose a potential risk to MTC’s 
competitive position. 

As it enters new growth markets, MTC’s regulatory complexity will increase as its compliance universe 
extends to additional regulators.

MTC has embarked on a process to assess and strengthen its company culture. The  
measures it is implementing include:

• A culture audit on the working environment, employee engagement and internal 
communications

• A culture campaign to embed MTC values and behaviours
• Ethics awareness and training campaigns

MTC differentiates itself by:

• Leveraging its extensive existing network
• Offering competitive pricing and quality service
• Providing the fastest service activation in the market

MTC manages and mitigates regulatory complexity by:

• Maintaining internal controls to ensure compliance with all relevant legislation 
• Engaging routinely with the regulator
• Participating in ICT policy or regulatory amendments
• Challenging regulations it considers to be unfair
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Building trust with stakeholders
MTC has a range of stakeholders who have an 
interest in our business and may be impacted 
by the services we provide and the way we 
operate. By engaging constructively with 
them, we can create lasting value together. 
MTC has a stakeholder engagement plan in place to guide its 
stakeholder relationships. The plan:

• Identifies key stakeholders, analyses their needs and 
expectations and devises an engagement process best suited 
to each stakeholder grouping

• Assigns responsibility to an executive or department for each 
stakeholder grouping and indicates which stakeholder matters 
need to be escalated to Exco or the Board

• Assesses the status of MTC’s relationship with each grouping 
and assigns a rating

• Ensures that stakeholder concerns or interests are addressed 
regularly and that MTC leverages opportunities presented by 
stakeholders

Exco assesses implementation of the stakeholder engagement 
plan quarterly. From 2023, the Board’s Sustainability, Ethics 
and Social Committee will assist the Board in its oversight of 
stakeholder engagement.

How we rate our stakeholder relationships

Excellent relationship Good, needs more work

Cause for concern, 
close monitoring and 
engagement

Non-existent 
relationship

Consumers, businesses, business-
to-business and business-to-
customer customers, postpaid and 
prepaid subscribers

Metrics tracked

• Customer value management 
survey

• Service quality assessments
• Customer satisfaction survey
• Queueing time relative to 

service level agreements

Engagement channels

• 24-hour call centre
• In-store face-to-face
• Corporate customer visits
• News releases and website
• Sponsorship events
• MTC Interact

How we partnered with customers in 2022

• Increased network capacity to facilitate increased data traffic 
• Offered flexible, affordable contract options for customers who 

could not afford their monthly postpaid payments
• Considered customer needs and inputs in product development
• Developed innovative solutions with a product portfolio that 

services each price point – from entry-level to high earner
• In instances where our services did not meet service standards 

or customer expectations, or where customers needed extra 
support, we listened and responded. An example of this was 
when we had to put Spectra home customers on hold due to 
a delay in imported equipment. MTC managed the delay by 
expediting the delivery of equipment and installing temporary 
equipment to connect customers in the interim

Read more on page 71.

Customers are MTC’s primary revenue source 
and the reason for its existence. MTC’s 
strategy and decision-making are based on, 
and influenced by, the evolving needs and 
expectations of its customers.

Customers want us to:

• Provide quality service and value-for-money
• Hear and understand them
• Respond to their changing needs

Rating

Our customers
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Metrics tracked

• Heart of ambassadors’ engagement survey

Engagement channels

• Employee meetings and face-to-face 
engagements

• Employee events
• Performance management
• Internal interactive social Yammer platform
•  Internal Mirror newsletter

RatingOur employees (%)

100

Namibian

51

Male

49

Female

Our employees

How we partnered with employees in 2022

• Reviewed the employee value proposition, including recognition and reward in 
response to employee concerns raised during the employee engagement survey

• Conducting a skills audit to identify future skills requirements and providing training 
in digital skills

• Introduced regular engagements between the MD, Exco, heads of departments 
and teams and increased focus on individual engagement and performance 
management

• Considering further improvements, including a housing subsidy and flexible 
working arrangements that do not compromise productivity

Read more on page 57.

Employees are MTC’s brand ambassadors and they implement the 
strategy. They are competent, highly skilled and driven, and they 
directly influence the service and experience of MTC’s customers. 

Employees want us to:

• Provide good working conditions and job security
• Provide market-related remuneration and benefits
• Enable them to fulfil their potential
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Metrics tracked

• Government KPIs 
• Share price
• Dividend paid

Engagement channels

• Integrated Annual Report
• AGM
• NENS announcements
• Investor Relations Committee meetings
• One-on-one engagements

RatingShareholder spread
At 30 September 2022 

60.1%

NPTH

37.8%

Institutional

2.1%

Retail

Shareholders

How we partnered with our shareholders in 2022

• Engaged actively with NPTH and prospective investors before the listing to educate, 
communicate and consider the legitimate interests and expectations of all parties

• Established an Investor Relations Committee that meets monthly to discuss 
shareholder matters and ensures that shareholders are informed of business 
developments

• Met the majority of strategic and financial targets 
• Paid N$519,6 million in dividends 
• Plan to engage on shareholder concerns about MTC’s executive remuneration 

disclosure 

Read more on page 28, 49 and 81.

Our shareholders want us to:

• Achieve strategic and financial targets
• Generate a return on investment (through dividend payments 

and share price appreciation) 
• Be a responsible Namibian corporate citizen that pays tax, 

creates jobs and supports the national development agenda
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RatingCRAN

NSX

MUNICIPALITIES

Metrics tracked

• Compliance with 
licence conditions

• Compliance 
with NSX listing 
requirements and 
Companies Act

Engagement 
channels

• Routine face-to-face 
engagements

• Written reports
• Public hearings

How we partnered with the 
regulators in 2022

• Complied with NSX 
requirements for listed 
companies

• Adhered to rules, regulations 
and licence conditions

• Provided input on new laws
• Challenged decisions on 

reasonable grounds to achieve 
certainty on principles of law 
and for future planning

• To overcome the natural 
tension that exists between a 
market leader and an industry 
regulator, MTC maintains a 
good working relationship 
with CRAN, including high 
levels of engagement between 
the Board, Exco and CRAN

Read more on page 43.

CRAN prescribes MTC’s operating licence and 
tariffs, levies fees and distributes spectrum for 
network expansion, and changes regulations at its 
discretion. The NSX regulates companies listed on 
the stock exchange. MTC requires approval from 
local authorities for infrastructure installation. 
MTC has commenced engagement with the Bank 
of Namibia and the Namibia Financial Institutions 
Supervisory Authority which will regulate its future 
mobile financial services offerings. 

The regulators want us to:

• Adhere to rules, regulations and licence 
conditions

• Engage on ICT or governance policy or 
regulatory amendments

• Be a responsible, value-adding Namibian 
corporate citizen 

Regulators and local authorities

Rating36 MTC-owned 
Mobile Homes

29 large dealerships, 
including airtime 
sellers and 
distributors

Metrics tracked

• Service level 
agreements 

Engagement 
channels

• Dealer awards
• Year-end function

How we partnered with distributors 
in 2022

• Empowered entrepreneurs and 
retailers through our distribution 
programme and paid market-related 
commissions

• Ensured availability of MTC products 
as part of our support programme 
with distributors to ensure our 
products are easily accessible

• Enabled MTC customers to be 
distributors and earn commission 
by reselling airtime on the evoucher 
platform

• Offered regular distributor training

Read more on page 73.

MTC’s sales and distribution network 
reaches customers throughout Namibia 
and manages products that generate 
much of the company’s revenue. MTC 
depends on distributors to protect its 
brand by delivering contracted services. 
Over-reliance on distributors may expose 
MTC to risk in the event of distributor 
failure.

Distributors want us to:

• Fulfil contractual obligations
• Maintain employment opportunities 

Our distributors
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RatingMTC has a multitude 
of strategic partners

Metrics tracked

• Research & 
development 
partnerships

• Research & 
development 
initiatives and 
project delivery

• Innovations 
developed (number 
logged and executed)

Engagement 
channels

• HTTPS
• Partner meetings 

and workshops

How we partnered with 
strategic partners in 2022 

• Partnered with NUST to 
incubate and commercialise 
technology-based 
entrepreneurial solutions to 
social challenges 

• Partnered with the 
Environmental Investment 
Fund to support 
environmental awareness and 
sustainability 

• Collaborated with the 
World Food Programme to 
provide digital tokens as an 
alternative to food parcels for 
disadvantaged communities

Read more on page 33.

MTC enters into smart partnerships to identify 
and fast-track home-grown technology solutions 
to complex social, environmental and economic 
challenges.

Strategic partners want us to collaboratively:

• Nurture talent and capability in social sciences, 
open source and standardisation, cybersecurity 
and forensics, network and customer 
experience, artificial intelligence, data science, 
fintech, Internet of Things and smart city 
solutions

• Fund research, develop solutions and 
innovation of common interest 

Strategic partners

RatingBroader Namibian 
society

Economically or 
socially vulnerable 
groups

Metrics tracked

• CSI target of 0.4% 
of gross revenue

• Percentage of 
procurement from 
Namibian-owned 
businesses

Engagement 
channels

• MTC Care 
(employee 
outreach)

How we partnered with 
communities in 2022 

• Invested N$5.51 million in 
education, housing, early 
childhood development, support 
for vulnerable women and 
children and environmental 
projects

• MTC employees participated in 
MTC Care, an internal CSI drive 
to support outreach programmes 
with personal funds or other non-
monetary contributions

• Promoted Namibian government’s 
vaccination programme 

Read more on page 79.

MTC recognises its role as an integral 
part of Namibia’s economic, social and 
environmental fabric. The company is 
committed to implementing a leading practice 
integrated ESG agenda that aligns with its 
vision and Namibia’s national development 
agenda.

Communities want us to:

• Be a responsible value-creating corporate 
citizen

• Invest in community development 
and upliftment through relevant and 
responsive socioeconomic development 
and CSI programmes

Our communities
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Risk analysis

Risk evaluation

Monitoring and review
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and consultation

Recording and reporting

Risk governance structure and process

BOARD, ASSISTED BY AUDIT, RISK AND  
COMPLIANCE COMMITTEE provides oversight  

of the effectiveness of the risk framework

Risk management 
team 

• Implements and 
improves the risk 
framework

• Facilitates the 
identification 
and monitoring 
of risks within 
risk appetite and 
tolerance levels

• Promotes a risk 
culture

Compliance 
Committee

• Reviews risks and 
opportunities

• Ensures internal 
controls are in 
place to evaluate, 
manage and 
mitigate the 
impact of risks

Executive 
management

• Directs resources 
and controls to 
mitigate the most 
significant risks 
and opportunities

• Escalates key risks 
to the risk register

MTC

Managing our risks 
Risk management at MTC focuses on supporting the company’s strategic objectives and ensuring 
its long-term sustainability. 

MTC’s enterprise risk management (ERM) is aligned with the ISO 31000 risk management framework and guided by risk management 
principles, an integrated risk management framework and a risk management process. This structured approach enables a consistent, 
proactive approach to risk management and ensures that lessons learnt from successes and failures inform future performance. 

The ERM process can be summarised as follows:

For more information on our governance of risk, go to page 22.

Combined 
assurance

• Internal audit 
provides 
assurance that 
material risks are 
identified and 
managed

• External audit is 
being introduced 
as an additional 
level of assurance 
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Strengthening MTC’s risk management
MTC has progressively matured its risk management over the past two years.

2022 improvements
• Introduced a monitoring tool to 

identify key risks and improve 
the effectiveness of controls in 
mitigating MTC’s top 10 strategic 
risks 

• Commenced a process to 
identify opportunities associated 
with the top 10 strategic risks

MTC continues to focus on
• Growing and maturing the risk monitoring tool by implementing governance, risk 

and compliance (GRC) software
• Using the GRC software to enhance existing procedures, strengthen collaboration 

between various functions involved in risk management, address current process 
inefficiencies and improve risk monitoring and analysis capabilities

• Introducing an opportunity management system
• Certifying the ISO standards implemented in 2022

Identifying, monitoring and reporting risk
Exco identified MTC’s top risks during an annual review of the ERM strategic risks, based on their potential impact and likelihood of occurrence. 
These were later reviewed and reprioritised based on the risk and control environment, and enhancements to the way risks are grouped.

Residual risk rating

Im
pa

ct

5 1 Information security and cybersecurity

2 Technology failure

3 Regulatory pressures

4 Customer service and experience

5 Unstable economic conditions

6 Talent retention and attraction

7 Strategic project execution

8 Competition

9 Share price

10 Compliance with laws and regulations

4

3

2

1

1 2 3 4 5

Likelihood

An important development in 2022 was 
the introduction of key risk and control 
indicators to improve the effectiveness of risk 
monitoring.
The key risk indicators provide an early warning of changes in risk 
exposure that may negatively impact the business. The key control 
indicators measure the effectiveness of risk controls in reducing 
the causes, consequences or the likelihood of a risk occurring. 
The indicators will assist management to ensure that MTC’s top 
10 enterprise risks do not increase to an unacceptable level and 
will provide assurance that risk controls are functioning effectively. 

Enhancing combined assurance
MTC implemented a combined assurance framework and refined 
the functioning of combined assurance. A combined assurance 
plan was established based on the annual risk assessment. The 
main objectives of the plan are to:

• Identify and specify the sources of assurance over MTC’s risks 
• Provide the Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee and Exco 

with a framework of the assurance parties 
• Link risk management activities with assurance activities 
• Provide a basis for identifying any areas of potential  

assurance gap

Combined assurance was enhanced by strengthening the reporting 
of the first line of assurance, training all lines of assurance 
providers, gradually incorporating other second line of assurance 
providers within MTC, and including the fourth line of assurance 
when specialised assurance skills are required. An assurance map 
is maintained over the top five strategic risks. It indicates per line 
of defence, per quarter, what assurance levels were obtained over 
these risks.

10 9

8
7

6
5

4

3 2

1
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Below is a diagram outlining MTC’s lines of defence:

Three lines of defence

Board / Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee

Executive management

1st line of defence

Operational management

Internal controls

2nd line of defence

Risk management

Compliance

3rd line of defence

Internal Audit

Ex
te

rn
al

 
A

ud
it

Implementing ISO standards

MTC strengthened its control environment with the implementation of the following six International Organisation of Standardisation (ISO) 
standards in 2022: ISO 9001- Quality Standard; ISO 14000- Environmental Management; ISO 45001- Health and Safety; ISO 22301- Business 
Continuity Management; ISO 27000- IT Information Security Management System; and ISO 20000 IT Service Management. 
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Our top 10 risks
MTC’s main risks in 2022, together with our controls and actions to manage or mitigate them, are discussed in the following table. 

1 2 3 4 5

Risk description

Information security and 
cybersecurity  

Digitalisation depends on modernised 
or new systems to enable service and 
network convergence. Unpredictable 
cost inflation, inadequate skills 
and poor management of digital 
transformation projects may impact 
competitive advantage. 

Digitalisation transformation continues 
to escalate the risk of cyberattacks on 
systems, operations and data integrity

Technology failure  

Major failure of critical networks or 
systems could significantly impact 
customers, revenue, and reputation. 
Supply chain disruption may occur 
because of dependence on key 
suppliers, increasing the risk of 
disruption to operations in the event 
of supplier failure or inability to deliver 
goods and/or services.

Regulatory pressures  

Stringent and unpredictable regulatory 
requirements could have a financial 
impact through the payment of fees, 
costs and levies. Failure to comply with 
regulations could impact performance 
and reputation, attract penalties and 
result in possible licence revocation. 
MTC’s regulatory compliance burden 
has increased due to its listing and 
planned expansion in mobile financial 
services.

Customer service and  
experience  

Capacity constraints may occur 
because of congestion or unavailability 
of spectrum, which could impact 
network quality. This, in turn, may 
affect customer experience and loyalty. 

Delays in implementing customer 
centric projects could further impact 
planned initiatives on pricing and 
value aimed at retaining customers.

Unstable economic  
conditions  

Following the COVID-19 pandemic, 
escalating geopolitical tensions are 
impacting the global economy. This is 
increasing inflation and interest rates 
and reducing GDP growth estimates. 

Ongoing disruption of global supply 
chains is impacting the delivery and 
cost of imported handsets and project 
equipment.

How we mitigate the risk

• Embed new policies to address 
cyberthreats and data protection

• Manage projects effectively to 
ensure they are strategically aligned 
and deliver budgeted return on 
investment

• Strengthen internal project 
management and IT development 
capacity

• Engage external partners to provide 
specialist expertise

• Implement crisis management as 
part of the business continuity plan

• Maintain effective redundancy 
plans

• Manage stock levels to compensate 
for supply chain disruptions

• Remain compliant
• Maintain a good working 

relationship with the regulator
• Provide input into the development 

of new laws
• Challenge decisions on reasonable 

grounds
• Mature compliance management 

capabilities and process 
• Ongoing compliance awareness 

and training

• Maintain network capacity 
and service quality through 
optimisation

• Provide relevant, value-added 
customer solutions 

• Manage customer centric projects 
to minimise delays

• Measure customer satisfaction and 
respond to concerns

• Accelerate digitalisation to improve 
operational efficiency

• Control costs and manage stock 
levels to mitigate supply chain 
impacts

• Offer customers relevant, value-
adding solutions
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6 7 8 9 10

Risk description

Talent retention and  
attraction  

A high-performance culture, reflected 
in a committed and engaged employee 
base, is critical to achieving MTC’s 
strategic targets. An eroding culture 
may impact values, with unfavourable 
consequences for the brand and 
strategy execution. 

ICT skills shortages heighten the risk of 
losing talent to competitors. 

Strategic project execution  

As the drivers of MTC’s long-term 
growth prospects and competitiveness, 
capital investment projects 
need to be effectively managed. 
Poor management may impede 
achievement of revenue targets, which 
may impact future growth and erode 
investor confidence. 

Competition  

MTC operates in competitive markets. 
The company’s traditional mobile 
market is being disrupted by new 
entrants, who also compete for its 
specialist human capital skills. 

As a newcomer in enterprise markets, 
MTC must compete for market share. 

Share price  

MTC’s share price is influenced by 
market conditions beyond MTC’s 
control and has declined since the 
listing. This may disappoint smaller 
shareholders who were expecting 
immediate gains. 

Compliance with laws and 
regulations  

Non-compliance to laws and 
regulations may impact performance 
and reputation and attract penalties 
and possible licence revocation.

As a listed entity MTC needs to comply 
to new reporting requirements.

As MTC implements its strategy and 
enters new markets, it will be exposed 
to new regulations and compliance 
requirements.

How we mitigate the risk

• Strengthen employee value 
proposition

• Assess competency and address 
skills gaps

• Provide employee training and 
development

• Improve project management
• Engage in technology partnerships
• Manage supplier service level 

agreements
• Monitor and track revenue 

performance ratios and factors

• MTC’s strategy is to use its 
competitive advantages to defend 
its traditional market and compete 
aggressively to grow new revenue 
streams

• Focus on achieving strategic targets 
communicated to the market

• Educate investors that value 
is influenced by share price 
movements and dividends

• Maintain compliance logs to ensure 
compliance is achieved

• Perform compliance reviews to 
assess compliance throughout the 
company

Extreme 

Risks addressed as a priority due to 
high exposure

High 

Risks that cause management concern 
and are actively managed and 
mitigated

Medium 

Risks that require attention but are not 
an immediate cause for concern

Low 

Emerging risks that are monitored but 
not actively managed

Year-on-year movement 

Indicating change in the level of 
likelihood or impact since 2021
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How 
did MTC 
perform in 
2022? 
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Unpacking the financial performance
MTC achieved profitable growth and increased its infrastructure investment during 2022 as its 
customer centric digital transformation strategy delivered value.
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Overcoming a tough operating environment

After the effects of COVID-19 subsided, Namibia’s economy 
remained subdued and was further impacted by inflationary 
pressures associated with Russia’s war in Ukraine. 

Rising inflation and higher interest rates increased the prices 
of public transport and other basic household goods and 

services, placing more pressure on the disposable income of 
consumers.

Ongoing global supply chain disruptions and rising costs 
impacted the cost and delivery of imported handsets and 
capital expenditure projects that use imported equipment.

MTC met most of its key financial targets by adapting 
to change and meeting its customers’ needs for faster, 
more convenient and cost-effective services.

Thinus Smit
Financial Director
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Growing in a difficult market 

Despite steady increases in the prices of goods and services, MTC achieved satisfactory growth in revenue from its traditional operations, as 
increased revenue from prepaid services more than compensated for lower postpaid revenue. 

The drive to increase MTC’s share of the home and office fibre markets contributed to growth in new revenue streams and partially offset the 
delayed implementation of mobile financial services.

Revenue
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Generating profitable growth

MTC’s EBITDA margin 51.2%.
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Delivering shareholder value

ROE 31.2%

MTC paid its shareholders dividends amounting to N$519.6 million, 
or 69.28 cents per share.

Dividends (N$ million)
ROE (%)
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More detail on the income statement
N$ million 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Revenue 2 498.2 2 613.7 2 683.3 2 799.1 2 893.0 A

Other income 3.9 4.3 2.1 3.2 12.3

Total income 2 502.1 2 618 2.685.4 2 802.3 2 905.3

Expenses (1 401.7) (1558.2) (1 608) (1 730.3) (1 844.0)

Profit from operations 1 100.4 1059.7 1 077.4 1 071.9 1 061.3 B

Investment income 60 69.6 63.6 42.0 85.5

Finance costs 5.4 (2.1) (22.6) (23.4) (22.7)

Profit before taxation 1 165.8 1 127.2 1 118.3) 1 090.5 1 124.1

Taxation (358) (330) (346) (347.2) (331.1) C 

Profit for the year 807.7 797.0 772.4 743.3 793.0

Other comprehensive income – – – – –

Total comprehensive income for the year 807.7 797.0 772.4 743.3 793.0

Earnings per share

– Basic and diluted earnings per share (cents) 3 230.8 3 188.1 103 99.11 105.74

– Headline earnings per share (cents) 3 230.8 3 188.1 103 99.11 105.81

EBITDA margin (%) 59.9 51.5 52.0 51.3 51.2

Net profit after tax margin (%) 32.3 30.5 28.79 26.6 27.4

A. Sustaining revenue growth in difficult market 
conditions
Total income increased by 3.7%, relative to the 3 – 6% strategic 
targets for 2022, and was driven by the increase in demand  
for data, growth in prepaid products and continued expansion of 
enterprise services. 

Existing revenue streams grew by 2.4%, within the strategic 
target range of 3% to 6%, despite a slowdown in consumer 
spending during the second half of the financial year. This was 
primarily due to growth in customer numbers and revenue from 
prepaid customers, driven by:

• Demand for MTC’s popular Multiple Aweh products
• A shift by postpaid customers away from long-term contracts 

to more affordable prepaid offerings
• Sustained growth in digital streaming and content services

Growth in prepaid revenue offset the ongoing decline in postpaid 
revenue as many customers struggled to maintain service 
contracts in a rising cost environment. MTC focused on retaining 
postpaid customers with value-adding capped data packages or 
Taamba Advance data bundles.

MTC’s blended ARPU (including handset revenue) grew by 4.4% 
to N$96.4. While roaming revenue increased from a low base as 
COVID-19 restrictions were lifted, handset revenue was impacted 
by migration from legacy postpaid packages to phone financing.

New revenue streams grew by 106.6%, relative to the >150% 
strategic target. MTC’s new fixed-line service offerings maintained 
sturdy growth momentum in response to MTC’s focused drive 
to capture market share, contributing 1.8% to total income and 
generating ARPU of N$1 203 monthly.

Revenue from fibre to the home grew by 134%, driven by work-
from-home and home entertainment trends, and revenue from 
cloud-based services to businesses increased by 816%. These were 
offset by more modest growth of 27% in fibre to businesses and 
the delay in implementing mobile financial services. 
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Revenue classes 
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B. Profitability backed by cost control
Earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortisation 
increased by 3.2% to N$1 481 million. EBITDA was impacted by 
several factors, mainly revenue growth and cost containment.

MTC reallocated and reduced operational costs in an effort 
to achieve the financial targets communicated to the market, 
prioritising cost-efficient investment in network expansion and 
market growth, without compromising customer service quality.

MTC achieved its cost optimisation strategic targets.

The 4.6% increase in operating expenses (2021: 6.9% increase) 
was largely attributable to personnel costs, which increased by 
6.9% due to filling of vacancies and inflation related increases 
in 2021 for 2022. Sales and marketing costs increased by 2.4% 
to fund promotions that drive MTC’s brand visibility, including  
the promotion of value-added offerings. Direct costs increased 
by 3.1% as a result of currency fluctuation and new network 
technology rollouts.

Further progress in MTC’s digital transformation, including the 
automation and integration of core operations and business 
support and customer management systems improved cost 
efficiency.

Net profit after tax increased by 6.7% to N$793.0 million, 
influenced by a combination of:

• The net recovery of MTC’s N$46.5 million initial public offering 
(IPO) costs and a strong focus on cost containment.

• Increased depreciation and amortisation costs related to higher 
capital expenditure

• Decreased effective tax rate.
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N$638.2 million 
tax paid 

N$355.6 million
paid in direct taxes

(2021: N$360.0 million)

N$201.9 million
collected and paid 
in indirect (VAT) 

contributions

(2021: N$181.6 million)

N$80.7 million
paid in direct non-tax 

contributions

(2021: N$88.5 million)

We paid N$0.29 in corporate tax for every N$1 
we made in profit

19.2% of our payroll expenditure consisted of 
employee tax

C. MTC’s tax contributions to public finances
MTC is a significant contributor to Namibia’s tax base as the country’s largest telecoms provider and a responsible corporate citizen. During 
2022, MTC paid N$638.2 million in tax (2021: N$695.6 million) in the following contributions. The tax rate was 29.46% (2021: 31.84%).

The major tax types included in the above categories are:

• N$272.2 million paid in company taxes (2021: N$360.0 million) 
• N$83.4 million paid in employment tax on behalf of employees (2021: N$65.5 million) 
• N$80.7 million paid in customs and import duties (2021: N$88.5 million)

Managing exchange rate risk
MTC is exposed to multi-currency risk as a result of its USD-based 
service level agreements and imported network infrastructure. 
This is compounded by the pegging of the Namibian Dollar to 
the volatile South African Rand. MTC’s main currency exposures 
are to the USD, the Euro, the Swiss Franc (CHF), the Great Britain 
Pound (GBP) and the Chinese Yuan (CNY). The Rand depreciated 
18.4% against the USD, 12.9% against the CHF and 7.7% against 
the CNY in 2022, impacting financial performance and cash flows. 
The Rand appreciated 0.3% against the Euro.

MTC incurred additional costs for warehousing excess handset 
stocks and capital expenditure project equipment to mitigate 
ongoing supply chain disruptions due to chip shortages.

MTC’s currency risk management is guided by a foreign currency 
management policy and currency purchases are based on constant 
monitoring and evaluation of markets. 

Exchange rate volatility (USD1:N$) 
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Maintaining a healthy balance sheet 
MTC maintained a healthy balance sheet with no gearing and sufficient cash to maintain the quality of its network, pay acceptable 
dividends and fund the growth strategy.

As a private company, MTC has several options to fund future growth, and its ungeared balance sheet enhances its flexibility 
should it opt to borrow money.

N$ million 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment 1 004.8 1 161.0 1 260.0 1 423.9 1 544.0 D
Right-of-use assets – – 214.6 202.9 190.9
Investment property 7.8 5.7 5.7 – –
Intangible assets 561.6 489.7 628.8 735.5 724.0 D, E
Loans to employees 1.2 – 2.3 1.0 1.1
Contract assets – 20.7 8.9 17.5 19.3
Long-term deposit 1.5 0.01 1.6 – 19.5

1 575.7 1 678.8 2121.9 2 381.0 2 498.8
Current assets
Inventories 57.4 56.2 68.6 61.1 118.8
Loans to employees 0 1.7 0.5 2.1 2.4
Trade and other receivables 179.9 151.6 167.5 151.8 182.9 F
Contract assets – 124.8 126.6 118.3 118.3
Current tax receivable 2.4 – – 7.5 –
Cash and cash equivalents 879.1 1 044.9 777.6 707.6 806.0 G

1 118.7 1 379.1 1 140.9 1 048.4 1 228.4

Total assets 2 694.5 3 058.0 3 262.8 3 429.4 3 727.2

Equity and liabilities
Equity
Share capital 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0
Retained capital 1 915.0 2 284.9 2 101.1 2 244.4 2 517.8

1 940.0 2 309.9 2 126.1 2 269.4 2 542.8
Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Lease liabilities – – 182.4 201.9 195.3
Deferred tax 278.5 274.5 296.7 309.3 337.6
Provisions – – – 23.2 26.9

278.5 274.5 479.1 534.3 559.8
Current liabilities
Trade and other payables 330.3 317.6 434.25 457.8 430.0
Lease liabilities – – 45.5 23.8 23.1 H
Deferred income 145.7 142.8 155.1 143.9 148.4
Current tax payable – 13.2 17.9 – 23.1
Provisions – – 4.8 – –

476.0 473.6 657.5 625.6 624.6

Total liabilities 754.5 748.0 1 136.6 1 159.9 1 184.4

Total equity and liabilities 2 694.5 3 057.9 3 262.8 3 429.4 3 727.2

D. Investing in infrastructure and networks
MTC’s total capital expenditure (including intangibles and right of use 
assets) decreased by 16.7% to N$514 million (2021: N$617.7 million):

• 79% of strategic projects were completed within budget and 
on time

• 22.2% return on assets, relative to the strategic target of >25%
• Total capital expenditure amounted to 17.8% of revenue 

For more information on the capital expenditure projects, refer to 
page 66.

Capital expenditure – (N$ million)

Capital expenditure – property, plant and equipment

Capital expenditure – intangible assets
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E. Intangible assets
Included in total capital expenditure are intangible assets of 
N$129.1 million (2021: N$192.5 million). 
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F. Managing bad debts
The Namibian Economy remains challenging, with the inflation 
rate for September of 7.1% remaining at elevated levels, yet there 
is no relief to the ever-growing consumer burden from government 
interventions. Economists are forecasting that the inflation rates will 
continue to rise in the foreseeable future. The increased interest 
rates were required to ensure the Namibia Doller remains on par 
with the South African Rand. 

These economic conditions continue to affect the middle class 
and smaller/medium businesses. Interest rates have recently seen 
various increases and fuel hikes which increase pressure on the 
disposable income of customers.

We have considered the deteriorating current economic conditions, 
worsened by the continued recent interest rate spikes and increased 
inflation in the forecast of the bad debt recoveries.

% 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Bad debt as % of 
revenue 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.6

Net bad debts¹ as 
% of revenue 0.4 0.3 0.37 0.14 0.14

¹ Actual bad debts less bad debts recovered.

G. Cash position
MTC’s cash holdings at 30 September 2022 increased by 13.9%, 
compared to the previous year's decrease of 9%, which was spent 
primarily due to the decrease in capital investments, mainly the 
081Every1 project. The cash increase in 2022 is mainly due to 
delayed capital investments as well as improved interest earnings 
with the back-to-back interest increases.

MTC manages its cash position to maximise return on investment. 
In 2022, MTC’s cash reserves earned interest income of 
N$85.5 million (2021: N$42 million) at an average interest rate  
of 11.3% (2021: 5.7%). This increase corresponds to the 
increase in market rate, as well as the fact that the interest 
earned on the IPO funds until these were transferred to NPTH.

Cash balance and interest
At September
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The graph below sets out our cash flow movements for the financial year.

Cashflow movements
At September
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Maximising shareholder returns through dividends
Shareholder value is generated by the strategic decisions and 
actions of management which enable the payment of dividends. 
Value is also created by an increase in the share price over time.

MTC share price (cents per share)
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Net asset value per share of 0.34 at 30 September 2022

The Board’s dividend policy is to consider an interim and final 
dividend up to a minimum of 70% of NPAT annually, subject to 
the outlook for earnings growth, operating and capital expenditure 
requirements and the company’s borrowings. The Board may also 
consider a special dividend, where appropriate. 

Payments are normally made bi-annually. The interim dividend, 
payable in August, is based on the financial information for the  
six months ending 31 March. The final dividend, payable in February, 
is based on the financial information for the full financial year. 

During the 2022 financial year, the Board declared the following 
dividends:

• An ordinary dividend of 32.28 cents per share, amounting 
to N$242.1 million, declared on 6 December 2021, paid on 
4 February 2022

• An interim dividend of 37 cents per share, amounting to 
N$277.5 million, declared on 30 May 2022, paid on 8 July 2022

Dividends
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Special dividend (N$ million)
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*  A N$400 million special dividend was declared in November 2019 and 
paid in December 2019 due to MTC’s good performance and to address 
the high cash balances available at 30 September 2019. 

The full financial statements start on page 90, and include 
additional information on the company’s financial performance 
and position, and its accounting policies.
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Empowering our employees
MTC’s 760 employees are the company’s brand ambassadors, serving 2.52 million customers, 
implementing the company’s digital transformation strategy and maintaining its market-leading 
customer service reputation.

An engaged workforce aligned 
with MTC’s strategy 

A competitive value proposition 
to attract, retain and develop 
talent 

A high-performance 
organisational culture to enable 
the strategy 

Our human capital strategy How we implement our strategy

MTC is developing a high-performance 
culture to enable its business strategy.

Our employee value proposition seeks to 
maintain MTC’s preferred employer status by 
attracting, developing and retaining engaged, 
healthy and strategically aligned talent. 

• Measuring and strengthening employee 
engagement

• Realigning our organisational design and 
employee complement to be fit-for-
purpose

• Aligning remuneration to strategic KPIs 

• Focusing on fair and competitive reward 
and recognition

• Creating a conducive office environment in 
response to evolving work trends

• Managing performance and investing in talent
• Succession planning

• Assessing our organisational culture
• Aligning our culture and our behaviour to 

our vision, mission and values

46%
of employees are fully engaged 

(benchmark 43%)

-2 net promoter score (NPS) score 
is a key future focus area 

30.5% 
of total operating cost is invested 

in employee remuneration, 
training and development

(2021: 29.7)

2023 kick-off
The process to assess and align 

MTC’s organisational culture will 
commence during the first quarter 

of 2023
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Developing an engaged, strategically aligned workforce 
As MTC implements its digital transformation strategy, the company is implementing an organisational 
realignment to ensure that its organisational design and employee complement have the capacity and 
capability to enable the strategy. 

How engaged are our employees?
Employee engagement is a critical enabler of high performance. Highly engaged employees are 
fully committed to their work and likely to recommend their employer to others. They tend to be 
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strategically aligned and deliver higher performance than partially engaged or unengaged employees. 
Changes in external or internal work environments often impact employee engagement.

MTC employees have experienced significant change, including COVID-19 health concerns and remote 
working, the company’s listing and sustained economic pressure. Many employees are returning to 
their offices in September after an extended period of working from home. 

A bi-annual engagement survey is conducted to measure employee satisfaction and engagement. 
The 2022 assessment was conducted under the banner “Heart of Ambassadors”, using scientifically 
validated diagnostic tools to measure the level of employee engagement. 

% of fully engaged employees 46% 43% We want to increase this percentage of fully engaged employees next year.

Overall NPS

On a scale from 1 (not likely) to 10 (very likely), would you recommend 
MTC as a great place to work

-2 Above 0 
and higher

46% fully engaged employees and 32% engaged employees.

The negative score is because there are more detractors than promoters.

Overall engagement indicator 7.7 8.1 We specifically assessed employees’ commitment to MTC (8.4) and 
willingness to do more than required (7.5).

Response rate 4.29% 70% 500 of 673 employees participated in the survey.

The survey took place in August 2021 and targeted all permanent and temporary 
employees at the time. 

Wellbeing and resilience

In addition, the survey assessed employee wellbeing and resilience, finding that MTC employees transitioned well 
into their new way of working during COVID-19. However, there are still issues to address to ensure they maintain 
high levels of performance.

A positive outcome of the survey was an indication that employees are strategically aligned. They 
understand how their work contributes to the achievement of their department’s goals and the 
company’s strategy.

Employee engagement survey – priority KPIs 2022 Benchmark Additional insight
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Recognition and praise • Survey and review of recognition and reward programme
• Board approval of an employee housing subsidy. The subsidy will relieve a significant financial burden 

of approximately 75% of MTC employees who spend up to 70% of their income on rent or bond 
repayments.

The subsidy was approved in principle for employees in bands A to D2, phased in over three years 
from 1 October 2023 to 2025. To qualify, employees must own houses for which they are repaying 
bonds. All ambassadors receiving this subsidy will comply with its rules and HR will conduct due 
diligence checks.

The subsidy will amount to N$3 000 monthly in 2023, increasing to N$4 500 in 2024 and N$5 625 in 
2025, provided it remains financially viable for MTC. The value of the subsidy will be N$18 864 million 
in 2023 if taken up by all qualifying employees. 

Talent fit • Conduct a skills audit to identify future skills requirements
• Provide training in digital skills

Communication • Introduce regular events and engagements between the MD, Exco, heads of departments and teams
• Increase the focus on individual engagement and performance management

Flexible working hours • Flexible working arrangements that do not compromise productivity are under consideration, 
including telecommuting

• A flexible working policy is being benchmarked against market trends before submission to Exco

Actions

Employee engagement strategy
The survey outcomes identified issues that drive or inhibit engagement across MTC and within specific departments. This enabled MTC to 
pinpoint and respond to the matters that are top of mind for employees.

Focus areas 
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Employee composition
MTC’s employee headcount increased by 10.73%. Employee turnover was 16.95% (2021: 3.6%), with 53.17% of resignations 
by male employees. The increase in resignations and recruitments was mainly due to temporary employees recruited to 
provide support during the listing. MTC’s rollout of fibre and enterprise business contributed to the increased headcount. 
In addition, additional temporary employees were appointed to assist in the logistics department due to increased 
inventory requirements.

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Racially disadvantaged Men 259 298 340 328 372

Women 239 295 299 312 359

Racially advantaged Men 18 18 13 13 13

Women 15 15 13 12 12

Persons with disabilities Men 1 1 1 1 1

Women 1 1 1 2 2

Non-Namibians Men 3 3 3 3 1

Women 1 1 0 0 0

Total Men 281 320 357 345 387

Women 256 312 313 326 373

Leadership development for women 

Women employees 46% of MTC’s employee complement, 45% 

of management, 33% of Exco and 38% of the Board. 

To strengthen gender diversity in its senior leadership, MTC will 
implement an accelerated leadership programme for women in 2023.

Recruitment and resignation 
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Fit-for-Future
MTC is realigning its organisational design and employee 
complement to its future human capital requirements as it evolves 
from a traditional mobile telecoms provider to a digital business 
of the future.

MTC’s Fit-for-Future structure was approved by the Board and 
will be implemented over five years. Following competency 
assessments to identify skills gaps, MTC filled the first three 
positions of enterprise sales executive, business analyst and senior 
technical regulatory officer. Future positions will be filled annually 
through the human resources budget approval process. Functional 
roles of executives that change because of the new structure are 
regraded, subject to Board approval.

Employees have been reassured that while the process will 
result in changes to some roles within the company and guide 
future appointments, its purpose is not to reduce the size of the 
employee complement.

Introducing new ways of working

• Cross-functional teams with new, mainly digital 
skills, are being introduced to innovate, improve 
operational efficiencies and enhance customer 
experience

• A new Strategic Committee with representatives 
from all departments monitors strategic progress and 
reports to Exco

• A Change Management Committee fosters support 
for the strategy and new innovation, and assists 
employees to overcome resistance to change, 
particularly on major strategic projects that are 
testing new technology boundaries

A competitive value proposition 
MTC is committed to fair and responsible remuneration that aims 
to be competitive and internally equitable. A robust performance 
management system underpins this commitment and aligns 
recognition and reward with the business strategy. Each employee 
agrees to a set of KPIs against which they are assessed. These KPIs 
are derived from departmental objectives linked to MTC’s strategic 
objectives.

For more information on MTC’s remuneration practices and 
performance, refer to page 81.

Investing in talent
Talent management and succession planning
MTC operates in a competitive human capital market, where its 
specialist skills are in demand in the telecoms, financial services 
and other sectors. MTC increased its focus on talent management 
and succession planning to attract and retain young professionals 
and build an adequate succession pipeline to meet future HR 
requirements. 

MTC’s turbo boost leadership programme continued to narrow 
skills gaps between middle management and the executive 
team and ensure leadership continuity. Personal development 
interventions included a focus on professional management for 
30 managers.

MTC appointed an external consultancy to conduct competency 
testing and profiling in 2023. This will identify shortcomings and 
scientifically measure the gap between successors and the people 
they will replace. 

A new mentorship platform (Elevate) was launched in 2022. The 
platform ensures that young talent is recognised and provided 
with career advancement opportunities under the guidance of 
leadership. Mentors were identified and trained and employees 
can sign up for online mentorship.

Training and development
MTC invested N$8.8 million (2021: N$7 million) in a range of 
internal and external training and development interventions, 
including training in ethics, customer relationship management, 
business case development and ISO standards. Each employee 
has an individual development plan with identified gaps that are 
addressed through academies and programmes. Many of these 
are project-related, with costs absorbed by the projects.

MTC resumed the following academies and programmes after the 
lifting of COVID-19 restrictions:

• An Onboarding Academy for customer relations employees 
is conducted over three weeks. The academy equips new 
employees with company information and skills to succeed in 
new positions. Onboarding courses include systems, products 
and services and soft skills training. 198 predominantly 
temporary employees participated in the onboarding process, 
and some were employed temporarily to assist with the listing.

• A deployment programme makes provision for high 
performing employees with potential to deploy to a 
department where they learn new skills and advance their 
knowledge in different processes in the company. More than 
100 employees were deployed in 2022.

• A Talent Academy is geared for consistently good 
performers and successors with potential identified through 
the performance management system. The programme offers 
personal and leadership development interventions to fill 
learning gaps.

• A Coaching Academy provides leadership development for 
supervisors and middle managers.

• An internship programme offers students from local 
universities and MTC employees the opportunity to complete 
their experiential learning over three months in a department 
relevant to their studies. 11 interns, including seven MTC 
bursary students, participated in the programme.

• An incubator programme was introduced in 2022 to develop 
high performing professional experts. The programme 
creates a learning and growth mindset by embedding desired 
behaviours and developing next generation skills.
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MTC Dreamers project
The MTC Dreamers project forms part of the 
employee value proposition. The objective of 
the project is to financially assist employees 
to realise their own personal dreams, 
recognising that they are not just employees, 
but individuals with different dreams and 
aspirations while they work for MTC. 

Employees can access the company’s social 
investment funding through the N$1.5 million 
annual Dreamers project. The project 
selects and funds employees to kick-start an 
aspirational idea that will benefit Namibian 
society, whether it is pursuing a career in 
music or sport, starting a small business or 
supporting a community project. 

The 2021 recipients were awarded between 
N$30 000 and N$60 000 each for ventures in 
3 029 dreams and aspirations. They received 
external training in entrepreneurial business 
skills and have started to accelerate their 
activities, with 17 of the ventures creating 
permanent or temporary employment. 
MTC releases weekly video updates on the 
progress of successful ventures to inspire 
other employees.

The Dreamers project was temporarily placed 
on hold in 2022 and will continue in 2023.
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Study support

Employee bursaries, study loans and deployment opportunities are 
offered to employees who wish to study further or gain exposure 
in their areas of study. 

Interest-free study loans to a maximum of N$15 000 are offered 
to employees who wish to pursue short-term and long-term 
courses, certificates, undergraduate and postgraduate studies. 
During 2022, 52 employees received a total amount of N$748 928 
(2021: N$464 799).

Internal bursary scheme 

The internal bursary programme assists qualifying employees 
with good performance track records to study further. This builds 
capacity and broadens the internal skills base. Bursaries were 
provided to 18 students at a total investment of N$535 300 (2021: 
N$432 000).

External bursary scheme

With its external bursary scheme, MTC contributes to Namibia’s 
national capacity building agenda and broadens its own 
recruitment base. Four bursary students were accepted for the 
2023 cohort. Two students who completed their studies in 2022 
are participating in MTC’s graduate trainee programme. A total 
amount of N$ 760 400 has been invested in this scheme (2021: 
N$508 216).

MTC has a 99.50% success rate of absorbing students from its 
internal and external bursary schemes into the company. After one 
year, bursars become permanent employees.

A high performance organisational culture enables 
strategy 
MTC will conduct a culture audit on its working environment, 
employee engagement and internal communications to determine 
whether its workplace culture is supporting the strategic goals. 
Once the audit has been completed, MTC will implement a culture 
campaign across several communications platforms to embed 
MTC values and the behaviours required to enable the strategy.

MTC’s Code of Conduct was reviewed and amended in 2022. 
An ethics awareness campaign is underway to ensure people 
understand the ethical behaviour that underpins MTC’s business 
conduct. A 24-hour toll-free hotline that enables employees to 
report unethical behaviour anonymously, was reviewed and 
Deloitte was appointed to provide future services. Deloitte 
conducted ethics awareness training throughout MTC and 
familiarised employees with the whistleblowing system. The 
system is advertised internally and to external stakeholders, 
including contractors and other service providers.

No incidents of unethical behaviour were reported during 2022. 
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Technology and infrastructure

MTC invests in technology and infrastructure to ensure that its extensive mobile 
network provides continuous quality digital access to Namibians across the country. 

During 2022, MTC focused on:

• Expanding and upgrading its existing network to maintain the quality and availability of service to consumer, business 
and public sector customers as their demand for digital services continues to grow

• Implementing new systems and emerging technologies to improve the speed and cost efficiency of MTC’s products 
and services and facilitate MTC’s transition from a mobile telecoms provider to a digital services provider

Network infrastructure 

By continuing to grow and optimise its network in 2022, MTC maintained network 
availability above 98%. 

Over the past six years, MTC expanded its base stations by an average of 5% annually to 990 sites, with new sites 
constructed to carry network traffic. Active cells have more than doubled to 12 631 over the same period to increase 
network capacity. MTC’s extensive network provides connectivity to 98% of Namibians.

92%
of MTC’s 990 sites have 

broadband 

(2021: 92% for 3G, with a strategy to 
expand 4G for broadband)

197 
additional sites will be optimised 

in 2022 and 2023 to address 
network congestion

66% 
of sites are 4G and 4G LTE 

enabled

 (2021: 49%)

N$472.6 million
invested in capital projects to 
support MTC’s purpose and 

strategy 

(2021: N$512 million)

475 km 
of fibre rolled was out to support 

MTC sites 

(2021: 200 km)

Insight into operational performance

 2G 98% population coverage

 3G 89% population coverage

 4G 68% population coverage
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Cloud computing 

We are migrating our data 
and voice services to MTC 

cloud which underpins 
cloud computing and cloud 

telephone services for 
customers.

Emerging technologies

Cloud computing supports 
new generation technologies, 
such as artificial intelligence, 
robotics, Internet of Things 

and data analytics to improve 
customer service.

Business support systems

Our automated BSS went 
live in November 2021. It is 
improving service efficiency 
and increasing the speed at 
which we take new products 

to market.

Enterprise data 
warehouse

Data management and 
data-informed analysis are 
improving the decisions we 

make to optimise our network 
and develop new products.

Innovation

Our HTTPS partnership is 
incubating ideas for new 

products and services 
based on new generation 

technologies.

Network failures 

Technical failures are frequently related to our reliance on third parties such as 
electricity distributers or fibre installers.

• Entered into service level agreements with service providers to maintain consistent service to customers 
• Addressed radio network failures caused by power outages with backup power at critical sites and swift responses by technicians
• Provided for installation of own fibre and establishing redundant links to enable rerouting of services to ensure optimal uptime
• Upgraded IT architecture to mitigate risks of power outages and ensure optimal redundancy

Network congestion

Constant growth in customer demand for internet services is worsening 
network congestion.

• Conducted data analysis of user trends to inform capital investment decisions 
• Refarmed (repurposed) frequency bands to more efficient technologies or new services
• Installed 35 new towers in areas with no coverage and upgraded 186 sites to 4G
• Reallocated capital expenditure to 197 sites requiring urgent upgrades to alleviate congestion
• Migrating customers to 4G to enable maximum data access on their smartphones

Supply chain disruption 

External challenges are impacting the delivery and cost of imported equipment.

• Increased stock levels and ordered imported project equipment early to mitigate delays and inflated costs

Cybersecurity risks

Cybersecurity associated with digitalisation is a growing risk. 

• Conduct annual penetration testing to identify risk 
• Upgraded MTC’s firewall to protect the MTC website
• Conducted a maturity assessment and introduced user awareness training and a weekly awareness campaign for all employees

Network performance

MTC’s technical strategy is informed by Industry 4.0 and the increasing demand for services, and 
the technologies that underpin those services and enable us to adapt to constant change.

Maintaining high performance despite significant challenges

How we mitigated these challengesOur challenges
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Urban Namibia

45
Low cost

30

Major expansion projects improve and grow MTC’s network

Status

Capacity expansion is based on customer demand, the 
capability of existing site infrastructure and the quality 
of existing coverage.

• Phase 1 completed in June 2020: 667 sites 
expanded

• Phase 2 completed in June 2021: 65 sites expanded 
• Phase 3 underway: 49 sites expanded and 197 sites 

identified for upgrades in 2022 and 2023 

Status

• Phase 1 completed in June 2020: 111 rural and 21 
urban sites completed and functioning.

• Phase 2: 76 rural and 19 urban sites (98% complete)
• Phase 3 underway: 53 new sites (84% complete)
• The project is adding 3G technology to all sites on its 

network

Capacity 2022

49 sites were expanded through technology 
upgrades, sector splitting and spectrum refarming 
in 2022 to meet customer demand and ensure 
quality voice and data services.

N$400 million invested over three years to 
2022.

081Every1

MTC embarked on the project in 2017 to expand its 
national footprint and achieve 100% population 
coverage.

N$1 billion invested over five years.

Rural LTE
081Every1 is extending MTC’s footprint in rural areas and giving rural 
Namibians the same experience of mobile broadband as their urban 
counterparts. 282 rural sites were upgraded to 4G during phases 2 and 3 
of 081Every1 and the rural LTE project was completed in 2022. 

Capital expenditure projects
Capital expenditure decreased to N$514.3 million  
(2021: N$617.7 million) as the company executed major projects 
to support its vision and strategy. 

MTC focused on strengthening project capacity, processes and 
controls to support implementation and speed of delivery.

MTC’s strategic projects deliver 
the technologies that underpin 
MTC’s digital transformation 
and growth objectives, while 
maintaining current network 
availability and quality.
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Digital transformation supports MTC’s vision and mission

During 2022, the company migrated its core systems to the cloud 
and went live with its new BSS to create a more agile customer 
centric system that:

• Digitises customer engagement to improve experience, and 
supports faster distribution of value-added services

• Strengthens and maintains the integrity of MTC’s brand 
through digital channels and enhanced customer experience

• Deploys outsourced billing and payment solutions from value-
adding partners

• Generates positive returns on investment in value-added 
services 

Diversifying our revenue and broadening customer services

MTC made further inroads into the internet and broadband (fixed-
line) services market to diversify its revenue and customer service. 
The company initiated fibre, secure cloud and hosted PBX value-
added services to business customers in 2019 and introduced 
Spectra Home (a fixed broadband service) to accommodate the 
increased connectivity demand from customers working from 
home.

MTC’s fibre roll-out project supports the 081Every1 and capacity 
expansion projects by ensuring adequate backhaul transmission 
for these activities. Fibre installed in Windhoek passes through 
MTC sites within the capital and supports the company’s fibre to 
the office and home strategy. We have invested N$240.7 million in 
fibre over five years to 2022.

In 2022, MTC deployed 475 kms of fibre, focusing on:

• Expansion between Oshakati and Ondangwa to address and 
minimise network failures by establishing a redundancy ring

• Extension to Langstrand and Oranjemund to reduce 
dependency on Telecom Namibia

• Continued fibre deployment for private and public sector 
customers in Windhoek

• Migrating Spectra Home and Enterprise customers from 
airfibre to physical fibre

Status

• Fibre roll-out throughout Namibia
 » 23 km of fibre in Windhoek
 » 452 km of fibre across the rest of the country

Keeping one step ahead by migrating to the cloud

A cloud-based platform will establish the 
foundation for converged services 
that are necessary for MTC to keep 
abreast of technology advances 
in its customer offerings.
MTC is virtualising its computer hardware 
and migrating its systems and data to 
the cloud. The upgrading of its core 
operating environment is increasing 
speed, enhancing service quality 
with improved bandwidth and 
reduced network latency and 
supporting newer technologies.

Following the completion of its 
cloud project, MTC migrated 
its core systems to the cloud in 
2021 and 2022. The cloud-based 
migration remains on track for 
completion in the 2022 calendar 
year, even though it was delayed by 
the upgrade of MTC’s charging system, 
which is another important step in the 
company’s digital transformation and 
preparation for 5G functionality. We have 
invested N$215.2 million in cloud migration 
over five years to 2022.
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Business support systems

The BSS is an information communication (IT) system that 
supports the core business services. The BSS serves as the business 
interface, which enables easy interaction between MTC and its 
customers. The system went live in November 2021, which was 
followed by the stabilisation phase to ensure that functionalities 
and business requirements are delivered accordingly. The BSS 
impacts the overall customer experience and is essential to the 
success of modern telecommunications business operations. A 
modern BSS solution simplifies workflows, monitor service quality, 
and resolve customer issues quickly.

Enterprise data warehouse

Enterprise Data Warehouse is the centralised data repository of 
the organisation, established to serve reports and data analytics 
to support the organisation's operations and strategy. Through 
data analytics, it provides insights into customer behaviour and 
trends, and supports key decisions such as the development  
of new products and services as well network optimisation.

Effective project management

MTC’s capital expenditure (capex) is strictly governed to 
ensure that projects are strategically aligned and deliver 
anticipated returns on investment. Capex allocations 
decisions are based on:

• Revenue generation, linked to customer centricity 
(customer demand and new products development)

• Maintenance of existing infrastructure (optimisation to 
secure revenue generation and customer experience)

• Risk mitigation (decisions guided by audit and risk 
findings on risks and risk mitigation)

Capex allocations are motivated by business cases and 
managed through regulatory and internal KPIs by a project 
management office (PMO). The PMO has a process to 
ensure that the technical functionalities of projects are 
implemented according to specifications and that projects 
achieve the objectives set out in the business case. The 
PMO reports monthly to the MD and quarterly to the Board.
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CORE PRODUCTS INNOVATIVE NEW OFFERINGS COMING UP

Loyalty programme

Cybersecurity

Funeral cover

Handset insurance

Lending investments

Mobile financial services

Internet of Things

Unified communications

Network-as-a-service

Data analytics
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Mobile and fixed connectivity

38 postpaid service plans, including Netman and 
SmartShare, and capped data packages 

International calling

Handsets

Mobile and fixed connectivity

Mobiz postpaid service plan

Data reverse billing

Multi-party conference calling

MTC secure cloud and PBX hosted solutions

Spectra business fibre

eCommerce platform

OUR STRATEGIC PARTNERS 
Namibian Electronic 
Sports Association

Airvantage Letshego Bank Municipality of Swakopmund
Ministry of Gender
Namdeb

NUST

Work Food Programme 

Cenored

NORED

Products and services

MTC offers its customers innovative products and services ranging from mobile and fixed 
connectivity, secure cloud and hosting to content and payments solutions. 
What we offer

EXPLORE IT ON

AppGallery
CHECK

Coverage

Aweh Super

Aweh Prime

Aweh Gig

Aweh Go 

Aweh Oka

Aweh O’Yeah

Multiple Aweh

Aweh Auto Renewal

Taamba Advance

Taamba Advance, with data bundles

Taamba Gifting

Taamba Transfer

Spectra home fibre

MyMTC content services

Verifi identity services solution 

MyMTC payment gateway

Credit Life insurance on postpaid devices
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During 2022, MTC’s commercial activities prioritised:

• Maintaining MTC’s position as Namibia’s leading mobile 
provider by retaining core mobile customers with innovative, 
differentiated products and quality customer service

• Expanding into new broadband (fixed-line) fibre, cloud and 
other value-added as new revenue streams to compensate for 
market saturation in its core offerings

Driven by increasingly powerful networks and the migration of 
more customers to data-enabled devices, data traffic grew by an 
average of 41% annually between 2016 and 2022. 

Data traffic
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Data usage accelerated by 19.5% during 2022 alone, with 53% of 
traffic attributable to 4G users.

Relevant, value-adding solutions and quality service

We retained our mobile customer base and sustained average revenue per user in challenging 
market conditions.

Drivers of growth in 
our traditional mobile 
market 

• High demand for the popular Super Aweh and Taamba Advance products, combined with higher roaming 
revenue following the post-COVID reopening of borders, boosted prepaid revenue and ARPU.

• Affordability challenges in the tough economic environment suppressed postpaid revenue and ARPU as 
customers reduced spending on contracts or transferred to shorter prepaid subscriptions. This trend was 
mitigated by the introduction of capped ‘more for less’ data plans during the second half of the financial year.

• Strategic partnerships in gaming and streaming services and the launch of MTC TV, a subscription-based 
service offering live and on-demand entertainment and lifestyle content, increased demand for value-
added content services.

Challenges we are 
overcoming to 
maintain quality 
service

• MTC migrated to its modernised BSS system which offers customer service and marketing advantages. 
The process to ensure a seamless transition delayed the deployment of new products and services to the 
2023 financial year.

• Supply chain disruptions delayed imports and increased the cost of new entry-level smartphones, 
impacting MTC’s campaign to migrate approximately 48% of customers to 4G services. MTC mitigated 
the challenge by increasing its stock holdings. 

Actions to increase 
ARPU in FY2023

• A competitive new postpaid package will be launched on the new BSS system in the first quarter of 2023.
• Qualifying postpaid customers will receive rewards from a loyalty programme launched in the first 

quarter of 2023.
• MTC is working in partnership with Letshego Bank, a microfinance provider, to develop affordable 

financing solutions for customers’ smartphone purchases.

New internet and fixed-line revenue streams

Our growth in the enterprise internet and fixed-line markets is driven by competitive pricing, 
quality service and the fastest service activation in the market. 

MTC forged ahead with its expansion into new enterprise markets, including mobile, fixed connectivity, Internet of Things and cloud 
offerings. Driven by changes in work environments and increased demand for uninterrupted connectivity, MTC achieved:

• A 132% increase in the Spectra Home fixed broadband connectivity customer base. This was supported by opportunities to offer 
enterprise services to the employees of strategic partners.

• Market share gains and revenue growth of 106.6% from Enterprise Services.
• Several new corporate and public sector clients were secured.

Customer development and value addition
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MTC cross-sells or up-sells services to grow the value of each 
retained customer. This maximises the return on investment into 
future-focused infrastructure that enables product innovations 
and improves customer experience. 

MTC’s blended ARPU grew at a compound five-year average of 
3.1% (2021: 2.5%).
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¹ IFRS 15 impact – a change in the way MTC accounts for postpaid subscription revenue.

Customer service
MTC’s customer centric strategy places customers and customer 
service and experience at the centre of everything we do. We 
manage and measure customer relationships through customer 
retention, customer development and customer value addition.

Customer acquisition and retention
New customer acquisition is a key business driver for MTC’s 
enterprise services, while retention is an important focus in its core 
business operations. MTC develops and maintains continuous, 
long-term relationships with customers by:

• Putting the customer first and being a trusted ICT and digital 
enabler by delivering flexible, convenient and value-added 
solutions with support from strategic technology partners 

• Being an all-in-one provider of a wide range of simple service 
offerings

• Ensuring optimal network capacity and resolving customer 
complaints 24/7

• Maintaining and upgrading the network and accessing global 
research and development capabilities to meet evolving 
customer demand for ICT solutions

• Introducing custom-made solutions, including fibre and 
cloud, using existing infrastructure and ensuring a return 
on investment in infrastructure by acquiring and retaining 
customers

• Monitoring and measuring the quality of customer 
touchpoints when they engage with MTC’s brand

• Training and developing employees to exceed customer 
service expectations

• Developing the capability to analyse and respond proactively 
to changing customer needs and behaviours

Improving customer satisfaction
Several indices are used to measure and improve customer 
satisfaction and we monitor these indices routinely and take 
remedial action if service is sub-standard:

• Customer value management survey: Our main survey is 
conducted annually by an external consultant and assesses 
customer feedback

• Service quality assessments: A quarterly ghost caller 
assesses the soft skills and knowledge of customer service 
centre employees

• Customer satisfaction surveys: A quarterly survey 
measures service at all MTC physical touchpoints

• Mystery shoppers: Quarterly anonymous visitors to Mobile 
Homes measure service and employee performance

• After-service feedback: Customers can register satisfaction 
with service at customer contact centres and Mobile Homes 
by SMS 

• Queueing time relative to service level agreements: The 
efficiency of responses to customer requests at all touchpoints 
is measured

2.52 million
active customers

Customers rate our customer care (75.78%) and service 
quality (72.04%) highest in the Namibian market
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MTC target service level agreements

Service point Service level target 2021 2022

Customer  
contact centre

• Answer 90% of all incoming calls within 
20 seconds 96% 96%

• Respond to, acknowledge and log 95% of all 
incoming written communications or complaints 
within 30 seconds 100% 100%

Mobile Homes
• Handle or serve a customer efficiently on an 

average of 10 to 15 minutes service time 8 minutes 7 minutes 

Service plan 
administration

• Perform renewals within 24 hours of receiving  
the customer approval and signature 100% 100%

• Activate new contracts within 32 hours of  
receiving the customer approval and signature 100% 100%

Customer value management survey

MTC’s 2022 customer value management 
survey conducted externally by Ipsos 
rated our customers’ perception of the 
value we offer at 74%. The year-on-year 
increase is largely attributable to MTC’s 
focus on providing more affordable and 
higher quality services to customers, while 
strengthening its brand value. 

MTC led the market in the majority of 
indicators, scoring 75.78% for customer 
care (2021: 81.04%), 74.41% for customer 
communications (2021: 76.38%), 75.60% for 
service quality (2021: 75.60%), 69.73% for 
network quality (2021: 72.66%) and 76.08% 
for corporate image (2021: 78.05%). 

Customer satisfaction and customer service surveys

MTC’s independent customer satisfaction and service quality surveys conducted quarterly by Service 
Quality Assessment showed that customers are driven by the need to easily have accessible, affordable 
and quality voice, SMS and data services. MTC will need to meet this demand by providing swift customer 
service and resolving service-related issues promptly and ensuring a widespread agent network and 
float availability of products. 

The provision of a reliable and fast network connection that extends into rural areas has seen an 
improvement in MTC’s customer satisfaction service surveys. For 2023 MTC needs to leverage the 
existing coverage to push financial inclusion and deploy credit and savings products.

2023 focus areas:

• Focus on our device and pricing strategy to reduce the digital divide
• Enable a seamless system for customers to connect, access value-added services, eCommerce 

stores, pay bills, invest, lend and insure
• Make significant progress on MTC’s pledge to government to increase 4G population coverage in 

rural areas

Customer management surveys (%) 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Customer satisfaction –  
MTC customer contact centre 85.0 89.1 87.3 87.3 94.89

Customer satisfaction –  
Key account executives 81.8 83.9 88.9 90.5 87.43

Service quality –  
MTC customer contact centre 88.8 88.8 93.2 95.3 88.59
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Mobile Homes
36 retail and service centre outlets nationwide

Mobile retail outlet used as a pop-up store

Data hub in Windhoek supports data-related services,  
set-up and products

Fully equipped repair centre in Windhoek

Dealerships
29 large dealerships distribute to smaller outlets like fuel 

stations, chain stores, corner shops and street vendors

Sell airtime and handsets and manage customer acquisition, 
data and device set-up and activation, contract renewal and 

SIM replacements

Dispense evouchers

Account for 63% of MTC’s airtime sales (2021: 62%)

Other
Access to MTC’s online presence through its website and 

MyMTC app

Agreements with commercial banks to give their customers 
access to MTC’s services

Distribution network

Easy to use, safe and fast 
evoucher

The introduction of an 
evoucher platform for digital 
airtime sales during 2021 
resulted in a significant shift 
in sales from physical scratch 
cards to digital channels. 

A campaign to promote the 
digital platform’s ease of 
use accelerated this trend in 
2022 as more customers use 
4G enabled smartphones to 
conduct online transactions 
through MTC’s digital 
payment gateway.

Distribution
MTC has an extensive nationwide sales and 
distribution network that serves Namibians 
across widely dispersed urban and rural 
areas. A combination of fixed service outlets 
and a growing dealership network enables 
MTC to sell the right products to targeted 
market segments through appropriate sales 
channels.
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Branding and sponsorships
MTC has built a powerful brand over the years as 
Namibia’s leading mobile operator. This has been 
strengthened further by MTC’s transition from a 
state-owned entity to an NSX listed company.

Engaging marketing and sponsorship 
programmes keep MTC in the hearts and 
minds of its customers, while its value-added 
offerings, nationwide distribution network and 
powerful infrastructure entrench its leading 
market position and brand equity.

Branding 
MTC’s brand helps to retain customer loyalty 
which is measured by an annual customer value 
management survey. The marketing strategy 
promotes MTC as the preferred brand for 
existing and future customers.

Marketing campaigns
MTC’s 2022 marketing strategy focused on new products and services in growth markets. Several innovative product launches were supported by successful 
promotional campaigns, promoted through social media, MyMTC app and the MTC website, radio and print media. 

MTC’s aggressive Spectra Home campaigns focused on growing market share in MTC’s 
fibre to the home market.

The Spectra Home – Limitless Summer campaign enticed new customers with a two-month 
payment holiday and fast, free installation.

The Be a Spectra Champ – Refer a friend campaign offered free installation in return 
for customer referrals.

Marketing costs of N$590,510 to promote Spectra Home generated a 1 781% return on investment 
and contributed to 66% growth in monthly installations and ongoing increases in data usage. 

The Move at the speed of innovation campaign targeted Namibia’s 
enterprise market, positioning MTC as the leading business suite provider 
with service packages offering fixed connectivity, telephony, secure cloud 
and managed services.

Marketing costs of N$821,475 to promote MTC Business Suite generated a 1 681% 
return on investment and rejuvenated interest in business suite packages. 

Postpaid New Capped Data Plans were designed to keep up with the ever-changing 
usage of mobile broadband (MB) and similar services. MTC's commercial offering must 
be adapted to market conditions continuously to meet customer expectations and their 
perception of value for money from these essential services. After conducting market 
research, we realised that we needed to reconsider the size of our package bundles 
and monthly subscriptions to remain competitive in the market. With the introduction 
of Capped Data plans for its NetMan, Mobiz, and SmartShare packages, users have 
the option of choosing their preferred plans, regaining control and choice. MTC spent 
N$677,592 as of September 2022 on New Capped Data Plans advertising. To date 
there are 1 826% number of new customers. The marketing of New Capped Data Plans 
contributed to retention of postpaid customers.

Conference Calling Multi Party Service (MPTY) enables a subscriber (both postpaid 
and prepaid customers) to set up a multi-connection call. That is, three or more 
subscribers are allowed to communicate simultaneously. It supports six-party MPTY 
service (including the initiator). After a served mobile subscriber answers an active call 
and a held call, the subscriber can invoke the MPTY service and set up an MPTY call 
to communicate with remote parties. MTC spend N$106,576 to date to promote MPTY 
across various advertising platforms.

MTC was 
recognised as  
the most admired 
Namibian brand 
by the Brand 
Africa survey for 
three consecutive 
years (2022, 2021 
and 2020). 
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Nestor Sunshine Academy are professional stables responsible for 
promoting young men into paid ranks internationally and locally, 
supporting one of Namibia’s most popular spectator sports and 
elevating the MTC brand to an international platform. 

MTC Kilimanjaro Boxing received N$500 000 to support its 
developmental stable. MTC supports grassroots sports development 
to capture and progress young talent to a professional level which 
creates a livelihood. 

In football, MTC continued its relationship with the annual Dr 
Hage Geingob Cup, donating N$1.6 million to the annual event. The 
Hage Geingob Cup is an integral part of the footballing calendar, 
providing an opportunity for the Brave Warriors, Namibia’s 
National football team, to prepare for national competitions. The 
Dr Hage Geingob was unable to take place due to COVID-19, and 
the donation was earmarked towards charitable causes.

The MTC Hopsol Youth Soccer League receives an annual 
sponsorship of N$500 000. The programme develops young 
soccer players in sport, academics, and social/community 

MTC invested over N$1.1 million in Namibian Olympians, Christine Mboma and Beatrice Masilingi, to nurture 
local talent and support gender diversity in sport. The funds went towards self-development, training camps 
and the construction of dwellings for the athletes.
Sponsorships

As a leading corporate sponsor in Namibia, MTC spends 
approximately 1% of its annual revenue on sponsorships in 
education, health, ICT, sports, arts and culture.

MTC invests in sponsorships that support Namibia’s vibrant social 
fabric and assist talented young Namibians who aspire to become 
world-renowned in their area of expertise.

MTC invested in nine primary sponsorships that fulfilled the 
company’s selection criteria of:

• National reach and importance
• Sound beneficiary governance
• Branding opportunity for MTC

Supporting popular national sports and investing in local 
talent

In boxing, MTC chose to maintain its relationship with the MTC 
Nestor Sunshine and Salute Boxing Academies by giving them 
N$2.75 million each. MTC Salute Boxing Academy and MTC 

involvement. This is achieved by managing development 
programmes for individual young Namibians and implementing 
professional soccer structures to benefit over 4 000 scholars.

In netball, the MTC Netball Namibia Premier League received 
N$1.4 million to resuscitate the sport by enabling over 14 Namibian 
clubs to participate in the netball league.

In hockey, the Men’s and senior National hockey teams each 
received N$1.0 million to prepare for their upcoming international 
competitions.

In support of equestrian activities, which are particularly popular 
in rural areas, MTC invests N$500 000 in the Namibia Horse 
Racing Association. 

With annual support of N$1.2 million, the MTC Windhoek 
Fashion Week supports local brands and promotes Namibian 
fashion internationally. This provides an opportunity for Namibian 
fashion houses to access international platforms and generates 
income for young designers.

The We race together campaign 
brought Namibian personalities 
together and challenged them to  
a relay race.

The campaign’s dual purpose was to 
build brand value and customer loyalty, 
while raising funds for social projects 
such as youth entrepreneurship and 
food security.
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Shifting the needle for social change
MTC invested N$9.6 million in projects 
to support education, health and youth 
employment. Our investments also alleviate 
homelessness, poverty and the plight of 
vulnerable women and children.

We work with the UN World Food Programme to 
offer digital money tokens as an alternative to 
food parcels.

Mobilising 

our brand and 

resources for good

Bridging digital and 
financial divides
MTC’s 081Every1 campaign has connected 
98% of Namibians through its mobile 
telecoms network and extended 4G 
capability to 75.48% of the population.

Taking care of the environment 
for future generations
We invested N$1.4 million in environmental 
sustainability and awareness initiatives in 
partnership with Namibia’s Environmental 
Investment Fund.

Operating as a responsible corporate citizen 
As a business leader and economic enabler, we recognise our role in advancing Namibia’s economy, 
the telecoms industry and the society from which we generate value.
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Prioritising ESG
MTC is increasing its focus on ESG considerations and formalising 
the management of its ESG impacts and initiatives. Key milestones 
during 2022 include:

• Created a new Sustainability, Ethics and Social Committee, 
incorporating the Board’s former CSI Committee, to align MTC 
with King IV and NSX requirements and assist the Board in its 
oversight of ESG

• Appointed an external service provider to assist MTC to 
develop an ESG framework that will identify our key focus 
areas and drive the management, measurement and reporting 
of ESG matters

• Developed a sustainability action plan as a starting point to 
identify MTC’s primary impacts and commitments

Our ESG process is guided by Namibia’s national development 
agenda and leading global practice, including the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals.

Creating economic, social and environmental value 
In this chapter, we provide insight into the economic, social and 
environmental impacts of MTC’s business operations and the 
value they unlock for our stakeholders. What follows is a summary 
of our most significant impacts.

Driving an inclusive Namibian digital economy
MTC leverages its competitive advantages to enable Namibian 
businesses and consumers. With investments of approximately 
N$2 billion in its network and systems over the past four years, 
MTC keeps the majority of Namibians connected to each other 
and the world. 

The 081Every1 campaign is bridging the digital divide between 
urban and rural communities, stimulating higher levels of economic 
inclusion and development. Through the HTTPS innovation centre 
and other strategic partnerships, MTC stays at the cutting edge of 
technology advances, developing solutions for the betterment of 
Namibian society.

Supporting lasting change in Namibia
MTC tackles a range of social challenges in Namibia through:

• Support for youth employment to alleviate joblessness and 
poverty

• Fundraising events to address gender-based violence, 
homelessness and other complex social challenges

• Social investments in education, health, SME development, 
support for vulnerable children and environmental 
sustainability

Our responsible business practices 

The global telecoms industry is estimated to 
account for 1.6% of global CO2 emissions, but 
the sources of up to 90% of these emissions 
are their supply chains or other industries they 
support1.

MTC has implemented measures to reduce carbon emissions, 
maintain safe radiation levels, and procure environmentally sound 
equipment. However, to ensure sustainable reduction of its carbon 
footprint, MTC has initiated a process to formalise its approach 
to measuring, reporting and managing its environmental impacts.

1  www.tripica.com
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REDUCING CARBON FOOTPRINT

MAINTAINING SAFE RADIATION LEVELS

IMPLEMENTING 5G
ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE 
EQUIPMENT: LITHIUM-ION 
BATTERIES

REDUCING E-WASTE

Our commitment 
Calculation of MTC’s total power consumption and emission from all our sources so that we know how 
much carbon we emit and can establish realistic annual reduction targets.

Actions to date
•  Converted the head office, technical offices and 90 network sites to solar power since 2020 and 

exploring options to convert the data centre’s power to more energy-efficient alternating current power
• Altered procurement practices to ensure that all newly deployed technologies are environmentally 

friendly and swapping indoor base station equipment with energy-efficient outdoor units 
• Replaced back-up batteries with maintenance-free gel type batteries and considering lithium-ion 

batteries for future use
• Exploring innovative ways to reduce power, including shutting down transceivers that transmit and 

receive signals during low traffic loads 

Our commitment 
Obtain certificates for all MTC base stations to ensure that they comply with the International 
Commission on Non-iodising Radiation Protection Standards (ICNIRP) guidelines for radiation.

Actions to date
• MTC subscribes to ICNIRP Guidelines on Limiting Exposure to Electromagnetic Field for the 

protection of humans exposed to radiofrequency electromagnetic fields (RF) in the ranges 
100 kHz to 300 GHz. The guidelines cover many applications such as 5G technologies, WiFi, 
Bluetooth, mobile phones and base stations. As a function of the frequency, in general, limits  
are based on the potential of low frequency electric and magnetic fields, as well as RF radiation.

• Environmental studies are approved by the relevant legislative bodies.

Our commitment 
Finalise MTC’s position paper on 5G for 
submission to the Ministry of Information and 
Communication Technology to speed up a 
decision on 5G implementation. 

5G is the fifth-generation mobile network. It is a 
new global wireless standard after 1G, 2G, 3G, and 
4G networks. 5G enables a new kind of network 
that is designed to connect virtually everyone 
and everything, including machines, objects, and 
devices. There have been global concerns about the 
safety of 5G and MTC needs to provide assurances 
that 5G technology will be implemented as safely as 
previous generations.

Actions to date
• Contributed to a government-

commissioned study on the environmental 
effects of 5G before it is implemented in 
Namibia

• Committed to implementing 5G 
technology safely

Our commitment 
Understand the impact of lithium batteries 
on the environment and efficiency in terms of 
electricity wastage.

Actions to date
•  An MTC study on lithium-ion batteries found 

they can be “fast” charged to 100% of 
capacity and they waste less electricity

Our commitment 
Identify and formalise an agreement with an 
experienced e-waste contractor to manage 
MTC’s e-waste in an environmentally responsible 
manner. Develop an e-waste management policy.

Actions to date
• Obsolete IT hardware is stored separately 

from other waste to avoid contamination. 
MTC identified an e-waste contractor to 
collect and safely dispose e-waste. During 
a trial period with the contractor between 
January and April 2022, 4 714 kg of 
electronic waste were collected and recycled, 
preventing the release of 6 787 kg of carbon 
dioxide emissions. MTC is committed to 
formalising an agreement with the contractor.
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MTC Namibia national internship programme

MTC’s internship programme assists educational institutions to 
place more students and create much-needed job opportunities. 
The programme sponsors 160 students annually, 480 over 
three years (2019 – 2022), and places them in internships at 
participating public and private sector institutions. 

The project is conducted in partnership with Namibian 
universities and vocational training institutions. Participants’ 
transport and living expenses are funded during three-month 
and six-month internships. 175 students participated in the 2022 
programme, exceeding the annual target of 160. 100% of the 
students completed their internships.

Rural schools project

MTC invests in the improvement of rural schools in Namibia 
to create a more favourable education environment for 
young learners. MTC constructed new classroom blocks at the 
Aussenkehr Primary School in the Kharas region and the Onaushe 
Combined School in the Oshana region. 

Shifting the needle for social development and upliftment 
MTC allocated N$11 million to CSI initiatives in 2022 (2021: N$7.4 million). This represents 0.4% of revenue (2021: 0.3%).

Recognising its significant role in economic growth and community empowerment, MTC prioritises sustainable, national multi-year projects 
in six focus areas. Our projects are conducted in partnership with like-minded corporates and non-governmental organisations in pursuit of 
common strategic development goals.

Vision restoration

Uncorrected poor vision is the world’s most widespread disability. 
The ophthalmology department at Windhoek’s Central Hospital 
sees approximately 80 patients and operates on 20 patients daily. 
MTC invested in eye health equipment and accessories which 
offer mobility and will be of service during the department’s 
annual eye camps around Namibia. 

Health
N$700 000 

Education
N$4 million 

Land delivery programme

In partnership with DWN Housing, MTC is supporting low-cost 
land delivery to address Namibia’s high rates of landlessness and 
homelessness. 1 585 plots were approved for development and 
736 plots were sold to date. The participating towns are Oniipa, 
Okakarara, Otjiwarongo and Stampriet.

Poverty alleviation
N$1 million
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Hope Village

MTC collaborates with other donors to support 80 children at Hope 
Village Children’s Home. Hope Village provides the basic needs of 
food, shelter, security and education in a loving environment. 

Early childhood development informal settlement programme

The programme is conducted in Windhoek, Katima Mulilo and 
Oshakati and focuses on the following interventions: edu-carer 
training, parent support and provision of teaching and learning 
materials. During 2022, 226 edu-carers were trained, 1 700 parents 
participated in 82 workshops and 100 library boxes (with between 
50 and 100 books each) were distributed to early childhood 
development centres. An annual Readathon took place in 
Windhoek with 800 participants aged 0 to six years. 

Support for orphaned and vulnerable children
N$3.4 million 

Okahandja SME Stalls

In partnership with the Okahandja Municipality, MTC constructed 
an open trading area with ablution facilities in Okahandja’s CBD. 
The infrastructure provides 25 affordable business sites for micro-
entrepreneurs and will aid the town to further develop its local 
economy. 

SME development and job creation
N$200 000

Kunene early warning system

Early warning systems can prevent the social impacts of natural 
disasters as they help to retrieve, interpret and share meteorological 
data, enabling timely responses and communications. In partnership 
with the Environmental Investment Fund (EIF), MTC is supporting 
the installation of four Automated Weather Stations and one 
Automated Rain Station at earmarked sites to enhance the capacity 
of 15 300 smallholder farmers in the Kunene region to address 
climate change impacts. 

Community seed bank

Working with the National Plant Genetic Resources Centre and the 
EIF, MTC is supporting a seed bank decentralisation programme to 
allow communal farmers to play a role in protecting and maintaining 
plant seed genetic resources. The first community seed bank will be 
located on land donated by the traditional leader in Sharukwe Village, 
Ncuncuni constituency, Kavango-West region. The seed bank has a 
target list of 2 161 plant species to be collected, comprising 2 000 wild 
plants, 110 crop wild relatives and 51 crop plants.

Environmental clean-up campaign 

A joint project between the City of Windhoek, MTC, Namibia 
National Reinsurance Corporation and EIF was launched on  
18 August with a clean-up of waste in Windhoek and tree planting. 
Ten Windhoek-based schools participated in the clean-up exercise. 
185 trees were planted on National Arbor Day. 

Environmental
N$1.4 million 
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How does MTC 
approach 
remuneration? 
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Dear stakeholders,

I write to you during a period of significant internal and external 
change for MTC. With the effects of COVID-19 still lingering, 
Russia’s war in Ukraine triggered a sharp rise in commodity prices, 
placing more pressure on the economic and financial position of 
commodity importing countries and increasing concerns about 
food and energy security. Higher inflation and rising interest 
rates are increasing food and transport prices and making loan 
repayments more expensive. Internally, MTC has been through 
significant changes in recent years, including:

• The health and economic risks of COVID-19, and the disruptive 
shift to remote working

• Transforming from a state-owned entity to a listed company
• Undergoing a strategic transformation to a digital services 

provider

These matters impact MTC’s financial performance and the 
financial position of our employees. Therefore, it is against 
this background that I will report on the progress MTC made in 
remuneration matters during the 2022 financial year and the 
measures we put in place for the 2023 financial year.

MTC reviews its remuneration policy and employee value 
proposition annually to ensure that they remain supportive of the 
Group’s strategic objectives. During the past two years, MTC has 
focused on aligning its value proposition with its commitment to 
pay fair and responsible remuneration that aims to be competitive 
and internally equitable to attract and retain talent. 

During 2022, MTC made further progress in the implementation 
of its business strategy. The Group achieved key strategic targets, 
some of which are linked to bonus payments:

• Total income grew by 3.7% to N$2.905 billion, 1% of which 
was attributable to new revenue streams

• EBITDA grew by 3.2% to N$1 481 million and the EBITDA 
margin was 51.2%, compared to 51.3% in 2021

I thank my colleagues on the HR, Remuneration and Nominations 
Committee for their support in fulfilling the committee’s mandate. 
I also acknowledge the immense effort of Exco, management 
and their teams for achieving key strategic objectives that align 
employee remuneration and reward with the expectations of our 
shareholders.

This report is divided into the following three sections:

• Part 1: An overview 
• Part 2: Remuneration policy
• Part 3: Implementation of the remuneration policy

The Board will put the remuneration policy and implementation 
report forward for non-binding advisory shareholder resolutions 
at the upcoming AGM. 

Toini Muteka
Human Resources, Remuneration and Nominations 
Committee Chairperson

A word from the committee’s chairperson
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The Board, assisted by the Human Resources, 
Remuneration and Nominations Committee (the 
committee), is ultimately responsible for oversight of 
remuneration.

The committee assists the Board in discharging its duties 
related to fair and responsible human resources and 
remuneration practices. The committee also assists the 
Board with oversight of succession planning and the 
nomination, election, appointment and induction of 
directors.

Information on the committee’s summarised terms of 
reference and composition is available on page 23. 

The committee considered the effect of the current 
environment on employees and the employee value 
proposition. With this in mind, the committee decided 
on, and implemented various measures to ensure that 
MTC’s remuneration structure and employee value 
proposition retains and motivates key talent, while 
ensuring that MTC builds the capacity and capability 
required to implement its longer-term strategy.

Benchmarking 

To support its commitment to fair and reasonable remuneration, MTC bases all remuneration on the 
Patterson Classic philosophy and its remuneration is grade-based. This is benchmarked against the 
Namibian market and the industries in which MTC operates. The committee reviewed the outcomes of a 
2022 salary and benefits survey and made recommendations to Exco on remuneration decisions related to 
the survey.

Salary increases

Considering consumer price index expectations and performance against strategic targets, the committee 
recommended for Board approval, a 6% salary increase for all permanent employees with effect from 
1 October 2022.

Bonus awards

The committee is considering the need for MTC to introduce long-term bonuses to incentivise high 
performance and achievement of strategic objectives. 

Executive remuneration

The committee initiated a formal grading process to evaluate the remuneration packages of senior 
executives.

Succession planning

Following the Board’s approval of the phased implementation of the Fit-for-Future structure, the 
committee oversaw the implementation of competency testing to identify skills gaps and the filling of 
positions.

Executive management contracts

The committee recommended for Board approval the repeal of five-year contracts for the MD, executive 
and senior management required by the Ministry of State-owned Entities prior to MTC’s listing. These 
contracts were replaced by permanent contracts with effect from 1 April 2022. 

Human resource 
management

• Review the overall 
employee value 
proposition to attract 
and retain top talent and 
maintain MTC’s employer 
of choice status

Remuneration

• Review executive 
remuneration and 
conditions to retain talent 
and ensure values-aligned 
effective leadership

Succession planning

• Strengthen succession 
planning for Exco roles 

Recruitment of directors

• Recruitment of new 
directors (refer page 15)

Part 1:  
An overview
Part 1 sets out the key focus areas of 
the Human Resources, Remuneration 
and Nominations Committee during 
2022 and the plans for 2023.

During 2022, the committee’s priorities were as follows:

Remuneration focus areas

During 2022, the 
committee’s priorities 
were as follows:
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This report deals with the remuneration of MTC’s directors, 
executive management and employees.

MTC is increasing its remuneration disclosure in line with the 
requirements of Namibian legislation and King IV.

The key objectives that drive our remuneration 
policy are:

• Alignment with, and support of, MTC’s 
strategy 

• Alignment with best practice in the Namibian 
market and the telecoms industry

• Remuneration and reward based on 
individual and company performance, with 
company performance assessed according to:

 » EBITDA growth
 » EBITDA minus capex growth
 » Evolution of MTC’s market share

Part 2: Remuneration policy
Remuneration structure
MTC’s remuneration structure provides for guaranteed and 
variable remuneration components. The guaranteed component 
comprises employees’ total cost to company (TCTC). The variable 
portion is an annual performance bonus linked to a performance 
management system. This policy focuses on all employees’ 
remuneration options.

MTC increased salaries for 2022 by 5% and increased salaries by 
6% for the 2023 financial year.

Bonuses are calculated according to:

1. Company Financial performance
The performance of the business – which in essence encompasses 
the collective performances of all our Ambassadors – Actual Profit 
before tax measured against Budgeted Profit before tax.

2. Individual performance
An Ambassadors have set and agreed KPI’s that are aligned with 
our business performances are measured against the effective and 
efficient achievement of these indicators. 

3. Customer and dealer Value Survey (CVM)
Customer satisfaction is valued highly success of our business, 
hence this consideration when determining bonus entitlements.

 

Statement of fairness and responsibility 
We review MTC’s remuneration and reward to ensure that our pay 
is fair, responsible and transparent. Our employees’ remuneration 
should be deemed impartial, objective and rational. We strive to 
ensure this is implemented consistently in the company.

External advisors
MTC used the services of PWC Namibia to provide advice on 
benchmarking of market-related remuneration. The committee 
considered and interrogated this advice.

Shareholder engagement 
At the AGM on 18 February 2022, the 2021 remuneration report 
was presented and voted on as follows:

2021 (% for)

Remuneration policy 12.65

Non-executive Directors’ remuneration 17.61

The advisory votes on the remuneration policy and Non-executive 
Directors’ remuneration were supported by less than 75% of 
shareholders present in person or represented by proxy at the 
AGM, and were therefore not approved by shareholders.

The Board will engage further with shareholders to understand 
their concerns. 

MTC will report back to shareholders on the 2023 remuneration 
policy and implementation reports on the outcomes of the non-
binding advisory votes at the 2022 AGM. 
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Total cost to company

Base package
Market-related packages designed to attract and retain 
employees in line with the scope, nature and skills requirements 
of the role. Salary increases are based on market trends and 
MTC’s financial performance. Reviewed annually in October.

To retain employees, MTC accumulates 13% of employees’ TCTC 
over five years of service. 70% and 30% of the accumulated 
value is paid to employees after the fifth and seventh years of 
service, respectively, provided they achieve a minimum average 
performance score of 70% over the period.

To pay all employees, including executive management, market-related 
remuneration for expected performance, and differentiating through the 
performance bonus. 

All increases are proposed by Exco to the Human Resources, Remuneration and 
Nominations Committee which recommends to the Board for approval.

No changes are 
proposed for 
2023

Benefits
Employees receive a range of retention benefits, including:

• A 60% medical aid allowance
• Personal insurance at company rates and employee financial 

support at affordable rates
• Fuel and maintenance allowances
• Monthly airtime and two-yearly cell phone or handset 

benefits
• Training and development opportunities and employee 

bursaries
• Long-service awards

MTC’s pension fund is administered by Alexander Forbes. All members contribute 
7% of 60% of their monthly package. MTC’s contribution is included in the TCTC. 

Spousal covers pay one times the employee’s annual TCTC in addition to funeral 
benefits. 

Employees are required to be members of one of three Company-nominated 
medical aids: Namibia Medical Care, Namibia Health Plan or Renaissance Health. 
Membership is compulsory. Premiums are based on members’ age and number of 
dependents and 60% of the premium is subsidised.

Group life cover for executive management is five times annual salary and three 
times annual salary for other employees.

Employee 
housing subsidy, 
refer to page 59.

Performance bonus – short-term incentive

Executive management and employees receive an annual 
performance bonus to motivate and incentivise achievement of 
financial and non-financial strategic targets.

Performance bonuses are based on a robust performance 
management system that aligns recognition and reward with the 
business strategy.

Each employee agrees to a set of KPIs against which they are 
assessed. These KPIs are derived from departmental objectives 
linked to MTC’s strategic objectives.

MTC pays performance bonuses annually in December, after the 
year-end, but offers employees the option to defer one-third of 
the payment to the following June.

Performance bonuses are paid to permanent employees considering three 
dimensions:

1. Individual performance indicators: Employee’s individual performance against his/
her KPIs

2. Company economic performance indicator: The business performance, which is 
collectively driven by all employees

3. Customer service factor: Demonstrating the importance of customer satisfaction

The following formula is applied consistently across employee and executive grades: 

[(Monthly salary x customer service factor) + (Monthly salary x 
performance appraisal factor x company economic performance factor)] x 
period employed

The maximum potential bonus is 3.25 x monthly TCTC.

No changes are 
proposed for 
2023

Component, objective and link to strategy Policy Future 
changes Terms of employment 

contracts and severance 
arrangements 
The MD has a termination clause 
of six months which may result 
in payment for early termination. 
All other executives and 
employees have standard terms 
of employment contracts, with 
notice periods of 1 – 3 months. 

Severance pay is paid to eligible 
employees if MTC initiates a 
separation of employment 
through no fault of the employee. 
Severance pay does not apply if 
an employee resigns before the 
retirement age of 60, or in cases of 
poor performance or misconduct.

There are no malus and 
clawback provisions in MTC’s 
remuneration policy.

Policy for determining 
Non-executive Directors 
fees
MTC conducted benchmarking 
of Non-executive Directors fees 
in 2021 which indicated that they 
were paid below the benchmark. 
At the AGM on 18 February 2022, 
shareholders voted against a 
proposed fee increase for Non-
executive Directors for the 2022 
financial year. MTC benchmarked 
and will recommend new fees at 
the AGM.
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Executive remuneration
MTC considered the consumer price index and performance against strategic targets in the decision 
to increase salaries by 6% for all permanent employees, including executive management with 
effect from 1 October 2022.

The KPIs considered for company performance contribution of bonuses are as follow:

2022 
target for 

remuneration 2022 actual

Net profit before tax 1 054.3 1 124.1

2022

Executive directors
N$’000 Salary

Allowances 
(medical, 

housing, etc) Bonuses

Subsistence 
and

travel
allowance Total

LR Erastus 2 782 1 025 2 802 395 7 004

MJ Smit 1 616 407 1 523 335 3 881

Key management 10 065 4 182 6 994 2 838 24 079

Total 14 463 5 614 11 319 3 568 34 964

2021

Executive directors
N$’000 Salary

Allowances 
(medical, 

housing, etc) Bonuses

Subsistence 
and

travel
allowance Total

LR Erastus 2 720 512 1 592 228 5 052

MJ Smit 1 621 404 587 280 2 892

Key management 10 341 3 303 3 624 1 887 19 155

Total 14 682 4 219 5 803 2 395 27 099

Part 3: Implementation of remuneration policy during 2022
Non-executive Directors fees

As a result of the outcome of the shareholder vote regarding Non-executive Directors’ fees, their fees 
remained unchanged in 2022.

Director
N$’000 2022 2021

TC Gawaxab 366 314

SS Galloway 295 372

T Mberirua 418 447

TNZ Muteka 302 343

EE Nashilongo¹ 117 328

W Schuckmann 297 337

RR Shipiki 314 314

Total 2 109 2 455

1 Retired with effect from 18 February 2022.
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What does MTC 
expect going 
forward? 
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There are significant opportunities for MTC to continue on its path of digital transformation 
and growth. But we are operating in an unpredictable external environment that may affect the 
achievement of our strategic targets in 2023.

2023 strategic targets

We remain committed to our digital transformation strategy which is building our 
resilience to external shocks and enabling us to provide what our customers need in 
difficult economic conditions – uninterrupted connectivity, value-added products and 
services, and a partner that listens and responds.

By maintaining our existing customer base and growing in new markets, we will continue 
to align our strategic investments with Namibia’s national efforts to drive the economy 
to a path of robust growth. 

MTC shall continue to invest in its core mobile and fixed network to attract and retain retail 
and enterprise customers. MTC’s competitive differentiation shall lie in the quality of its 
network and infrastructure, and the innovation and range of our multi-product offerings 
that will be developed via the HTTPS. This will be supported by our well-developed market-
specific distribution channels, market leadership position, proven ability to manage our 
cost base and the strength of the relationships we have with key stakeholders.

MTC shall continue to invest in its drive for digital transformation to provide us with a 
competitive advantage of big data, automation, and artificial intelligence to create deeper 
customer engagement, faster go-to-market and building a customer segmentation 
that will unlock value for all MTC stakeholders. Powered by the new revenue streams 
of financial and digital services, Internet of Things, fixed and cloud services, we will 
continue growing our revenue from new services.

For 2023 we shall build a formidable financial services business, creating a financially 
included customer base of 2.52 million mobile subscribers that will have access to 
processing financial transactions daily. With the mobile financial solutions strategy 
backed by our airtime advance (Taamba) transactions and insurance products, there is 
potential for growth for MTC. 

In the enterprise segment, 2023 shall unlock tailored service offerings through strategic 
partnerships that will allow faster go to market solutions tailored for large enterprises, 
SMEs and government institutions. These solutions shall be further enhanced by our big 
data capabilities which will be unlocked by our BSS and enterprise data warehousing 
capabilities. It will drive our capabilities across CVM, loyalty, financial services and tailor-
made solutions and personalised products and services that promote affordability, 
accessibility and inclusion in broadband and financial inclusion.

Opportunities

Data traffic grew by 19.5%  

during 2022, with 53% of traffic 
attributable to 4G users. This trend is 
likely to accelerate in 2023.

98% of Namibians have mobile 

connectivity, but only 40.9% use 
4G enabled devices

32.1% of Namibians are unbanked 
and represent a significant opportunity 
for providers of mobile financial 
services who support financial inclusion 
in Africa

Outlook 
Despite the economic impacts on customer affordability, we 
expect demand for data services to continue unabated in 2023, 
with positive consequences for new and existing revenue 
streams.

We migrated our core systems to the cloud and went live with 
our modernised business support (BSS) function in 2022. The 
BSS has stabilised and can support the launch of new products 
and services that we expect will generate a positive response 
from our customers. 

Our major capacity expansion programme to alleviate network 
congestion and optimise network quality and availability will 
continue in 2023. In anticipation of worsening economic and 
supply chain conditions, we procured imported equipment for 
the capacity expansion project during the 2022 financial year.

Our extensive transmission and distribution networks, our loyal 
customer base and committed employees, backed by our healthy 
financial position, represent significant competitive advantages 
that we will leverage fully to achieve our strategic targets in 2023. 

External environment
We expect our operating conditions to remain challenging in 2023, as geopolitical tensions escalate, and the 
global economy remains under pressure. These conditions will continue to impact economies, businesses and 
consumers. 

Global supply chain constraints, together with cost inflation and foreign exchange volatility, are likely to remain 
features of global trade.

In a worsening economic environment, competition in our markets may become more intense as agile entrants 
attempt to attract specialist talent and grow market share in contracting markets. 
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• New revenue growth 
• Existing products
• Total revenue growth

• Launch new mobile financial and digital services
• Optimise postpaid products to remain the leading mobile service provider for retail and enterprise
• Total revenue growth shall stem from our digitalisation strategy to provide differentiated offerings to customers 

• Budget controls 
• Maintain EBITDA and Profitability 

Margins

• The Fit-for-Future initiatives will allow for gearing of human resources aligned to the strategy, fostering 
more automation and better analytics

• Leverage global best practices on cost optimisation, benefiting from and sharing best practice with 
strategic partners

• Further optimise costs through our leading use of advanced revenue assurance, big data and artificial 
intelligence

• Through smart partnerships MTC shall benefit from the global purchasing power of these strategic ICT partners 
• Consistent investment in our network, delivering improvement in operating costs through more efficient 

technologies and network innovation
• Optimal network deployment using artificial intelligence
• Optimise the power utilisation across our buildings and sites using the MTC’s Internet of Things platform 

and green initiatives

• Internal customer satisfaction 
• External customer satisfaction

• Continue investing in the geographic expansion of broadband through migration of 2G customers to 
LTE and fixed broadband services, and product diversification with big data analytics and machine 
learning. This will provide for better process flow internally and faster service provisioning for external 
stakeholders.

• Process cycle efficiency 
• Stakeholder satisfaction 
• Operational risk mitigation  

(% reduction) 
• Optimal workforce plan 
• Internal process compliance 

reporting (timely, accurate)

• Attract and retain scarce and critical technical skills through the Fit-for-Future initiative
• Invest in ongoing maintenance and upgrades to critical systems, focusing on business continuity and 

disaster recovery remedial action plans
• Actively ensure compliance with relevant laws and regulations

• Strategic initiatives and project 
delivery (scope, time, quality, cost) 

• Innovations developed (Number 
logged and executed) 

• Research and development 
partnerships

• HTTPS shall focus on very specific research and development initiatives
• Employ a continued, proactive approach to cybersecurity and safeguarding of data
• Network and customer experience investments will consider current and future requirements
• Employ data science and artificial intelligence to provide data insights, leverage emerging technologies 

and evolve the potential of employees
• Research development methodologies to deliver tools and capabilities that will enhance, accelerate, and 

secure our network and connected services

• Peer review (ownership) • Use employees as brand advocates to build trust, credibility and loyalty of our customers
• To design an effective and exciting programme that will transform all MTC employees into MTC Brand Ambassadors

Increase revenue 

Cost optimisation

Service excellence 

Operational excellence

Research and innovation 

Brand ambassadors 
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The directors are required in terms of the Companies Act,  
No 28 of 2004 to maintain adequate accounting records and are 
responsible for the content and integrity of the annual financial 
statements and related financial information included in this 
report. It is their responsibility to ensure that the annual financial 
statements fairly present the state of affairs of the group and the 
company as at the end of the financial year and the results of its 
operations and cash flows for the period then ended, in conformity 
with International Financial Reporting Standards. The external 
auditors are engaged to express an independent opinion on the 
annual financial statements.

The annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with 
International Financial Reporting Standards and are based upon 
appropriate accounting policies consistently applied and supported 
by reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.

The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately responsible for 
the system of internal financial control established by the group 
and place considerable importance on maintaining a strong control 
environment. To enable the directors to meet these responsibilities, 
the board of directors sets standards for internal control aimed at 
reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost effective manner. The 
standards include the proper delegation of responsibilities within 
a clearly defined framework, effective accounting procedures and 
adequate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable level of 
risk. These controls are monitored throughout the group and all 
employees are required to maintain the highest ethical standards 
in ensuring the group’s business is conducted in a manner that in 
all reasonable circumstances is above reproach. The focus of risk 
management in the group is on identifying, assessing, managing 
and monitoring all known forms of risk across the group. While 
operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the group endeavours to 

Directors’ responsibilities and approval
minimise it by ensuring that appropriate infrastructure, controls, 
systems and ethical behaviour are applied and managed within 
predetermined procedures and constraints.

The directors are of the opinion, based on the information and 
explanations given by management, that the system of internal 
control provides reasonable assurance that the financial records 
may be relied on for the preparation of the group and company 
annual financial statements. However, any system of internal 
financial control can provide only reasonable, and not absolute, 
assurance against material misstatement or loss.

The directors have reviewed the group and company’s cash flow 
forecasts for the foreseeable future and, in light of this review and 
the current financial position, they are satisfied that the group and 
company has or had access to adequate resources to continue in 
operational existence for the foreseeable future.

The external auditors are responsible for independently auditing 
and reporting on the group and company's annual financial 
statements. The annual financial statements have been examined 
by the group and company's external auditors and their report is 
presented on page 93 to 94.

The annual financial statements set out on pages 95 to 152, which 
have been prepared on the going concern basis, were approved 
by the board of directors on 5 December 2022 and were signed 
on their behalf by:

T Mberirua TNZ Muteka
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Independent auditor’s report
To the members of Mobile Telecommunications Limited

Report on the Audit of the Consolidated and Separate 
Financial Statements

Opinion 

We have audited the consolidated and separate annual financial 
statements of Mobile Telecommunications Limited as set out on 
pages 95 to 152, which comprise the consolidated and separate 
statements of financial position as at 30 September 2022, and 
the consolidated and separate statements of profit or loss and 
other comprehensive income, the consolidated and separate 
statements of changes in equity and the consolidated and 
separate statements of cash flows for the year then ended, and a 
summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory 
notes and the directors’ report.

In our opinion, the consolidated and separate financial statements 
present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated and separate 
financial position of the Group and Company as at 30 September 2022,  
and its consolidated and separate financial performance and 
consolidated and separate cash flows for the year then ended in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRSs) 
and the requirements of the Companies Act of Namibia.

Basis for Opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance with International 
Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under those 
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities 
for the audit of the Consolidated and Separate Financial 
Statements section of our report. We are independent of the 
Mobile Telecommunications Limited Group in accordance with 
the International Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants 
(including International Independence Standards) and other 
independence requirements applicable to performing audits of 
financial statements in Namibia.

We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance 
with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we 
have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for 
our opinion.

Key Audit Matter
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgement, were of most significance in our audit of the consolidated historical 
financial information. This matter was addressed in the context of our audit of the consolidated historical financial information, and in 
forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion thereon. 

Key Audit Matter How the matter was addressed in the audit

Journal entries – Group and Company

The Group and Company’s internal control and management 
system includes making use of a significant number of manual 
processes and journals, notably, but not limited to, the recording 
of revenue. As a result, the process is susceptible to human error 
and substantial audit effort was involved to assess the accuracy, 
completeness and validity of manual journals. This was therefore 
identified as a key audit matter. 

Our audit included, inter alia, the following procedures, through 
which we:

• Tested the design and implementation of controls over the 
processing of journals;

• Obtained a record of all journals posted during the financial 
year and reconciled the journals to the trial balance to ensure 
completeness of data;

• Assessed non-systematic journals and once off transactions not in 
the ordinary course of business for compliance with the evaluated 
revenue recognition accounting policies on a sample basis;

• Identified journals of audit interest through the use of our 
specialised data analytics tool and assessed the appropriateness 
of identified journal entries by tracing to relevant supporting 
documentation and obtaining explanations from management; and 

• Obtained an understanding of the business rationale for once off or 
unusual manual journals to revenue to confirm that these journals 
are appropriate.

Based on the procedures above, we are satisfied with the business 
rationale of journals included in the sample tested.

Other Information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the integrated annual report, general information, the 
directors’ responsibilities and approval and corporate information which we obtained prior to the date of this auditor’s report. The other information 
does not include the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other 
information and we do not and will not express an audit opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in doing so, consider whether 
the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be 
materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are 
required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
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Independent auditor’s report (continued)

Responsibilities of the directors for the Consolidated 
and Separate Financial Statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation 
of the consolidated and separate financial statements in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards and the requirements 
of the Companies Act of Namibia, and for such internal control as 
the directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of 
consolidated and separate financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the consolidated and separate financial statements, the 
directors are responsible for assessing the Group and Company’s ability 
to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related 
to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting 
unless the directors either intend to liquidate the Group or Company or 
to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the 
Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether 
the consolidated and separate financial statements as a whole are 
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and 
to issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable 
assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that 
an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a 
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise 
from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or 
in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence 
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these 
consolidated and separate financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional 
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the 
audit. We also:

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the 
consolidated and separate financial statements, whether due to 
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive 
to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and 
appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not 
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher 
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, 
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override 
of internal control.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the 
audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate 
in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing 
an opinion on the effectiveness of the Group’s and Company’s 
internal control.

• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used 
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related 
disclosures made by the directors.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the 
going concern basis of accounting and based on the audit 
evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists 
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt 
on the Group or Company’s ability to continue as a going 
concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we 
are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the 
related disclosures in the consolidated and separate financial 
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify 
our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence 
obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future 
events or conditions may cause the Group or Company to cease 
to continue as a going concern.

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of 
the consolidated and separate financial statements, including 
the disclosures, and whether the consolidated and separate 
financial statements represent the underlying transactions and 
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the 
financial information of the entities or business activities 
within the Group to express an opinion on the consolidated 
and separate financial statements. We are responsible for the 
direction, supervision and performance of the Group audit. 
We remain solely responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with the directors regarding, among other 
matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and significant 
audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal 
control that we identify during our audit.

We also provide the directors with a statement that we 
have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding 
independence, and to communicate with them all relationships 
and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our 
independence, and where applicable, related safeguards. 

From the matters communicated with the directors, we determine 
those matters that were of most significance in the audit of the 
consolidated and separate financial statements of the current 
period and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these 
matters in our auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes 
public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare 
circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be 
communicated in our report because the adverse consequences 
of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public 
interest benefits of such communication.

Deloitte & Touche
Registered Accountants and Auditors
Chartered Accountants (Namibia)
Per: J Cronjé
Partner 

08 December 2022

Deloitte Building, Maerua Mall Complex,  
Jan Jonker Road, Windhoek

PO Box 47, Windhoek, Namibia

ICAN Practice number: 9407

Partners: RH McDonald (Managing Partner), H de Bruin, J Cronjé, 
A Akayombokwa, J Nghikevali, G Brand*, M Harrison*

* Director

Associate of Deloitte Africa, a Member of  
Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited
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The directors have pleasure in submitting their report on the annual financial statements of the company 
and the group for the year ended 30 September 2022.

1. Nature of business
MTC conducts business as a registered telecommunications provider. The principal nature of the 
business is to invest in the telecommunications infrastructure of Namibia for provisioning of 
total communication solutions to the customer base. Although MTC is a Namibian company, it 
also provides international telecommunication solutions through direct liaison with providers of 
telecommunication services worldwide.

The nature of the business did not change during the year under review.

The group consists of MTC as well as the following entities controlled by the company:

• Jurgens Thirty Four (Pty) Ltd – Letting of property
• Windhoek General Administrators (Pty) Ltd – Expected to start providing Mobile 

Financial Services during the 2023 financial year
• MTC Social Responsibility Trust – Trust established to harness resources for establishing 

and maintaining infrastructure with the principal focus on the care, welfare and support for 
children or orphans who cannot rely on the support of their parents and are homeless. The 
trustees have previously decided to unwind the trust from 30 June 2009 onwards. Before this 
process was completed the process was halted pending a change in the mandate of the trust 
to focus on larger corporate social responsibility matters. As at 30 September 2022 the trust 
had no assets or liabilities to report (2021: Nil).

2. Review of financial results and activities
MTC delivered robust results in difficult economic conditions as it continued to deliver innovative 
and value-adding mobile and fixedline solutions, while accelerating the pace of its transformation 
into Namibia’s enabler of an inclusive digital economy.

MTC maintained its leadership of Namibia’s mobile telecoms market with a market share of 
90% and a customer base of approximately 2.52 million (2021: 2.48 million) and forged ahead 
in new markets that will drive revenue diversification and growth over time. MTC’s track record 
of consistent financial performance is reflected in 3.7% (2021: 4.32%) total income growth, a 51.2% 
(2021: 51.3%) EBITDA(1) margin and the delivery of compound annual growth of 3.7% (2021: 3.79%) 
in revenue and 2.2% (2021: 5.11%) in net profit since 2016. Management considers EBITDA as an 
important operational performance measure, as it mirrors the company's ability to generate cash 
flows from operations. Refer to note 3 for the calculation details of EBITDA.

Directors’ report
For the financial year ended 30 September 2022, the group realised total income of  
N$2.91 billion (2021: N$2.80 billion) which represents a growth of 3.7% (2021: 4.3%). Increased 
demand for data and product innovations continued to be driven by changing technology trends. 
Evidence of this is our expansion into the enterprise and home fibre markets, resulting in a year-on-
year revenue growth of 106.6%. 

The group and company's results of operations are set out on page 98.

The financial position of the group and company are set out in the statements of financial 
position on page 99.

The group recorded a net profit after tax for the year ended 30 September 2022 of N$793 039 000.  
This represented an increase of 6.7% from the net profit after tax of the prior year of N$743 335 000.

The company recorded a net profit after tax for the year ended 30 September 2022 of  
N$792 996 000. This represented an increase of 6.7% from the net profit after tax of the prior 
year of N$743 228 000.

Group and company revenue increased by 3.4% from N$2 893 000 000 in the prior year to  
N$2 799 135 000 for the year ended 30 September 2022.

The increase in group and company revenue is as a result of the launch of a number of campaigns 
and the drive to increase the uptake of enterprise solutions to stimulate increased usage by 
customers as well as to retain customers by servicing all their telecommunication needs.

The total active subscribers at year end were:

Subscriber base – number of active subscribers 2022 2021

Pre-paid 2 356 226 2 320 846

Post-paid 161 560 155 861

Enterprise 6 693 2 286

2 524 479 2 478 993

3. Share capital
There have been no changes to the authorised or issued share capital during the year under review.

Details of the authorised, issued and unissued share capital at 30 September 2022 are set out in 
note 18 to the financial statements.

Shareholding 2022 2021

Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings Limited 60.13% 100.00%

Government Institutions Pension Fund 28.65% –%

Other 11.22% –%

100.00% 100.00%(1) EBITDA refers to Earnings Before Interest, Taxation, Depreciation and Amortisation.
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Director's report (continued) 
4. Dividends distributed

The group's dividend policy is to consider an interim and a final dividend in respect of each 
financial year. At its discretion, the board of directors may consider a special dividend, where 
appropriate. Depending on the perceived need to retain funds for expansion or operating 
purposes, the board of directors may pass on the payment of dividends.

It is group’s intention to pay dividends bi-annually at a minimum of 70% of net profit after tax, 
subject to the outlook for earnings growth, operating and capital expenditure requirements and 
acquisitions, together with the level of gearing.

2022 2021
N$’000 N$’000

Declared 6 December 2021, paid 4 February 2022 242 145 –

Declared 30 May 2022, paid 8 July 2022 277 500 –

Declared 7 December 2020, paid 22 January 2021 – 202 746

Declared 3 June 2021, paid 27 July 2021 – 397 307

519 645 600 053

5. Dividend declared subsequent to year end
On 5 December 2022, an ordinary dividend of N$315 000 000 (42 cents per share) was declared, 
but has not yet been paid out to the shareholders at the date of these financial statements.

Dividend payment details:

• Last day to trade cum dividend: 13 January 2023
• First day to trade ex-dividend: 16 January 2023
• Payment date: 03 February 2023

6. Insurance and risk management
The group follows a policy of reviewing the risks relating to assets and possible liabilities arising 
from business transactions with its insurers on at least an annual basis. Wherever possible assets 
are automatically included. There is also a continuous asset risk control programme, which is 
carried out in conjunction with the group's insurance brokers. All risks are considered to be 
adequately covered, except for political risks, in the case of which as much cover as is reasonably 
available has been arranged.

7. Capital expenditure
For the year under review, capital expenditure approved was N$696 million (2021: N$808 million)  
which included capital expenditure carried forward from the previous financial year. The capital 
expenditure incurred was N$514 million (2021: N$618 million), which was funded out of internal 
cash generated from operations, with the main aim to ensure capacity in the existing network 
and extensive coverage within Namibia. The capital expenditure incurred was less than the 
approved expenditure due mainly to unforeseen delays in capital projects.

8. Property, plant and equipment
There was no change in the nature of the property, plant and equipment of the group during the 
year under review.

9. Interest in subsidiaries
Details of material interests in subsidiary companies are presented in the group annual financial 
statements in note 13.

10. Holding company
The group's holding company is Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings Limited which 
held 60.13% of the group's equity at year end. Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings 
Limited is incorporated in Namibia.

11. Ultimate controlling party
The group's ultimate controlling party is the Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Namibia.
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12. Directorate
The directors in office at the date of this report are as follows:

Directors Office Designation Nationality Changes

T Mberirua Chairperson Non-executive Independent Namibian

TNZ Muteka Lead Independent Director Non-executive Independent Namibian

EE Nashilongo Director Non-executive Independent Namibian Resigned 18 February 2022

S Galloway Director Non-executive Independent Namibian

W Schuckmann Director Non-executive Independent Namibian

RR Shipiki Director Non-executive Namibian

T Gawaxab Director Non-executive Independent Namibian

LR Erastus Managing Director Executive Namibian

MJ Smit Finance Director Executive Namibian

13. Events after the reporting period
The directors are not aware of any other material event which occurred after the reporting date and up to the date of the approval of 
the financial statements, other than the following:

Dividend distributions:
On 5 December 2022, an ordinary dividend of N$315 000 000 (42 cents per share) was declared, but has not yet been paid out to the 
shareholders at the date of these financial statements.

14. Going concern
The directors believe that the group has adequate financial resources to continue in operation for the foreseeable future and 
accordingly the consolidated annual financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis. The directors have satisfied 
themselves that the group is in a sound financial position and that it has access to sufficient borrowing facilities to meet its foreseeable 
cash requirements. The directors are not aware of any new material changes that may adversely impact the group. The directors are 
also not aware of any material non- compliance with statutory or regulatory requirements or of any pending changes to legislation 
which may affect the group.

15. Secretary
The company secretary is Mrs Ndahambelela Haikali.

Business address: Corner of Hamutenya Ndadi & Mose Tjitendero Street

Olympia

Windhoek Namibia

16. Auditors
Deloitte & Touche was appointed in accordance with section 278(2) of the Companies Act of 2004 at the AGM held on 18 February 2022.

The next AGM will consider the appointment of PWC Namibia in accordance to section 286(1) of the Companies Act  
of 2004.
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Group Company

Note(s)
2022

N$'000
2021

N$'000
2022

N$'000
2021

N$'000

Revenue 3 2 893 000 2 799 135 2 893 000 2 799 135

Other income 12 316 3 221 12 684 3 058

Total income 2 905 316 2 802 356 2 905 684 2 802 193

Changes in inventories of finished goods (287 768) (280 929) (287 768) (280 929)

Direct costs (369 677) (358 740) (369 677) (358 740)

Sales and marketing (85 259) (83 235) (85 259) (83 235)

General and administration (247 907) (238 820) (247 650) (238 582)

Personnel costs (433 871) (406 006) (433 871) (406 006)

Depreciation 3 (268 004) (265 342) (268 278) (265 425)

Amortisation 3 (151 557) (97 305) (151 557) (97 305)

Profit from operations 3 1 061 273 1 071 979 1 061 624 1 071 971

Investment income 4 85 535 42 039 85 532 42 038

Finance costs 5 (22 693) (23 456) (23 042) (23 578)

Profit before taxation 1 124 115 1 090 562 1 124 114 1 090 431

Taxation 7 (331 076) (347 227) (331 118) (347 203)

Profit for the year 793 039 743 335 792 996 743 228

Other comprehensive income – – – –

Total comprehensive income for the year 793 039 743 335 792 996 743 228

Profit attributable to:

Owners of the parent 793 039 743 335 792 996 743 228

Total comprehensive income attributable to:

Owners of the parent 793 039 743 335 792 996 743 228

Earnings per share

Per share information

Basic and diluted earnings per share (Cents) 8 105.74 99.11 – –

Statements of profit or loss and other comprehensive income
for the year ended 30 September 2022
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Group Company

Note(s)
2022

N$'000
2021

N$'000
2022

N$'000
2021

N$'000

Assets
Non-Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment 9 1 544 037 1 423 973 1 538 750 1 418 402
Right-of-use assets 10 190 907 202 991 195 261 207 802
Intangible assets 12 724 047 735 536 724 047 735 536
Investments in subsidiaries 13 – – 458 458
Loans to employees 15 1 137 961 1 137 961
Contract assets 20 19 263 17 557 19 263 17 557
Long term deposit 26 19 510 – 19 510 –

2 498 901 2 381 018 2 498 426 2 380 716
Current Assets
Inventories 14 118 813 61 089 118 813 61 089
Loan to subsidiaries 13 – – 4 423 2 969
Loans to employees 15 2 351 2 135 2 351 2 135
Trade and other receivables 16 182 870 151 824 182 870 151 824
Contract assets 20 118 315 118 285 118 315 118 285
Current tax receivable – 7 460 – 7 440
Cash and cash equivalents 17 806 003 707 572 804 473 707 551

1 228 352 1 048 365 1 231 245 1 051 293
Total Assets 3 727 253 3 429 383 3 729 671 3 432 009

Equity and Liabilities
Equity
Share capital 18 25 000 25 000 25 000 25 000
Retained income 2 517 825 2 244 431 2 515 036 2 241 685

2 542 825 2 269 431 2 540 036 2 266 685
Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Lease liabilities 10 195 321 201 855 199 087 205 959
Deferred tax 19 337 624 309 290 338 216 309 841
Provisions 21 26 872 23 196 26 872 23 196

559 817 534 341 564 175 538 996
Current Liabilities
Trade and other payables 22 429 974 457 837 430 026 457 793
Lease liabilities 10 23 128 23 841 23 905 24 602
Deferred income 23 148 390 143 933 148 390 143 933
Current tax payable 23 119 – 23 139 –

624 611 625 611 625 460 626 328
Total Liabilities 1 184 428 1 159 952 1 189 635 1 165 324
Total Equity and Liabilities 3 727 253 3 429 383 3 729 671 3 432 009

Statements of financial position 
as at 30 September 2022
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Share capital
N$'000

Retained income
N$'000

Total equity
N$'000

Group

Balance at 1 October 2020 25 000 2 101 149 2 126 149

Profit for the year – 743 335 743 335

Other comprehensive income – – –

Total comprehensive income for the year – 743 335 743 335

Dividends – (600 053) (600 053)

Total contributions by and distributions to owners of company recognised directly in equity – (600 053) (600 053)

Balance at 1 October 2021 25 000 2 244 431 2 269 431

Profit for the year – 793 039 793 039

Other comprehensive income – – –

Total comprehensive income for the year – 793 039 793 039

Dividends – (519 645) (519 645)

Total contributions by and distributions to owners of company recognised directly in equity – (519 645) (519 645)

Balance at 30 September 2022 25 000 2 517 825 2 542 825

Note 18

Statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 30 September 2022
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Share capital
N$'000

Retained income
N$'000

Total equity
N$'000

Company

Balance at 1 October 2020 25 000 2 098 510 2 123 510

Profit for the year – 743 228 743 228

Other comprehensive income – – –

Total comprehensive income for the year – 743 228 743 228

Dividends – (600 053) (600 053)

Total contributions by and distributions to owners of company recognised directly in equity – (600 053) (600 053)

Balance at 1 October 2021 25 000 2 241 685 2 266 685

Profit for the year – 792 996 792 996

Other comprehensive income – – –

Total comprehensive income for the year – 792 996 792 996

Dividends – (519 645) (519 645)

Total contributions by and distributions to owners of company recognised directly in equity – (519 645) (519 645)

Balance at 30 September 2022 25 000 2 515 036 2 540 036

Note 18

Statement of changes in equity
for the year ended 30 September 2022
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Group Company

Note(s)
2022

N$'000
2021

N$'000
2022

N$'000
2021

N$'000

Cash flows from operating activities

Cash receipts from customers 2 863 269 2 807 075 2 863 269 2 807 075

Cash paid to suppliers and employees (1 484 981) (1 330 226) (1 484 574) (1 330 220)

Cash generated from operations 24 1 378 288 1 476 849 1 378 695 1 476 855

Investment income 85 535 42 039 85 532 42 038

Finance costs (148) (23 456) (148) (23 578)

Tax paid 25 (272 217) (360 028) (272 217) (360 028)

Net cash from operating activities 1 191 458 1 135 404 1 191 862 1 135 287

Cash flows from investing activities

Purchase of property, plant and equipment 9 (365 773) (400 423) (365 773) (400 423)

Proceeds on disposal of property, plant and equipment 1 581 113 1 581 113

Purchase of other intangible assets 12 (129 073) (192 522) (129 073) (192 522)

Net movements in loans to subsidiaries – – (1 913) 271

Construction deposit paid 26 (19 510) – (19 510) –

Movement in loans to employees 15 (392) (247) (392) (247)

Net cash from investing activities (513 167) (593 079) (515 080) (592 808)

Cash flows from financing activities

Payment on lease liabilities (53 422) (20 544) (53 422) (20 675)

Dividends paid (519 645) (600 053) (519 645) (600 053)

Net cash from financing activities (573 067) (620 597) (573 067) (620 728)

Total cash movement for the year 105 224 (78 272) 103 715 (78 249)

Cash at the beginning of the year 707 572 777 581 707 551 777 537

Net foreign exchange differences (6 793) 8 263 (6 793) 8 263

Total cash at end of the year 17 806 003 707 572 804 473 707 551

Statements of cash flows
for the year ended 30 September 2022
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1. Significant accounting policies
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated and separate annual financial statements are set out below.

1.1 Basis of preparation
The annual financial statements have been prepared on the going concern basis in accordance with, and in compliance with, International Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS") and International Financial 
Reporting Interpretations Committee ("IFRIC") interpretations issued and effective at the time of preparing these annual financial statements and the Companies Act, No 28 of 2004.

The annual financial statements have been prepared on the historic cost convention, unless otherwise stated in the accounting policies which follow and incorporate the principal accounting policies set out 
below. They are presented in Namibia Dollars, which is the group and company's functional currency.

These accounting policies are consistent with the previous period.

1.2 Segmental reporting
The group considers its Information and Communication Technology "ICT" segment as its only operating segment. This is in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to the chief operating 
decision-maker, identified as the Executive Committee of the group. The chief operating decision-maker allocates resources to and assesses performance of the operating segment of the entity.

1.3 Statement of compliance
The financial statements of the company and group have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS's) as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) 
and the requirements of the Companies Act of Namibia. References to " the group " includes the company, unless stated otherwise.

1.4 Consolidation
 Basis of consolidation

The consolidated annual financial statements incorporate the annual financial statements of the company and all subsidiaries. Subsidiaries are entities (including structured entities) which are controlled by 
the group.

The group has control of an entity when it is exposed to or has rights to variable returns from involvement with the entity and it has the ability to affect those returns through the use of its power over the entity.

The results of subsidiaries are included in the consolidated annual financial statements from the effective date of acquisition to the effective date of disposal.

Adjustments are made when necessary to the annual financial statements of subsidiaries to bring their accounting policies in line with those of the group.

All inter-company transactions, balances, and unrealised gains on transactions between group companies are eliminated in full on consolidation. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction 
provides evidence of an impairment of the asset transferred.

Non-controlling interests in the net assets of consolidated subsidiaries are identified and recognised separately from the group's interest therein, and are recognised within equity. Losses of subsidiaries 
attributable to non-controlling interests are allocated to the non-controlling interest even if this results in a debit balance being recognised for non-controlling interest.

Where a subsidiary is disposed of and a non-controlling shareholding is retained, the remaining investment is measured to fair value with the adjustment to fair value recognised in profit or loss as part of the 
gain or loss on disposal of the controlling interest. The fair value is the initial carrying amount for the purposes of subsequently accounting for the retained interest as an associate, joint venture or financial 
asset. In addition, any amounts previously recognised in other comprehensive income in respect of that entity are accounted for as if the group had directly disposed of the related assets or liabilities. This 
may mean that amounts previously recognised in other comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss.

 Investments in subsidiaries in the separate financial statements

In the company's separate financial statements, investments in subsidiaries are carried at cost less any accumulated impairment losses.

Accounting policies
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1. Significant accounting policies (continued)
1.5 Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty

The preparation of annual financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires management, from time to time, to make judgements, estimates and assumptions that affect the application of policies and 
reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. These estimates and associated assumptions are based on experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable under the 
circumstances. Actual results may differ from these estimates. The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are recognised in the period in 
which the estimates are revised and in any future periods affected.

 Critical judgements in applying accounting policies

The critical judgements made by management in applying accounting policies, apart from those involving estimations, that have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial 
statements, are outlined as follows:

 Revenue recognition

Revenue recognition under IFRS 15 necessitates the preparation and processing of very large amounts of data and the increased use of management judgements and estimates to produce financial information. 
Those judgements include the term of the contract, currently 12 to 24 months (2021: 24 months), average markup of handsets of 20% (2021: 20%) and application of an effective interest rate of 10%  
(2021: 10%).

 Incremental borrowing rate for leases

Recognition of leases under IFRS 16 has required management to use various assumptions and estimates in determination of specifically the expected lease term and the expected discount rate to be applied 
to various leases.

The group applies the prime interest rate at the inception of the lease as a proxy for the incremental borrowing cost and discount rate used.

 Key sources of estimation uncertainty

 Impairment of financial assets

The impairment provisions for financial assets are based on assumptions about risk of default and expected loss rates. The group uses judgement in making these assumptions and selecting the inputs to the 
impairment calculation, based on the group’s past history, existing market conditions as well as forward looking estimates at the end of each reporting period. For details of the key assumptions and inputs 
used, refer to the individual notes addressing financial assets.

 Useful lives of property, plant and equipment

Management assess the appropriateness of the useful lives and residual values of property, plant and equipment at the end of each reporting period and may vary depending on a number of factors. In 
assessing asset lives, factors such as technological innovation and maintenance programmes are taken into account. Residual value assessments consider issues such as future market conditions, the 
remaining life of the asset and projected disposal values. 

When the estimated useful life of an asset differs from previous estimates, the change is applied prospectively in the determination of the depreciation charge.

 Impairment of trade receivables

The group assesses its trade receivables for impairment at the end of each reporting period. In determining whether an impairment loss should be recorded in profit or loss, the group makes judgements as 
to whether there is observable data indicating a measurable decrease in the estimated future cash flows from the financial asset.

The impairment (or loss allowance) for trade receivables is calculated using the expected credit loss matrix per portfolio, as required by IFRS 9. The only exception is for individually significant trade receivables 
which are assessed separately and credit losses separately recognised. The matrix is based on historical credit losses, adjusted for national and industry-specific economic conditions and other indicators 
present at the reporting date that correlate with defaults on the portfolio.
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 Intangible assets

Intangible assets are amortised over their finite useful lives. The carrying amount of intangible assets is reviewed annually and adjusted for impairment if there is any indication that it may be impaired.

 Determination of standalone selling price

Where the group does not sell equivalent goods or services in similar circumstances on a standalone basis it is necessary to estimate the standalone price. When estimating the standalone price the group 
maximises the use of external inputs; methods for estimating standalone prices include determining the standalone price of similar goods and services sold by the group or using a cost-plus reasonable margin 
approach (which is sometimes the case for handsets and other equipment). Where it is not possible to reliably estimate standalone prices due to lack of observable standalone sales or highly variable pricing, 
which is sometimes the case for services, the standalone price of an obligation may be determined as the transaction price less the standalone prices of other obligations in the contract. The standalone price 
determined for obligations materially impacts the allocation of revenue between obligations and impacts the timing of revenue when obligations are provided to customers at different times – for example, 
the allocation of revenue between handsets, which are usually delivered up-front, and services which are typically delivered over the contract period. However, there is not considered to be a significant risk 
of material adjustment to the carrying value of contract related assets or liabilities in the 12 months after the reporting date if these estimates were revised.

1.6 Intangible assets
Intangible assets acquired separately are measured on initial recognition at cost. Following initial recognition, intangible assets are carried at cost less any accumulated amortisation and any accumulated 
impairment losses. Intangible assets are recognised if any future economic benefits are expected and those benefits could be reliably measured. Intangible assets consist of software licences. The amortisation 
rate used is:

2022
per annum

2021
per annum

Computer software 5.88 – 33.33% 5.88 – 33.33%

Network software 5.88 – 33.33% 5.88 – 33.33%

Licences 20% 20%

The useful lives of intangible assets are assessed as either finite or indefinite. Intangibles with finite lives are amortised over the useful economic life and assessed for impairment whenever there is an 
indication that the intangible asset may be impaired. The amortisation expense is recognised in profit or loss in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income.

The amortisation period and the amortisation method is reviewed at each financial year end. Changes in the expected useful life of the assets are accounted for by changing the amortisation period, as 
appropriate, and treated as changes in accounting estimates. Refer to note 11 for the effect of this review on the current annual financial statements.

An intangible asset is derecognised on disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected from use or disposal. Gains or losses arising from derecognition are recognised in profit or loss when the 
intangible asset is derecognised.

1.7 Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of qualifying assets are capitalised as part of the cost of such asset. All other borrowing costs are recognised as an expense 
when incurred. Borrowing costs consist of interest and other costs that an entity incurs in connection with the borrowing of funds.

1.8 Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost is incurred in bringing each product to its present location and condition, which are accounted for using the weighted average cost 
per item during the financial year. Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the ordinary course of business, less estimated costs of completion and the estimated costs necessary to make the sale.

A provision for obsolete stock is recognised when there is evidence that inventory items have become obsolete. Consideration is given to the age of the inventory, new technological advances and possible 
replacement models for the identified inventory.
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1. Significant accounting policies (continued)
1.9 Provisions and contingencies

Provisions are recognised when:

• the group has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event;
• it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation; and
• a reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.

The expense relating to any provision is presented in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income net of any reimbursements. If the effect of the time value of money is material, provisions 
are discounted using a current pre tax rate that reflects, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability. Where discounting is used, the increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognised 
as a finance cost.

Contingent assets and contingent liabilities are not recognised. Contingencies are disclosed in note 27.

 Defined contribution plans

Contributions in respect of defined contribution plans are recognised as an expense in the year to which they relate.

1.10 Property, plant and equipment
An item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow to the group, and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.

Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost. Cost includes all of the expenditure which is directly attributable to the acquisition or construction of the asset, including the capitalisation  
of borrowing costs on qualifying assets and adjustments in respect of hedge accounting, where appropriate.

Expenditure incurred subsequently for major services, additions to or replacements of parts of property, plant and equipment are capitalised if it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the 
expenditure will flow to the group and the cost can be measured reliably. Day to day servicing costs are included in profit or loss in the year in which they are incurred.

Major spare parts and stand-by equipment which are expected to be used for more than one year are included in property, plant and equipment.

Property, plant and equipment is subsequently stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses, except for land which is stated at cost less any accumulated 
impairment losses.

Depreciation is calculated so as to write off the cost of property, plant and equipment on a straight-line basis, over the estimated useful life of the asset to its residual value. Land is not depreciated. Capital 
work-in-progress is not depreciated as these assets are not yet available for use. Depreciation rates used are:

2022
per annum

2021
per annum

Buildings 5% 5%

Computer and prepaid equipment 16.44 – 33.33% 16.44 – 33.33%

Network equipment 4 – 20% 4 – 24.49%

Motor vehicles 6.25 – 25% 6.25 – 25%

Furniture and fittings 5.61 – 21.43% 5.26 – 21.43%

Leasehold improvements 33.33% 33.33%

Staff handsets 50% 50%

Projects 50% 50%
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The residual value, useful life and depreciation method of each asset are reviewed at the end of each reporting year. If the expectations differ from previous estimates, the change is accounted for prospectively 
as a change in accounting estimate.

The carrying values of property, plant and equipment are reviewed for impairment when events or changes in circumstances indicate the carrying value may not be recoverable. If any such indication exists 
and where the carrying values exceed the estimated recoverable amount, the assets or cash-generating units are written down to their recoverable amount. The recoverable amount of property, plant and 
equipment is the greater of net selling price and value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current 
market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset.

Each significant component included in an item of property, plant and equipment is separately recorded and depreciated. The depreciation rates corresponds to the estimated average useful lives of the 
respective assets. For an asset that does not generate largely independent cash inflows, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs. Impairment losses are 
recognised in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income. 

An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits are expected to arise from the continued use of the asset. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition 
of the asset is included in the statement of profit or loss and other comprehensive income in the year the item is derecognised. 

General and special purpose buildings are generally classified as owner occupied. They are held at cost and depreciated as property, plant and equipment and not regarded as investment properties.

1.11 Financial instruments
Financial instruments held by the group are classified in accordance with the provisions of IFRS 9 Financial Instruments. Financial assets and liabilities, in respect of financial instruments, are recognised on 
the group’s statement of financial position when the group becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instrument.

Financial assets are recognised and derecognised on trade date where the purchase or sale of the financial asset is under a contract whose terms require delivery of the instrument within the time frame 
established by the market concerned.

Subsequent to initial recognition, these instruments are measured as follows:

• Financial assets that are debt instruments, are classified based on how they are managed by the business and the nature of their contractual cash flows.
• All other investments, including trade receivables, are held to collect contractual interest and principal repayments and are stated at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any impairment.

Financial liabilities and equity instruments issued by the group are classified according to the substance of the contractual arrangements entered into and the applicable definitions. An equity instrument is 
any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of the group after deducting all of its liabilities and includes no obligation to deliver cash or other financial asset.

Subsequent to initial measurement, these instruments are measured as follows:

• Trade and other payables (excluding liabilities created by statutory requirements, revenue charged in advance, deferred revenue and reduced subscriptions) are not interest bearing and are subsequently 
stated at their nominal values.

Note 30 Financial instruments and risk management presents the financial instruments held by the group based on their specific classifications.

The specific accounting policies for the classification, recognition and measurement of each type of financial instrument held by the group are presented below:

 Loan receivables at amortised cost

 Classification

Loans to employees (note 15) and loans to subsidiary companies (note 13) are classified as financial assets subsequently measured at amortised cost.

They have been classified in this manner because the contractual terms of these loans give rise, on specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal outstanding, 
and the group's business model is to collect the contractual cash flows on these loans.
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1. Significant accounting policies (continued)
1.11 Financial instruments (continued)
 Loan receivables at amortised cost (continued)

 Recognition and measurement

Loans receivable are recognised when the group becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the loan. The loans are measured, at initial recognition, at fair value plus transaction costs, if any.

They are subsequently measured at amortised cost.

The amortised cost is the amount recognised on the loan initially, minus principal repayments, plus cumulative amortisation (interest) using the effective interest method of any difference between the initial 
amount and the maturity amount, adjusted for any loss allowance.

 Impairment

For financial assets carried at amortised cost, a loss allowance for the expected credit losses is recognised. The amount of expected credit losses is updated to reflect changes in credit risk.

For assessing whether the credit risk have increased, the group considers any change in the risk of default to occur. The group considers market factors as well as historic credit ratings during the assessment.

 Derecognition

Any gains or losses arising on the derecognition of a loan receivable is included in profit or loss.

 Trade and other receivables & Contract assets

 Classification

Trade and other receivables & Contact assets, excluding, when applicable, VAT and prepayments, are classified as financial assets subsequently measured at amortised cost.

Trade and other receivables mainly consist of amounts owed to us by customers and amounts that we pay to our suppliers in advance. 

 Recognition and measurement

Trade receivables represent amounts owed by customers where the right to payment is conditional only on the passage of time. Trade receivables that are recovered in instalments from customers over an 
extended period are discounted at market rates and interest revenue is recognised over the expected repayment period. Other trade receivables do not carry any interest and are stated at their nominal value.

 Trade and other receivables denominated in foreign currencies

When trade and other receivables are denominated in a foreign currency, the carrying amount of the receivables are determined in the foreign currency. The carrying amount is then translated to the Namibia 
Dollar equivalent using the spot rate at the end of each reporting period. Any resulting foreign exchange gains or losses are recognised in profit or loss.

Details of foreign currency risk exposure and the management thereof are provided in the trade and other receivables (note 16).

 Impairment

The group recognises a loss allowance for expected credit losses on trade and other receivables, excluding VAT and prepayments. The amount of expected credit losses is updated at each reporting date.

The carrying value of all trade receivables and contract assets recorded at amortised cost is reduced by allowances for lifetime estimated credit losses. Estimated future credit losses are first recorded on the 
initial recognition of a receivable and irrecoverable amounts are based on the ageing of the receivable balances and historical experience. Individual balances are written off when management deems them 
not to be collectible due to increased credit risk. For assessing whether the credit risk have increased, the group considers any change in the risk of default to occur. The group considers market factors as well 
as historic credit ratings during the assessment. Refer to note 16 to the annual financial statements.
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 Write off policy

The group writes off a receivable when, after the receivable has been overdue for more than 90 days and no payment arrangement could be negotiated. Receivables written off are still subject to enforcement 
activities under the group recovery procedures, taking into account legal advice where appropriate. Any recoveries made are recognised in profit or loss.

 Derecognition

Any gains or losses arising on the derecognition of trade and other receivables is included in profit or loss. 

 Trade and other payables

 Classification

Trade and other payables (note 22), excluding VAT and amounts received in advance, are classified as financial liabilities subsequently measured at amortised cost.

 Recognition and measurement

They are recognised when the group becomes a party to the contractual provisions, and are measured, at initial recognition, at fair value plus transaction costs, if any.

They are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.

The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial liability and of allocating interest expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly 
discounts estimated future cash payments through the expected life of the financial liability, or (where appropriate) a shorter period, to the amortised cost of a financial liability.

If trade and other payables contain a significant financing component, and the effective interest method results in the recognition of interest expense, then it is included in profit or loss in finance costs (note 5).

Trade and other payables expose the group to liquidity risk and possibly to interest rate risk. Refer to note 30 for details of risk exposure and management thereof.

 Trade and other payables denominated in foreign currencies

When trade payables are denominated in a foreign currency, the carrying amount of the payables are determined in the foreign currency. The carrying amount is then translated to the Namibia Dollar 
equivalent using the spot rate at the end of each reporting period. Any resulting foreign exchange gains or losses are recognised in profit or loss.

Details of foreign currency risk exposure and the management thereof are provided in the trade and other payables note (note 22).

 Derecognition

A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged or cancelled or expires.

 Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents are initially measured at fair value and subsequently at amortised cost.
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1. Significant accounting policies (continued)
1.12 Leases

The group assesses whether a contract is, or contains a lease, at the inception of the contract.

A contract is, or contains a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset for a period of time in exchange for consideration.

In order to assess whether a contract is, or contains a lease, management determine whether the asset under consideration is "identified", which means that the asset is either explicitly or implicitly specified 
in the contract and that the supplier does not have a substantial right of substitution throughout the period of use. Once management has concluded that the contract deals with an identified asset, the right 
to control the use thereof is considered. To this end, control over the use of an identified asset only exists when the group has the right to substantially all of the economic benefits from the use of the asset 
as well as the right to direct the use of the asset.

In circumstances where the determination of whether the contract is or contains a lease requires significant judgement, the relevant disclosures are provided in the significant judgments and sources of 
estimation uncertainty section of these accounting policies.

 Group as lessor

Leases for which the group is a lessor are classified as finance or operating leases. Whenever the terms of the lease transfer substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership to the lessee, the contract is 
classified as a finance lease. All other leases are classified as operating leases. Lease classification is made at inception and is only reassessed if there is a lease modification.

 Group as lessee

A lease liability and corresponding right-of-use asset are recognised at the lease commencement date, for all lease agreements for which the group is a lessee, except for short-term leases of 12 months or less, or 
leases of low value assets. Low value assets comprise leases with a value of less than N$70 000 per annum. For these leases, the group recognises the lease payments as an operating expense (note 3) representative 
of the time pattern in which economic benefits from the leased asset are consumed. 

The various lease and non-lease components of contracts containing leases are accounted for separately, with consideration being allocated to each lease component on the basis of the relative stand-alone 
prices of the lease components and the aggregate stand-alone price of the non-lease components (where non-lease components exist).

Details of leasing arrangements where the group is a lessee are presented in note 10: Leases (group as lessee).

Assets held under finance leases are initially recognised as the assets of the group at fair value at the inception of the lease or, if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments. The corresponding 
liability to the lessor is included in the statement of financial position as a finance lease obligation.

Lease payments are apportioned between finance charges and reduction of the lease obligation so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges are charged 
directly to profit or loss, unless they are directly attributable to qualifying assets, in which case they are capitalised in accordance with the group's general policy on borrowing costs. Contingent rentals are 
recognised as expenses in the period in which they are incurred.

 Lease liability

The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not paid at the commencement date, discounted by using the rate implicit in the lease. If this rate cannot be readily 
determined, the group uses its incremental borrowing rate.

Lease payments included in the measurement of the lease liability comprise the following:

• fixed lease payments, including in-substance fixed payments, less any lease incentives;
• variable lease payments that depend on an index or rate, initially measured using the index or rate at the commencement date;
• the amount expected to be payable by the group under residual value guarantees;
• the exercise price of purchase options, if the group is reasonably certain to exercise the option;
• lease payments in an optional renewal period if the group is reasonably certain to exercise an extension option; and
• penalties for early termination of a lease, if the lease term reflects the exercise of an option to terminate the lease.

Variable rents that do not depend on an index or rate are not included in the measurement of the lease liability (or right-of-use asset). The related payments are recognised as an expense in the period incurred 
and are included in operating expenses.
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The lease liability is presented as a separate line item on the Statements of Financial Position.

The lease liability is subsequently measured by increasing the carrying amount to reflect interest on the lease liability (using the effective interest method) and by reducing the carrying amount to reflect lease 
payments made. Interest charged on the lease liability is included in finance costs (note 5).

The group remeasures the lease liability (and makes a corresponding adjustment to the related right-of-use asset) when:

• there has been a change to the lease term, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised lease payments using a revised discount rate;
• there has been a change in the assessment of whether the group will exercise a purchase, termination or extension option, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised lease 

payments using a revised discount rate;
• there has been a change to the lease payments due to a change in an index or a rate, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised lease payments using the initial discount 

rate (unless the lease payments change is due to a change in a floating interest rate, in which case a revised discount rate is used);
• there has been a change in expected payment under a residual value guarantee, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised lease payments using the initial discount rate;
• a lease contract has been modified and the lease modification is not accounted for as a separate lease, in which case the lease liability is remeasured by discounting the revised payments using a revised 

discount rate.

When the lease liability is remeasured in this way, a corresponding adjustment is made to the carrying amount of the right-of-use asset, or is recognised in profit or loss if the carrying amount of the right-of-
use asset has been reduced to zero.

 Right-of-use assets

For any new contracts entered into on or after 1 January 2019, the Group considers whether a contract is, or contains a lease. A lease is defined as `a contract, or part of a contract, that conveys the right to use 
an asset (the underlying asset) for a period of time in exchange for consideration'. To apply this definition the Group assesses whether the contract meets three key evaluations which are whether:

• the contract contains an identified asset, which is either explicitly identified in the contract or implicitly specified by being identified at the time the asset is made available to the Group; and
• the Group has the right to obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from use of the identified asset throughout the period of use, considering its rights within the defined scope of the contract; and
• the Group has the right to direct the use of the identified asset throughout the period of use. The Group assess whether it has the right to direct `how and for what purpose' the asset is used throughout 

the period of use.

At lease commencement date, the Group recognises a right-of-use asset and a lease liability on the balance sheet. The right-of-use asset is measured at cost, which is made up of the initial measurement 
of the lease liability, any initial direct costs incurred by the Group, an estimate of any costs to dismantle and remove the asset at the end of the lease, and any lease payments made in advance of the lease 
commencement date (net of any incentives received).

Right-of-use assets are subsequently measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.

Right-of-use assets are depreciated over the shorter period of lease term and useful life of the underlying asset. However, if a lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset or the cost of the right-of-use asset 
reflects that the group expects to exercise a purchase option, the related right-of-use asset is depreciated over the useful life of the underlying asset. Depreciation starts at the commencement date of a lease.

For right-of-use assets which are depreciated over their useful lives, the useful lives are presented in the following table:

 Estimated 
useful lives 

2022

Estimated 
useful lives 

2021

Mobile home leases (retail sites) 1.5 – 9 years 1.5 – 9 years

Tower site leases (land) 3 – 20 years 2 – 20 years

Office leases (office space) 3 – 15 years 3 – 15 years

Spectrum Licenses 10 years

The residual value, useful life and depreciation method of each asset are reviewed at the end of each reporting year. If the expectations differ from previous estimates, the change is accounted for prospectively 
as a change in accounting estimate. Each part of a right-of-use asset with a cost that is significant in relation to the total cost of the asset is depreciated separately.

The depreciation charge for each year is recognised in profit or loss unless it is included in the carrying amount of another asset.
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1. Significant accounting policies (continued)
1.13 Revenue from contracts with customers

The group recognises revenue from the following major sources:

• Revenue from the provision of telecommunication services (including roaming), is recognised when the group provides the related service during the agreed service period (over time).
• Revenue for device sales to end customers is generally recognised when the device is delivered to the end customer (at a point in time).

Revenue is measured based on the consideration specified in a contract with a customer and excludes amounts collected on behalf of third parties. The group recognises revenue when it transfers control of 
a product or service to a customer.

When the group enters into an agreement with a customer, goods and services deliverable under the contract are identified as separate performance obligations (‘obligations’) to the extent that the customer 
can benefit from the goods or services on their own and that the separate goods and services are considered distinct from other goods and services in the agreement. Where individual goods and services 
don’t meet the criteria to be identified as separate obligations they are aggregated with other goods and/or services in the agreement until a separate obligation is identified. The obligations identified will 
depend on the nature of individual customer contracts, but might typically be separately identified for mobile handsets, other equipment provided to customers and services provided to customers such as 
mobile and fixed line communication services. 

The group determines the transaction price to which it expects to be entitled to in return for providing the promised obligations to the customer based on the committed contractual amounts, net of sales 
taxes and discounts. 

The transaction price is allocated between the identified obligations according to the relative standalone selling prices of the obligations. The standalone selling price of each obligation deliverable in the 
contract is determined according to the prices that the group would achieve by selling the same goods and/or services included in the obligation to a similar customer on a standalone basis; where standalone 
selling prices are not directly observable, estimation techniques are used maximising the use of external inputs. See “Critical judgements in applying accounting policies” for details.

When revenue recognised in respect of a customer contract exceeds amounts received or receivable from a customer at that time a contract asset is recognised; contract assets will typically be recognised 
for handsets or other equipment provided to customers where payment is recovered by the group via future service fees. If amounts received or receivable from a customer exceed revenue recognised for a 
contract, for example if the group receives an advance payment from a customer, a contract liability is recognised.

When contract assets or liabilities are recognised, a financing component may exist in the contract; this is typically the case when a handset or other equipment is provided to a customer up-front but payment 
is received over the term of the related service agreement, in which case the customer is deemed to have received financing. If a significant financing component is provided to the customer, the transaction 
price is reduced and interest revenue is recognised over the customer’s payment period using an interest rate reflecting the relevant central bank rates and customer credit risk.
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1.14 Tax
 Current tax assets and liabilities

Current tax for current and prior periods is, to the extent unpaid, recognised as a liability. If the amount already paid in respect of current and prior periods exceeds the amount due for those periods, the 
excess is recognised as an asset.

Current tax assets and liabilities for the current and prior periods are measured at the amount expected to be recovered from or paid to the tax authorities, using the tax rates and tax laws that have been 
enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period.

 Deferred tax assets and liabilities

A deferred tax liability is recognised for all taxable temporary differences, except to the extent that the deferred tax liability arises from the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction which at 
the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit (tax loss).

A deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible temporary differences to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be available against which the deductible temporary difference can be utilised. 
A deferred tax asset is not recognised when it arises from the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction at the time of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit (tax loss).

A deferred tax asset is recognised for the carry forward of unused tax losses to the extent that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available against which the unused tax losses can be utilised.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates and tax laws that have been 
enacted or substantively enacted by the end of the reporting period.

 Tax expenses

Current and deferred taxes are recognised as income or an expense and included in profit or loss for the period, except to the extent that the tax arises from:

• a transaction or event which is recognised, in the same or a different period, to other comprehensive income, or 
• a business combination.

Current tax and deferred taxes are charged or credited to other comprehensive income if the tax relates to items that are credited or charged, in the same or a different period, to other comprehensive income.

Current tax and deferred taxes are charged or credited directly to equity if the tax relates to items that are credited or charged, in the same or a different period, directly in equity.

 Value added tax

Revenues, expenses and assets are recognised net of the amount of value added tax except:

• where the value added tax incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not recoverable from the taxation authority, in which case the value added tax is recognised as part of the cost of acquisition of 
the asset or as part of the expense item as applicable; and

• receivables and payables that are stated with the amount of value added tax included.

The net amount of value added tax recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of receivables or payables in the statement of financial position.
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1. Significant accounting policies (continued)
1.15 Translation of foreign currencies

Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded at the functional currency spot rate ruling at the date of the transaction. Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are re-
translated at the functional currency spot rate of exchange ruling at the reporting date. All differences are taken to profit or loss.

Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates as at the dates of the initial transactions. Non-monetary items measured at fair 
value in a foreign currency are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value is determined. The gain or loss arising on re-translation of non-monetary items is treated in line with the 
recognition of gain or loss on change in fair value of the item.

The functional currency of the group is Namibia Dollar.

1.16 Share capital and equity
An equity instrument is any contract that evidences a residual interest in the assets of an entity after deducting all of its liabilities.

Ordinary shares are classified as equity.

Ordinary shares are recognised at par value and classified as 'share capital' in equity. Any amounts received from the issue of shares in excess of par value is classified as 'share premium' in equity. Dividends 
are recognised as a liability in the group in which they are declared.
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2. New Standards and Interpretations
2.1 Standards and interpretations effective and adopted in the current year

In the current year, the group has adopted the following standards and interpretations that are effective for the current financial year and that are relevant to its operations:

Standard/Interpretation:
Effective date: 
Years beginning on or after

• COVID-19-Related Rent Concessions beyond 30 June 2021 (Amendments to IFRS 16) 1 April 2021

• IFRS 4, IFRS 7, IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 16: Disclosures Interest Rate Benchmark Reform Phase 2 1 January 2021

The adoption of these standards did not have a significant impact on the group.

2.2 Standards and interpretations not yet effective
The group has chosen not to early adopt the following standards and interpretations, which have been published and are mandatory for the group’s accounting periods beginning on or after 1 October 2022 
or later periods:

Standard/Interpretation:
Effective date: 
Years beginning on or after Expected impact:

• Amendments to IFRS 9: Annual Improvements if IFRS standards 2018 – 2020 Cycle 1 January 2022 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements: Classification of Liabilities as Current or Non-current 1 January 2023 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IAS 16: Property, Plant and Equipment: Proceeds before intended use 1 January 2022 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets: Onerous Contracts – Cost of Fulfilling a Contract 1 January 2022 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IFRS 9 Financial Instruments: Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018 – 2020 Cycle 1 January 2022 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IFRS 17: Insurance Contracts (including the June 2020 and December 2021 amendments to IFRS 17)  
Replaces IFRS 4: Insurance Contracts 1 January 2023 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IFRS 1 First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards 1 January 2022 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IFRS 3 Business Combinations: Reference to the conceptual Framework 1 January 2022 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• Amendments to IFRS 10 and IAS 28: Sale or contribution of assets between an investor and its associate or joint venture To be determined Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IAS 41 Agriculture: Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018 – 2022 Cycle 1 January 2022 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• Amendments to IAS 1 and IFRS Practice Statement 2: Disclosure of Accounting Policies 1 January 2023 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• Amendments to IAS 8: Definition of Accounting Estimates 1 January 2023 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• Amendments to IAS 12: Deferred Tax related to Assets and Liabilities arising from a Single Transaction 1 January 2023 Unlikely there will be a material impact

• IFRS 16 Leases: Annual Improvements to IFRS Standards 2018 – 2020 Cycle 1 January 2022 Unlikely there will be a material impact

Notes to the annual financial statements
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued)
3. Profit from operations

Profit from operations for the year is stated after charging (crediting) the following, amongst others:

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Revenue 2 893 000 2 799 135 2 893 000 2 799 135

Contract 679 008 738 302 679 008 738 302

Usage charges 123 322 139 642 123 322 139 642

Monthly subscription fees 436 770 447 058 436 770 447 058

Contract handset revenue 68 113 84 777 68 113 84 777

Other income 50 803 66 825 50 803 66 825

Prepaid 1 820 412 1 734 157 1 820 412 1 734 157

Starter packs 7 439 7 365 7 439 7 365

Usage charges 1 783 226 1 708 958 1 783 226 1 708 958

Other income 29 747 17 834 29 747 17 834

Roaming income 64 664 50 643 64 664 50 643

Contract 17 495 10 444 17 495 10 444

Visitors 47 169 40 199 47 169 40 199

Handset and accessories sales 173 225 149 409 173 225 149 409

Interconnect income 31 629 37 656 31 629 37 656

Bulk SMS revenue 53 262 48 565 53 262 48 565

Site rental 17 902 14 799 17 902 14 799

Enterprise services 52 898 25 604 52 898 25 604

Income from subsidiaries

Management fees – Jurgens 34 (Pty) Ltd – – 368 343

Revenue is earned from:

Sale of goods 248 777 241 551 248 777 241 551

Sale of services 2 626 321 2 542 785 2 626 321 2 542 785

Site Rental 17 902 14 799 17 902 14 799

2 893 000 2 799 135 2 893 000 2 799 135
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Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Expenses

Auditors remuneration – external auditors 3 836 5 181 3 805 5 162

Fees for statutory audit 2 782 2 495 2 751 2 476

Fees for other services 1 054 2 686 1 054 2 686

Bad debts written off 17 217 29 124 17 217 29 124

Bad debts recovered (13 088) (15 078) (13 088) (15 078)

Loss/(profit) on exchange differences 2 030 (2 689) 2 030 (2 689)

Company secretarial services – 57 – 57

Depreciation on property, plant and equipment 232 309 230 529 232 025 230 427

(Loss)/profit on disposal of plant and equipment (824) 16 (824) 16

Amortisation – Intangible assets 151 557 97 305 151 557 97 305

Depreciation on right of use assets 35 695 34 813 36 253 34 998

Operating lease charges(1)

Premises

– Fellow Subsidiary – Powercom (Pty) Ltd 698 – 698 –

– Shareholder – NPTH Limited 214 223 214 223

– Unrelated parties 391 8 391 8

– Other 315 261 315 261

Radio sites and other 2 865 5 855 2 865 5 855

4 483 6 347 4 483 6 347

Fees for services – consulting fees 21 435 25 728 21 435 25 724
1  The amounts included relate only to low value leases or leases with a lease term of 12 months or less. 
The determination of the split between low value and short term leases is not disclosed since this is considered to be impracticable, however the definition of "low 
value leases" have been detailed in the Accounting Policies.
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
3. Profit from operations (continued) 

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Employee costs 433 871 406 006 433 871 406 006

– salaries and wages 362 855 341 117 362 855 341 117

– pension fund contributions 19 756 18 527 19 756 18 527

– medical aid contributions 28 901 26 581 28 901 26 581

– staff training 8 780 5 675 8 780 5 675

– other staff cost 13 579 14 106 13 579 14 106

Number of employees at year end 760 793 760 793

Earnings before interest, taxation, depreciation and amortisation (EBITDA)

Profit from operations 1 061 273 1 071 979 1 061 624 1 071 971

Depreciation 268 004 265 342 268 278 265 425

Amortisation 151 557 97 305 151 557 97 305

1 480 834 1 434 626 1 481 459 1 434 701

Directors consider EBITDA as an important operational performance measure, as it mirrors the ability to generate cash flows from operations.

4. Investment income
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Interest income

Investments in financial assets:

Contract assets 7 936 5 668 7 936 5 668

Bank and other cash 77 599 36 371 77 596 36 370

Total interest income 85 535 42 039 85 532 42 038

5. Finance costs
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Lease liabilities 22 546 23 456 22 894 23 578

Trade and other payables 147 – 148 –

Total finance costs 22 693 23 456 23 042 23 578
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6. Directors’, officers and key management remuneration
 Non-executive Directors

Directors’ fees
N$'000

Subsistence
and travel

allowances
N$'000

Total
N$'000

2022

T Mberirua 351 67 418

TNZ Muteka 302 – 302

EE Nashilongo 101 16 117

S Galloway 295 – 295

W Schuckmann 297 – 297

RR Shipiki 259 55 314

T Gawaxab 311 55 366

1 916 193 2 109

Directors’ fees
N$'000

Total
N$'000

2021

T Mberirua 447 447

TNZ Muteka 343 343

EE Nashilongo 328 328

S Galloway 372 372

W Schuckmann 337 337

RR Shipiki 314 314

T Gawaxab 314 314

2 455 2 455
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 

6. Directors’, officers and key management remuneration (continued)

Key management and officers (including Executive Directors)

Salary
N$’000

Allowances 
(Medical, 

housing, etc.)
N$’000

Bonuses
N$’000

Subsistence and
 travel 

allowance
N$’000

Total
N$’000

2022

Managing Director 2 782 1 025 2 802 395 7 004

Financial Director 1 616 407 1 523 335 3 881

Key Management 10 065 4 182 6 994 2 838 24 079

14 463 5 614 11 319 3 568 34 964

2021

Managing Director(1) 2 720 512 1 592 228 5 052

Financial Director(1) 1 621 404 587 280 2 892

Key Management 10 341 3 303 3 624 1 887 19 155

14 682 4 219 5 803 2 395 27 099

1 This relates to remuneration for the entire financial year, even though Messrs Erastus and Smit were only appointed to the board, as executive directors, on 8 March 2021.

7. Taxation
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Major components of the tax expense

Current

Namibian income tax – current period 302 796 334 645 302 796 334 645

Deferred

Originating and reversing temporary differences 28 280 12 582 28 322 12 558

331 076 347 227 331 118 347 203

Reconciliation of the tax expense

Reconciliation between applicable tax rate and average effective tax rate.

Applicable tax rate 32.00% 32.00% 32.00% 32.00%

Other (2.54)% (0.16)% (2.54)% (0.16)%

29.46% 31.84% 29.46 % 31.84%

* Other differences comprise of non-taxable interest and other income..
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8. Earnings per share 
 Basic earnings per share

Basic earnings per share is determined by dividing profit or loss attributable to the ordinary equity holders of the parent by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the year.

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Basic earnings per share

From continuing operations (c per share) 105.74 99.11

Basic and diluted earnings per share of the group was based on earnings of N$793 039 000 (2021: N$743 335 000)  
and a weighted average number of ordinary shares of 750 000 000 (2021: 750 000 000).

Reconciliation of profit or loss for the year to basic earnings

Profit or loss for the year attributable to equity holders of the parent 793 039 743 335

Diluted earnings per share is equal to earnings per share because there are no dilutive potential ordinary shares in issue.

Headline earnings and diluted headline earnings per share

Headline earnings per share (c) 105.81 99.11

Reconciliation between earnings (loss) and headline earnings (loss)

Basic earnings 793 039 743 335

Adjusted for:

Loss/(profit) on disposal of plant and equipment (after tax) 560 (11)

793 599 743 324

Dividends per share

Interim (c) 37.00 52.97 37.00 52.97

Final (c) 32.29 27.03 32.29 27.03

69.29 80.00 69.29 80.00

On 5 December 2022, an ordinary dividend of N$315 000 000 (42 cents per share) was declared, but has not yet been paid out to the shareholders at the date of these financial statements.
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
9. Property, plant and equipment

2022 2021

Group
Cost

N$’000

Accumulated
 depreciation

N$’000

Carrying 
value

N$’000
Cost

N$’000

Accumulated 
depreciation

N$’000

Carrying 
value

N$’000

Land and buildings 193 647 (33 968) 159 679 193 647 (24 285) 169 362

Leasehold improvements 7 531 (2 512) 5 019 5 366 (3 174) 2 192

Computer and prepaid 88 494 (44 720) 43 774 103 788 (69 108) 34 680

equipment

Vehicles, furniture and 96 856 (60 480) 36 376 94 768 (59 997) 34 771

fittings

Network equipment 2 231 915 (1 180 334) 1 051 581 2 218 802 (1 166 450) 1 052 352

Capital – Work-in-progress 247 608 – 247 608 130 616 – 130 616

Total 2 866 051 (1 322 014) 1 544 037 2 746 987 (1 323 014) 1 423 973

Company

Land and buildings 187 982 (33 590) 154 392 187 982 (24 191) 163 791

Leasehold improvements 7 531 (2 512) 5 019 5 366 (3 174) 2 192

Computer and prepaid 88 494 (44 720) 43 774 103 788 (69 108) 34 680

equipment

Vehicles, furniture and 96 815 (60 439) 36 376 94 727 (59 956) 34 771

fittings

Network equipment 2 231 915 (1 180 334) 1 051 581 2 218 802 (1 166 450) 1 052 352

Capital – Work-in-progress 247 608 – 247 608 130 616 – 130 616

Total 2 860 345 (1 321 595) 1 538 750 2 741 281 (1 322 879) 1 418 402
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Opening
balance Additions Disposals Transfers

Transfer to
intangible
assets WIP Depreciation Total

N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – Group – 2022

Land and buildings 169 362 – – – – (9 683) 159 679

Leasehold improvements 2 192 4 104 – 23 – (1 300) 5 019

Computer and prepaid equipment 34 680 18 229 (18) 2 688 – (11 805) 43 774

Vehicles, furniture and fittings 34 771 14 014 (391) 1 104 – (13 122) 36 376

Network equipment 1 052 352 70 823 (1 996) 126 801 – (196 399) 1 051 581

Capital – Work-in-progress 130 616 258 603 – (130 616) (10 995) – 247 608

1 423 973 365 773 (2 405) – (10 995) (232 309) 1 544 037

Opening
balance Additions Disposals Transfers

Transfer to
 intangible 

assets

Transfer to
 investment

property

Transfer to
 intangible 
asset WIP Depreciation Total

N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000

Reconciliation of property, plant 
and equipment – Group – 2021

Land and buildings 172 176 960 – 45 – 5 665 – (9 484) 169 362

Leasehold improvements 1 919 1 711 – – – – – (1 438) 2 192

Computer and prepaid equipment 38 424 3 304 (3) – – – – (7 045) 34 680

Vehicles, furniture and fittings 32 383 9 921 (46) 4 082 – – – (11 569) 34 771

Network equipment 863 215 246 090 (50) 144 090 – – – (200 993) 1 052 352

Capital – Work-in-progress 151 885 138 437 – (148 217) (3 669) – (7 820) – 130 616

1 260 002 400 423 (99) – (3 669) 5 665 (7 820) (230 529) 1 423 973
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 

9. Property, plant and equipment (continued)

Opening
balance Additions Disposals Transfers

Transfer to
 intangible 
assets WIP Depreciation Total

N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – Company – 2022

Land and buildings 163 791 – – – – (9 399) 154 392

Leasehold improvements 2 192 4 104 – 23 – (1 300) 5 019

Computer and prepaid equipment 34 680 18 229 (18) 2 688 – (11 805) 43 774

Vehicles, furniture and fittings 34 771 14 014 (391) 1 104 – (13 122) 36 376

Network equipment 1 052 352 70 823 (1 996) 126 801 – (196 399) 1 051 581

Capital – Work-in-progress 130 616 258 603 – (130 616) (10 995) – 247 608

1 418 402 365 773 (2 405) – (10 995) (232 025) 1 538 750

Opening
balance Additions Disposals Transfers

Transfer to
 intangible 

assets

Transfer to
intangible
assets WIP Depreciation Total

N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment – 
Company – 2021

Buildings 172 176 960 – 45 – – (9 390) 163 791

Leasehold improvements 1 919 1 711 – – – – (1 438) 2 192

Computer and prepaid equipment 38 424 3 304 (3) – – – (7 045) 34 680

Vehicles, furniture and fittings 32 375 9 921 (46) 4 082 – – (11 561) 34 771

Network equipment 863 215 246 090 (50) 144 090 – – (200 993) 1 052 352

Capital – Work-in-progress 151 885 138 437 – (148 217) (3 669) (7 820) – 130 616

1 259 994 400 423 (99) – (3 669) (7 820) (230 427) 1 418 402

Registers with details of land and buildings are available for inspection by shareholders or their duly authorised representatives at the registered office of the company and its respective subsidiaries.

Additions were financed from cash resources.

Included in additions of different property, plant and equipment classes for 2022 there is an amount of N$24.3 million (2021: N$114.6 million) which relates to assets not yet taken into use at year end. The 
expectation is that these assets are taken into use within 3 – 4 months after year end.
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10. Leases (group as lessee)
The group leases several properties for the use as office, retail spaces and sites for towers. The terms of the leases differ based on the different agreements with landlords of different properties, as well as the 
strategy and long term intention of the Group to continue the use of the different properties.

The average remaining lease term is 8.06 years (2021: 11.52 years).

Details pertaining to leasing arrangements, where the group is lessee are presented below:

2022 2021

Used within the group
Cost

N$’000

Accumulated 
depreciation

N$’000
Carrying value

N$’000
Cost

N$’000

Accumulated 
depreciation

N$’000
Carrying value

N$’000

Mobile home leases 25 634 (12 120) 13 514 28 802 (15 954) 12 848

Tower site leases 220 991 (60 675) 160 316 219 749 (42 453) 177 296

Office leases 18 970 (6 906) 12 064 17 847 (5 000) 12 847

Spectrum license leases 5 646 (633) 5 013 – – –

271 241 (80 334) 190 907 266 398 (63 407) 202 991

2022 2021

Used within the company
Cost

N$’000

Accumulated 
depreciation

N$’000
Carrying value

N$’000
Cost

N$’000

Accumulated 
depreciation

N$’000
Carrying value

N$’000

Mobile home leases 30 731 (12 863) 17 868 33 798 (16 139) 17 659

Tower site leases 220 991 (60 675) 160 316 219 749 (42 453) 177 296

Office leases 18 970 (6 906) 12 064 17 847 (5 000) 12 847

Spectrum license leases 5 646 (633) 5 013 – – –

276 338 (81 077) 195 261 271 394 (63 592) 207 802
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
10. Leases (group as lessee) (continued)

Reconciliation of right-of-use assets – Group – 2022

Opening 
balance
N$’000

Additions
N$’000

Terminations 
and 

re-estimations
N$’000

Depreciation
N$’000

Total
N$’000

Mobile home leases 12 848 10 046 (1 199) (8 181) 13 514

Tower site leases 177 296 1 058 4 526 (22 564) 160 316

Office leases 12 847 2 733 801 (4 317) 12 064

Spectrum license leases – 5 646 – (633) 5 013

202 991 19 483 4 128 (35 695) 190 907

Reconciliation of right-of-use assets – Group – 2021

Opening 
balance
N$’000

Additions
N$’000

Terminations 
and 

re-estimations
N$’000

Depreciation
N$’000

Total
N$’000

Mobile home leases 16 884 5 027 87 (9 150) 12 848

Tower site leases 186 063 11 329 2 869 (22 965) 177 296

Office leases 11 646 3 397 502 (2 698) 12 847

214 593 19 753 3 458 (34 813) 202 991

Reconciliation of right-of-use assets – Company – 2022

Opening 
balance
N$’000

Additions
N$’000

Terminations 
and 

re-estimations
N$’000

Depreciation
N$’000

Total
N$’000

Mobile home leases 17 659 10 046 (1 098) (8 739) 17 868

Tower site leases 177 296 1 058 4 526 (22 564) 160 316

Office leases 12 847 2 733 801 (4 317) 12 064

Spectrum license leases – 5 646 – (633) 5 013

207 802 19 483 4 229 (36 253) 195 261

Reconciliation of right-of-use assets – Company – 2021

Opening 
balance
N$’000

Additions
N$’000

Terminations 
and 

re-estimations
N$’000

Depreciation
N$’000

Total
N$’000

Mobile home leases 16 884 10 023 87 (9 335) 17 659

Tower site leases 186 063 11 329 2 869 (22 965) 177 296

Office leases 11 646 3 397 502 (2 698) 12 847

214 593 24 749 3 458 (34 998) 207 802
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Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Lease liabilities

The maturity analysis of lease liabilities is as follows:

Within one year 43 797 46 082 44 574 46 842

Two to five years 144 613 135 094 147 721 138 893

More than five years 167 953 204 155 170 020 204 580

356 363 385 331 362 315 390 315

Less finance charges component (137 914) (159 635) (139 323) (159 754)

218 449 225 696 222 992 230 561

Non-current liabilities 195 321 201 855 199 087 205 959

Current liabilities 23 128 23 841 23 905 24 602

218 449 225 696 222 992 230 561

Other disclosures

Interest expense on lease liabilities 22 546 23 456 22 894 23 578

Operating lease charges and cash outflows (Short term and low value) 4 483 6 347 4 483 6 347

Exposure to liquidity risk
Refer to note 30 Financial instruments and risk management for the details of liquidity risk exposure and management.

11. Change in accounting estimate
In the current year the residual values and estimated useful lives of all categories of property, plant and equipment as well as intangible assets were reassessed in accordance with IAS 16 Property, plant and 
equipment and IAS 38 Intangible assets. This resulted in a change in the estimated remaining useful life of property plant and equipment and intangible assets.

The financial impact of the change in the estimated remaining useful lives was an increase of the current year depreciation charges and an increase of the current year amortisation charges, resulting in a net 
decrease in current year profit before taxation of N$17.763 million (2021: N$30.509 million).

The net increase in the current year charges for depreciation and amortisation due to the change in the estimated useful lives will result in effectively decreasing the charges in future periods and therefore 
effectively increasing profit before taxation for those future periods.

The financial impact of this change in the accounting estimate for the future periods is not disclosed per future financial period since this is considered to be impracticable.
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
12. Intangible assets

2022 2021

Cost
Accumulated
amortisation

Carrying 
value Cost

Accumulated 
amortisation

Carrying 
value

N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000  N$’000 N$’000

Group and company

Licenses 11 457 (8 714) 2 743 14 650 (9 089) 5 561

Computer software 448 318 (149 230) 299 088 437 266 (170 273) 266 993

Network software 737 861 (326 640) 411 221 750 179 (295 017) 455 162

Capital – Work-in-progress 10 995 – 10 995 7 820 – 7 820

Total 1 208 631 (484 584) 724 047 1 209 915 (474 379) 735 536

Opening
balance Additions Transfers

Transfers 
from property, 

plant and
 equipment Amortisation Total

Reconciliation of intangible assets – Group and Company – 2022 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000

Licenses 5 561 80 – – (2 898) 2 743

Computer software 266 993 112 349 2 721 – (82 975) 299 088

Network Software 455 162 16 644 5 099 – (65 684) 411 221

Capital – Work-in-progress 7 820 – (7 820) 10 995 – 10 995

735 536 129 073 – 10 995 (151 557) 724 047

Opening
balance Additions

Transfers 
from property, 

plant and
 equipment Amortisation Total

Reconciliation of intangible assets – Group and Company – 2021 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000 N$’000

Licenses 7 013 1 358 – (2 810) 5 561

Computer software 195 971 101 638 3 669 (34 285) 266 993

Network Software 425 846 89 526 – (60 210) 455 162

Capital – Work-in-progress – – 7 820 – 7 820

628 830 192 522 11 489 (97 305) 735 536
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Other information
Included in additions of different intangible asset classes for 2022 there is an amount of N$21.36 million (2021: N$124.7 million) which relates to intangible assets not yet taken into use at year end. The 
expectation is that these intangible assets are taken into use within 3 – 4 months after year end.

Additions were financed from cash resources.

Average remaining useful lives of intangible assets

Group and Company 2022 2021

Licenses 2 yrs 7m 1 yr 7m

Computer software 3 yrs 10m 4 yrs 6m

Network software 11 yrs 1m 7 yrs 9m

13. Interests in subsidiaries
The following table lists the entities which are controlled by the group, either directly or indirectly through subsidiaries.

Company

%
holding

2022

%
holding

2021

Investment 
in shares

2022
N$'000

Investment in 
shares

2021
N$'000

Loan to 
subsidiaries

2022
N$’000

Loan to 
subsidiaries 

2021
N$’000

Name of company

Jurgens Thirty Four (Pty) Ltd 100.00% 100.00% 458 458 2 917 2 969

Windhoek General Administrators (Pty) Ltd 100.00% 100.00% – – 1 506 –

458 458 4 423 2 969

The intercompany loans have no fixed repayment terms and do not bear interest.

Profit (loss) attributable to Mobile Telecommunications Limited

Jurgens Thirty Four (Pty) Ltd – Aggregate profit 105 140

Windhoek General Administrators (Pty) Ltd – Aggregate (loss) (3) –

102 140

14. Inventories
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Network consumables 6 010 995 6 010 995

Subscriber identity modules 15 186 13 338 15 186 13 338

Handsets and accessories 97 617 46 756 97 617 46 756

118 813 61 089 118 813 61 089

Carrying value of inventories carried at fair value less costs to sell 23 352 18 247 23 352 18 247

The amount of write-down of inventories recognised as an expense is N$6 853 746 (2021: N$4 232 081).
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
15. Loans to employees

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Schedule of loans to employees

Staff loan scheme 3 488 3 096 3 488 3 096

Loan scheme available to all permanently employed staff, with the aim to provide funds to employees who have an 
immediate need as the result of an emergency. The maximum loan amount is limited to N$60 000 per employee, with 
the total loan value limited to N$3.5 million per annum (2021: N$3 million). The loans are interest free, repayable in equal 
instalments over 24 months. Loans are secured by the employees' pension fund value equal to the loan amount. 

In April 2022, Management took the decision to permanently increase the limit with N$500 000 to assist staff with financial 
challenges arising due to the impact of COVID-19 and subsequent economic conditions.

Loans to directors, managers and employees

At beginning of the year 3 096 2 849 3 096 2 849

Advances 3 325 3 222 3 325 3 222

Repayments (2 933) (2 975) (2 933) (2 975)

3 488 3 096 3 488 3 096

Split between non-current and current portions

Non-current assets 1 137 961 1 137 961

Current assets 2 351 2 135 2 351 2 135

3 488 3 096 3 488 3 096

Exposure to credit risk
The maximum exposure to credit risk is the carrying amount of the loans as presented above. 

At 30 September 2022, no loans were in default and due to security provided by employees, the group assesses that the Expected Credit Loss (ECL) as trivial and have therefore not raised any Expected Credit 
Loss (ECL). The group continues to assess this position on a regular basis.

Fair value of loans to employees
The fair value of loans to employees approximates their carrying amounts.
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16. Trade and other receivables
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Customers to the ICT services after provisions 125 828 96 772 125 828 96 772

Other receivables 15 482 27 517 15 482 27 517

Non-financial instruments:
Prepayments 41 560 27 535 41 560 27 535

Total trade and other receivables 182 870 151 824 182 870 151 824

Split between non-current and current portions
Current assets 182 870 151 824 182 870 151 824

Financial instrument and non-financial instrument components of trade and other receivables
At amortised cost 141 310 124 289 141 310 124 289

Non-financial instruments 41 560 27 535 41 560 27 535

182 870 151 824 182 870 151 824

Exposure to credit risk
Trade receivables and contract assets (note 20) inherently expose the group and company to credit risk, being the risk that the group or company will incur financial loss if customers fail to make payments 
as they fall due.

In order to mitigate the risk of financial loss from defaults, the group has clear policies for onboarding new customers and only deal with reputable customers with consistent payment histories. It is the group's 
policy that all customers who request to trade on credit terms are subject to credit verification procedures. Sufficient collateral or guarantees are also obtained when appropriate. Customer credit limits are in 
place and are reviewed and approved through credit management procedures. The exposure to credit risk and the creditworthiness of customers, is continuously monitored.

There have been no significant changes in the credit risk management policies and processes since the prior reporting period.

Trade receivables and contract assets (note 20) arise from both wholesale and retail sales. The customer base for retail trade is large and widespread, with a result that there is no specific significant 
concentration of credit risk from these trade receivables. Wholesale trade, while also large and widespread, is more concentrated. Wholesale customers however, due to the volumes of transactions, are 
managed on either a cash basis or with sufficient collateral in place to secure the outstanding amounts.

A loss allowance is recognised for all trade receivables, in accordance with IFRS 9 Financial Instruments, and is monitored at the end of each reporting period. In addition to the loss allowance, trade receivables 
are written off when there is no reasonable expectation of recovery, for example, when a debtor has been placed under liquidation. Trade receivables which have been written off are handed over to an external 
debt collector and registered with a credit bureau for default.

The group measures the loss allowance for trade receivables by applying the simplified approach which is prescribed by IFRS 9 for all exposures other than contract assets for products with devices only. In 
accordance with this approach, the loss allowance on trade receivables is determined as the lifetime expected credit losses on trade receivables. These lifetime expected credit losses are estimated using 
a provision matrix, which is presented below. The provision matrix has been developed by making use of past default experience of debtors but also incorporates forward looking information and general 
economic conditions of the industry as at the reporting date.

For contract assets the group applies the general approach in determining the loss allowance and classifies contract assets under stage 1.

The definition of the 3 stages for ECL impairment are:  

• Stage 1: When a loan is originated or purchased, ECLs resulting from default events that are possible within the next 12 months are recognised (12-month ECL) and a loss allowance is established. On 
subsequent reporting dates, 12-month ECL also applies to existing loans with no significant increase in credit risk since their initial recognition.

• Stage 2: If a loan’s credit risk has increased significantly since initial recognition and is not considered low, lifetime ECLs are recognised. The calculation of interest revenue is the same as for Stage 1.
• Stage 3: If the loan’s credit risk increases to the point where it is considered credit-impaired, interest revenue is calculated based on the loan’s amortised cost (that is, the gross carrying amount less the 

loss allowance). Lifetime ECLs are recognised, as in Stage 2.
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16. Trade and other receivables (continued)

The expected credit loss allowance is determined as follows:

Group and company

2022
Estimated

gross
carrying

amount at
default

2022
Loss

allowance
(Lifetime
expected

credit loss)

2021
Estimated

gross
carrying

amount at
default

2021
Loss

allowance
(Lifetime
expected

credit loss)

Expected credit loss rate:

Customers to the Mobile Network

Less than 30 days past due: 0.30% (2021: 0.08%) 95 412 284 63 316 49

31 – 60 days past due: 17.12% (2021: 10.76%) 9 592 1 642 14 112 1 518

61 – 90 days past due: 42.49% (2021: 15.92%) 5 192 2 206 2 926 465

More than 90 days past due: 100% (2021: 76.20%) 7 823 7 823 10 846 8 265

118 019 11 955 91 200 10 297

Contract customers under IFRS 15 (see Note 20)
Not past due (stage 1): 5.55% (2021: 3.85%) 145 655 8 077 146 437 5 644

Fixed and cloud services

Less than 30 days past due: 0.08% (2021: 0.08%) 2 940 2 472 –

31 – 60 days past due: 10.76% (2021: 10.87%) 36 4 563 61

61 – 90 days past due: 15.92% (2021: 15.92%) 380 61 232 37

More than 90 days past due: 78.20% (2021: 76.29%) 1 965 1 536 560 427

5 321 1 603 1 827 525

Roaming debtors

Not past due: 0.00% (2021: 0.00%) 7 055 – 3 013 –

Less than 30 days past due: 0.00% (2021: 0.00%) – – 1 663 –

31 – 60 days past due: 0.00% (2021: 0.00%) 1 638 – 176 –

61 – 90 days past due: 0.00% (2021: 0.00%) 850 – 183 –

91 – 120 days past due: 0.00% (2021: 100%) 201 – 1 249 1 249

More than 120 days past due: 31.76% (2021: 99.85%) 13 358 4 242 8 533 8 520

23 102 4 242 14 817 9 769

Other debtors

Less than 30 days past due: 0.00% (2021: 0.08%) 9 893 – 17 178 13

31 – 60 days past due: 7.14% (2021: 10.76%) 885 63 4 488 483

61 – 90 days past due: 10.31% (2021: 15.92%) 600 62 400 64

91 – 120 days past due: 65.50% (2021: 76.20%) 4 104 2 688 4 063 3 096

15 482 2 813 26 129 3 656

Total 307 579 28 690 280 410 29 891
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Reconciliation of loss allowances
The following table shows the movement in the loss allowance (lifetime expected credit losses) for lease receivables:

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Opening balance (29 891) (22 518) (29 891) (22 518)

Provision raised on new trade receivables (16 016) (26 305) (16 016) (26 305)

Provisions reversed on settled trade receivables 17 217 18 932 17 217 18 932

Closing balance (28 690) (29 891) (28 690) (29 891)

Trade receivables are generally on 30 – 60 day terms.

Exposure to currency risk
The net carrying amounts, in Namibia Dollar, of trade and other receivables, excluding non-financial instruments, are denominated in the following currencies. The amounts have been presented in Namibia Dollar 
by converting the foreign currency amount at the closing rate at the reporting date.

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Namibia Dollar Amount

Namibia Dollar 122 449 112 883 122 449 112 883

US Dollar 15 373 9 760 15 373 9 760

Euro 3 488 1 646 3 488 1 646

141 310 124 289 141 310 124 289

Foreign currency amount

US Dollar 851 649 851 649

Euro 197 94 197 94

Namibia Dollar per unit of foreign currency:

US Dollar 18.070 15.050 18.070 15.050

Euro 17.690 17.423 17.690 17.423
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
16. Trade and other receivables (continued)

Foreign currency sensitivity analysis
The following information presents the sensitivity of the group to an increase or decrease in the respective currencies it is exposed to with regards to trade and other receivables. The sensitivity rate is the 
rate used when reporting foreign currency risk internally to key management personnel and represents management's assessment of the reasonably possible change in foreign exchange rates. The sensitivity 
analysis includes only outstanding foreign currency denominated trade and other receivables and adjusts their translation at the reporting date. No changes were made to the methods and assumptions used 
in the preparation of the sensitivity analysis compared to the previous reporting period.

2022 2022 2021 2021

Group and company
Increase
N$’000

Decrease
N$’000

Increase
N$’000

Decrease
N$’000

Increase or decrease in rate

Impact on profit or loss:

US Dollar 5% (2021: 5%) 769 (769) 488 (488)

Euro 5% (2021: 5%) 174 (174) 82 (82)

943 (943) 570 (570)

Fair value of trade and other receivables

Fair value of trade and other receivables approximates their carrying amounts.

17. Cash and cash equivalents
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Cash and cash equivalents consist of:

Bank balances 54 013 75 427 52 483 75 406

Short-term deposits 751 990 632 145 751 990 632 145

806 003 707 572 804 473 707 551

Cash at bank earns interest at floating rates based on daily bank deposit rates. Cash and cash equivalents comprises cash 
held by the group and short-term bank deposits with an original maturity of three months or less. The carrying amount of 
these assets approximate their fair value.

Exposure to currency risk

The group is exposed to currency risk related to certain bank accounts which are denominated in a foreign currency.

Namibia Dollar amount

Namibia Dollar 802 421 703 014 800 891 702 993

US Dollar 3 349 3 261 3 349 3 261

Euro 233 1 297 233 1 297

806 003 707 572 804 473 707 551
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Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

The net carrying amounts, in foreign currency of the above exposure was as follows:

Foreign currency amount

US Dollar 185 217 185 217

Euro 13 74 13 74

Namibia Dollar per unit of foreign currency:

US Dollar 18.070 15.050 18.070 15.050

Euro 17.690 17.423 17.690 17.423

Foreign currency sensitivity analysis
The following analysis presents the sensitivity of the group to an increase or decrease in the respective currencies it is exposed to with regards to cash and cash equivalents. The sensitivity rate is the rate used 
when reporting foreign currency risk internally to key management personnel and represents management's assessment of the reasonably possible change in foreign exchange rates. The sensitivity analysis 
includes only outstanding foreign currency denominated cash and cash equivalents and adjusts their translation at the reporting date. No changes were made to the methods and assumptions used in the 
preparation of the sensitivity analysis compared to the previous reporting period.

2022 2022 2021 2021

Group and company
Increase
N$’000

Decrease
N$’000

Increase
N$’000

Decrease
N$’000

Increase or decrease in rate

Impact on profit or loss:

US Dollar 5% (2021: 5%) 167 (167) 163 (163)

Euro 5% (2021: 5%) 12 (12) 65 (65)

179 (179) 228 (228)
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18. Share capital

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Authorised

750 000 000 Ordinary shares of N$0.033 each 25 000 25 000 25 000 25 000

Issued

750 000 000 Ordinary shares of N$0.033 each 25 000 25 000 25 000 25 000

There were no changes to issued and authorised share capital for the year under review.

19. Deferred tax
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

The movement on the deferred taxation account is as follows:
Balance at beginning of year (309 290) (296 708) (309 841) (297 283)

Taxation recognised in profit or loss (28 334) (12 582) (28 375) (12 558)

At end of year (337 624) (309 290) (338 216) (309 841)

Comprising
Deferred income tax assets
Income received in advance 51 271 49 824 51 271 49 824

Expected credit loss allowance 2 665 2 000 2 665 2 000

Unrealised forex gain 953 3 300 953 3 300

Employee accruals 16 251 14 806 16 251 14 806

IFRS 16 Leases 8 874 7 283 8 874 7 283

Deferred taxation balance from temporary differences other than unused tax losses 80 014 77 213 80 014 77 213

Tax losses avail for set off against future tax 390 439 – –

80 404 77 652 80 014 77 213

Total deferred taxation asset 80 404 77 652 80 014 77 213

Deferred income tax liabilities
Capital allowances (381 668) (352 576) (381 870) (352 688)

Inventories (1 998) (394) (1 998) (394)

Prepayments (12 098) (7 658) (12 098) (7 658)

IFRS 15 Contracts with customers (22 264) (26 314) (22 264) (26 314)

Total deferred taxation liability (418 028) (386 942) (418 230) (387 054)

Deferred taxation liability (418 028) (386 942) (418 230) (387 054)

Deferred taxation asset 80 404 77 652 80 014 77 213

Total net deferred taxation liability (337 624) (309 290) (338 216) (309 841)
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20. Contract assets
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Total contract assets net of expected credit losses 137 578 135 842 137 578 135 842

Summary of contract assets

Products with bundled devices and services 66 829 79 376 66 829 79 376

Products with devices only 70 749 56 466 70 749 56 466

137 578 135 842 137 578 135 842

Reconciliation of contract assets

Opening balance 135 842 135 480 135 842 135 480

Net renewals, activations and terminations during the year 4 169 274 4 169 274

Expected credit loss allowance (see Note 16) (2 433) 88 (2 433) 88

137 578 135 842 137 578 135 842

Split between non-current and current portions

Non-current assets 19 263 17 557 19 263 17 557

Current assets 118 315 118 285 118 315 118 285

137 578 135 842 137 578 135 842

Contract assets are recognised to the extent that performance obligations have been met by the group and revenue has been recognised in accordance with IFRS 15 Revenue, but for which the consideration 
is not yet receivable in terms of contractual agreement. Contract assets also include N$70 749 000 (2021: N$56 466 000) related to 12 to 24 month phone financing contracts. When the right to consideration 
becomes unconditional in terms of the contractual agreement, the contract asset is transferred to trade receivables.

Exposure to credit risk
Contract assets inherently expose the group to credit risk, being the risk that the group will incur financial loss if customers fail to make payments as they fall due.

Refer to note 16 for the expected credit loss allowance disclosure.
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
21. Provisions

Reconciliation of provisions – Group and Company – 2022
Opening 
balance
N$’000

Service cost 
N$’000

Benefit 
payments

N$’000
Interest cost 

N$’000
Total 

N$’000

Post-retirement benefit scheme 3 088 354 (17) 685 4 110

Severance pay provision 20 108 1 543 (1 065) 2 176 22 762

23 196 1 897 (1 082) 2 861 26 872

Reconciliation of provisions – Group and Company – 2021
Opening 
balance
N$’000

Service cost 
N$’000

Benefit 
payments

N$’000
Interest cost 

N$’000

Actuarial 
loss/(gain)

N$’000
Total 

N$’000

Post-retirement benefit scheme – 3 088 – – – 3 088

Severance pay provision 4 819 15 506 (69) 620 (768) 20 108

4 819 18 594 (69) 620 (768) 23 196

An actuarial valuation of the severance pay liability was done for 30 September 2022.

The liability raised relates to severance pay in case of retirement on or after the retirement age of 60 or death of employees.

The main assumptions used by the actuaries are as follows:

• Key financial assumptions are the rate of discount and the salary inflation rate;
• It is the relationship between these two financial assumptions that is critically important, not the absolute value of either assumption;
• Assumptions are made with a medium to long term outlook in mind;
• Rate of discount of 10.7% per annum (2021: 10.7%)
• Salary inflation rate of 7.2% per annum (2021: 7.2%). In addition, we assume a promotional salary scale applies 
• The key demographic assumptions are mortality, withdrawal, retirement and the promotional salary scale

An actuarial valuation of the post-retirement benefit scheme liability was done for 30 September 2022. The main assumptions used are as follows:

• Monthly airtime subsidy of N$500 per retiree;
• The benefit is payable over the life of the retiree;
• There is no qualifying service terms and it does not apply to any dependants of the retiree (only the retiree).
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22. Trade and other payables
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Financial instruments:

Trade payables 210 934 228 273 210 937 228 277

Interconnect payables 161 101 161 101

Accruals 140 237 177 584 140 205 177 458

Other payables 4 110 10 543 4 110 10 543

Non-financial instruments:

Employee bonus accruals 68 448 35 964 68 448 35 964

Value Added Tax 6 084 5 372 6 165 5 450

429 974 457 837 430 026 457 793

Financial instruments and non-financial instrument components of trade and other payables

At amortised cost 355 442 416 501 355 413 416 379

Non-financial instruments 74 532 41 336 74 613 41 414

429 974 457 837 430 026 457 793

Payables are non-interest bearing and are normally settled on 30-day terms.

Retention bonus scheme

The company accumulates 13% of a staff member's average cost to company package over five years of service 
and pays 70% and 30% of the accumulated value out to that employee after the fifth and seventh year of service 
respectively, provided the employee reached a performance score of 70% or higher in each of the five years. As this 
expense is dependent upon an uncertain future occurrence, the accrual made reflects only an estimate.

The retention bonus cycle repeats itself from year six and are included as part of employee bonusses above.

The reconciliation between the opening balance and closing balance of the retention bonus included in 
accruals is as follows:

Opening balance at beginning of the year 3 743 4 069 3 743 4 069

Paid during the year (3 743) (4 090) (3 743) (4 090)

Accrued for current year 7 935 3 764 7 935 3 764

7 935 3 743 7 935 3 743

Split between non-current and current portions

Current liabilities 7 935 3 743 7 935 3 743
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22. Trade and other payables (continued)

Exposure to currency risk
The group is exposed to currency risk related to trade payables because certain transactions are denominated in foreign currencies. Exchange rate exposures are managed within approved policy parameters 
utilising foreign forward exchange contracts where necessary. The currencies in which the group deals primarily are US Dollars, Euros and Pound.

The net carrying amounts, in Namibia Dollar, of trade and other payables, excluding non-financial instruments, are denominated in the following currencies. The amounts have been presented in Namibia 
Dollar by converting the foreign currency amount at the closing rate at the reporting date.

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Namibia Dollar Amount

Namibia Dollar 205 415 342 828 205 386 342 706

US Dollar 314 7 205 314 7 205

Euro 2 567 – 2 567 –

CNY 147 146 66 468 147 146 66 468

355 442 416 501 355 413 416 379

Foreign currency amount

US Dollar 17 496 17 496

Euro 145 – 145 –

CNY 57 945 29 328 57 945 29 328

The following closing exchange rates were applied to translate trade receivables at reporting date:

Namibia Dollar per unit of foreign currency:

US Dollar 18.070 15.050 18.070 15.050

Euro 17.687 – 17.687 –

CNY 2.539 2.274 2.539 2.274
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Foreign currency sensitivity analysis
The following information presents the sensitivity of the group to an increase or decrease in the respective currencies it is exposed to with regards to trade and other payables. The sensitivity rate is the rate 
used when reporting foreign currency risk internally to key management personnel and represents management's assessment of the reasonably possible change in foreign exchange rates. The sensitivity 
analysis includes only outstanding foreign currency denominated trade and other payables and adjusts their translation at the reporting date. No changes were made to the methods and assumptions used in 
the preparation of the sensitivity analysis compared to the previous reporting period.

Group and company 2022 2021

Increase or decrease in rate
Increase
N$’000

Decrease
N$’000

Increase
N$’000

Decrease 
N$’000

Impact on profit or loss:

US Dollar 5% (2021: 5%) (16) 16 (373) 373

Euro 5% (2021: 5%) (128) 128 – –

CNY 5% (2021: 5%) (7 357) 7 357 (3 334) 3 334

(7 501) 7 501 (3 707) 3 707

Fair value of trade and other payables

The fair value of trade and other payables approximates their carrying amounts.

23. Deferred income
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

At the beginning of the year 143 933 155 095 143 933 155 095

Airtime sold during the year 2 091 856 2 026 968 2 091 856 2 026 968

Airtime utilised during the year (2 087 399) (2 038 130) (2 087 399) (2 038 130)

At the end of the year 148 390 143 933 148 390 143 933

Current liabilities 148 390 143 933 148 390 143 933

Total 148 390 143 933 148 390 143 933
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24. Cash generated from operations

Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Profit before taxation 1 124 115 1 090 562 1 124 114 1 090 431

Adjustments for:

Depreciation and amortisation 419 561 362 647 419 835 362 730

Net loss/(profit) on disposal of property, plant and equipment 824 (16) 824 (16)

Loss/(profit) on realised foreign exchange 6 793 (8 263) 6 793 (8 263)

Interest income (85 535) (42 039) (85 532) (42 038)

Finance costs 22 693 23 456 23 042 23 578

Net impairments and movements in credit loss allowances – 7 373 – 7 373

Movements in provisions – 18 377 – 18 377

Foreign AR/AP year end revaluation – (2 400) – (2 400)

Other non-cash movements 698 (895) 384 (895)

Changes in working capital:

Inventories (57 724) 7 546 (57 724) 7 546

Trade and other receivables (32 383) 8 261 (32 383) 8 213

Contract assets 2 652 (273) 2 652 (273)

Trade and other payables (27 863) 23 675 (27 767) 23 654

Deferred income 4 457 (11 162) 4 457 (11 162)

1 378 288 1 476 849 1 378 695 1 476 855

25. Tax paid
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Balance at beginning of the year 7 460 (17 923) 7 440 (17 943)

Current tax for the year recognised in profit or loss (302 796) (334 645) (302 796) (334 645)

Balance at end of the year 23 119 (7 460) 23 139 (7 440)

(272 217) (360 028) (272 217) (360 028)
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26. Commitments
Group Company

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Capital commitments

This expenditure will be financed from cash generated from normal business operations.

Approved and contracted for

Network expansions 205 464 28 431 205 464 28 431

Retail stock 74 061 4 234 74 061 4 234

Other – property, plant and equipment 75 699 697 75 699 697

355 224 33 362 355 224 33 362

Approved and not contracted for

Network expansions 326 228 163 973 326 228 163 973

Retail stock 208 182 159 549 208 182 159 549

Other – property, plant and equipment 30 538 9 068 30 538 9 068

564 948 332 590 564 948 332 590

This expenditure will be financed from cash generated from normal business operations.

Operating leases – as lessee (expense)

Future minimum rentals payable under short term or low value operating leases are as follows as of 30 September: Premises

Radio sites Offices/Shops Total
GROUP AND COMPANY – 2022 N$'000 N$'000 N$'000

Within one year 159 – 159

After one year but not more than five years 231 – 231

More than five years 1 592 – 1 592

1 982 – 1 982

GROUP AND COMPANY – 2021

Within one year 1 172 – 1 172

After one year but not more than five years 2 665 – 2 665

More than five years 11 191 – 11 191

15 028 – 15 028
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26. Commitments (continued)

Other commitments 
Construction deposits

At 30 September 2022 the group had entered into commitments relating mostly to the Capacity 2022 project. Deposits paid before 30 September 2022 relating to work-in-progress of these projects amounted 
to N$19.5 million. The final payments for these projects is expected to be made upon completion of the projects during the 2023 financial year.

At 30 September 2021 there was no construction deposit balance.

27. Contingencies 
License fees
The directors note that the High court has ruled on the applicable date from when the levy was declared unconstitutional in 2018, which had the result that the unconstitutionality and the declaration of nullity 
was effective from a latter date ( June 2018 as opposed to September 2016). Due to this ruling the matter has been settled with the regulator for an amount of N$70 million, which has been accounted for in 
full in the results for the period ending 30 September 2022.

Due to the declaration of unconstitutionality, Section 23 was amended and MTC was of the view that the amended provisions do not rectify the unconstitutionally. In this regard, the directors note that the high 
court has ruled the current licence levy under Section 23 of the Communications Act 8 of 2009, as amended by the Communications Amendment Act 9 of 2020, unconstitutional and nullified the Regulations 
passed in terms of the provisions from the date of inception of the provisions. The regulator has subsequently lodged an appeal against the ruling of the High Court with the Supreme Court. Until such time 
that the appeal is concluded, the ruling of the High Court stands. The directors fully expect the regulator to implement the licence fee regime, once a final ruling has been made, to be implemented in the 
financial year when this matter is concluded. Should the Supreme Court overturn the ruling of the High Court the group would be liable for licence fees amounting to approximately N$26 million.

Nampower dark fibre agreement
The directors note that there is currently ongoing litigation surrounding this matter.

Nampower, MTC and Telecom concluded a dark fibre Tripartite agreement in 2012. MTC submitted an adjudication of dispute request to CRAN on the basis of exclusivity and non-competitive behaviour. CRAN 
has declared certain sections of the Tripartite agreement void and unenforceable, rendering the agreement unenforceable. MTC is now forced to renegotiate with Nampower at significantly increased rates.

MTC has submitted reconsideration of the decision by CRAN, which was declined. MTC is considering the options available, which include a review of the CRAN decision. Should the CRAN decision stand, MTC 
would be liable for increased rates to continue leasing the dark fibre. The value of this expected increase in rates is not yet determinable.

28. Retirement benefit information
The company operates a defined contribution scheme, the MTC Pension Fund (registration number 25/7/7/390), providing benefits based on the contributions of an employee and is administered by  
Alexander Forbes. This fund is registered under and governed by the Namibian Pension Funds Act, 1956 as amended. The fund will be valued every two years. The members of the fund can elect to contribute 
7% or the maximum of 14%, which will be matched by the employer by the % elected of the members' pensionable salaries. All contributions of the company are charged to profit and loss in the statement  
of comprehensive income as incurred. Employer contributions for the year are disclosed in note 3. The fair value of the fund's investments as at the funds' year end at 31 March 2022 were N$358 637 785  
(2021: N$312 692 335).

In addition to the pension fund, the company also operates a group life scheme covering 100% of the total number of employees in cases of death and/or permanent disability.

The group does not currently bear and is in no way contractually liable for the cost of funding post-retirement medical aid benefits. The contribution to the Medical Aid Fund should an employee choose to 
continue membership of the scheme on retirement, is payable by the retiree.

A statutory actuarial valuation was performed on 31 March 2021 and the valuation reported that the fund was in a sound financial position. Actuarial valuations are performed in intervals not exceeding 3 years.
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29. Bank overdraft
The company has unsecured overdraft facilities at First National Bank Namibia totalling N$1 million (2021: N$1 million). The EFT (same day service) at Standard Bank Namibia is N$5.2 million (2021: N$5 million), 
whilst the Debit and Credit Run facility is N$800 000 (2021: N$40 million) from First National Bank Namibia.

The group has a pre-settlement FEC facility at First National Bank Namibia of N$20 million (2021: N$20 million) and a FEC Trading facility at Standard Bank Namibia of N$40 million (2021: N$40 million).

30. Financial instruments and risk management 
Financial risk management
Overview

The group is exposed mainly to the following risks from its use of financial instruments:

• Credit risk;
• Liquidity risk; and
• Market risk (currency risk).

The group's principal financial liabilities, comprise of trade payables. The group has no interest bearing borrowings. The main purpose of these financial liabilities is to raise finance for the group's operations. 
The group has various financial assets such as trade receivables and cash and short-term deposits, which arise directly from its operations. 

There has been no significant change during the financial year, or since the end of the financial year, to the types of financial risks faced by the group, the approach to measurement of these financial risks or 
the objectives, policies and processes for managing these financial risks.

The Board of Directors reviews and agrees policies for managing each of these risks which are summarised below.

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss to the group if a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument fails to meet its contractual obligations.

The group trades only with recognised, creditworthy third parties. It is the group's policy that all customers who wish to trade on credit terms are subject to credit verification procedures. Refer to note 16 for 
the maximum exposure to credit risk within the group.

With respect to credit risk arising from the other financial assets of the company, which comprise cash and cash equivalents and short term deposits with well known reputable Namibian banks, the company’s 
exposure to credit risk arises from default of the counterparty, with a maximum exposure equal to the carrying amount of these balances. Refer to note 17 for the maximum exposure of the group.

There has been no significant change during the financial year, or since the end of the financial year, to the group's exposure to credit risk, the approach to the measurement or the objectives, policies and 
processes for managing this risk.
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
30. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

Liquidity risk
These risks may occur if the sources of funding, including operating cash flows, credit lines and cash flows obtained from financing operations, do not match with the group's financing needs, such as operating 
and financing outflows, investments, shareholder remuneration and debt repayments.

The group has minimised its risk of illiquidity by ensuring that it has adequate banking facilities and reserve borrowing capacity as well as forecasting and managing available cash reserves.

The group monitors its risk to a shortage of funds using monthly management accounts and general cash flow projections.

The table below summarises the maturity profile of the group's financial liabilities at 30 September based on undiscounted contractual amounts.

Group – 2022 Note(s)

Less than 
1 year

N$’000
1 to 2 years

N$’000
2 to 5 years

N$’000
Over 5 years

N$’000
Total

N$’000

Carrying
 amount
N$’000

Lease liabilities 10 43 797 79 163 65 450 167 953 356 363 218 449

Trade and other payables 22 355 442 – – – 355 442 355 442

399 239 79 163 65 450 167 953 711 805 573 891

Group – 2021

Lease liabilities 10 46 082 36 436 98 658 204 155 385 331 225 696

Trade and other payables 22 416 501 – – – 416 501 416 501

462 583 36 436 98 658 204 155 801 832 642 197

Company – 2022

Lease liabilities 10 44 574 80 717 67 004 170 020 362 315 222 992

Trade and other payables 22 355 413 – – – 355 413 355 413

399 987 80 717 67 004 170 020 717 728 578 405

Company – 2021

Lease liabilities 10 46 842 37 956 100 937 204 580 390 315 230 561

Trade and other payables 22 416 379 – – – 416 379 416 379

463 221 37 956 100 937 204 580 806 694 646 940

Foreign currency risk
Foreign currency risk refers to the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates.

The group incurs currency risk as a result of the following transactions which are denominated in a currency other than Namibia Dollar or South African Rand: purchases of equipment, consulting fees and 
borrowings. The currencies which primarily give rise to currency risk are the US Dollar (USD); Euro (EU); Swiss Francs (CHF), Chinese Yuan (CNY) and British Pound (GBP). At 30 September 2022, the group has 
not hedged any (2021: none) of its foreign currency creditors for which firm commitments existed at the reporting date.

Details of foreign currency risk exposure are contained in the relevant notes throughout these financial statements. 

For Trade and other receivables, refer to note 16.

For Cash and cash equivalents, refer to note 17.

For Trade and other payables, refer to note 22.
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Capital risk management
The primary objective of the company’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating in order to support its business and maximise shareholder value.

The capital structure of the group consists of debt, cash and cash equivalents and equity.

The group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it, in light of changes in economic conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the group may issue new shares or obtain additional 
funding from its shareholders.

No changes were made in the objectives, policies and processes during the years ended 30 September 2022 and 30 September 2021.

The group is not subject to externally imposed capital requirements.

The capital structure and gearing ratio of the group at the reporting date was as follows:

Group Company

Note(s)
2022

N$’000
2021

N$’000
2022

N$’000
2021

N$’000

Lease liabilities 10 218 449 225 696 222 992 230 561

Trade and other payables 22 429 974 457 837 430 026 457 793

Provisions 21 26 872 23 196 26 872 23 196

Total borrowings 675 295 706 729 679 890 711 550

Cash and cash equivalents 17 806 003 707 572 804 473 707 551

Net borrowings 130 708 843 124 583 (3 999)

Equity 2 542 825 2 269 431 2 540 036 2 266 685

Gearing ratio (5)% – % (5)% – %
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
30. Financial instruments and risk management (continued)

Categories of financial instruments
Categories of financial assets

Note(s)

Amortised
 cost

N$’000
Total

N$’000

Group – 2022

Loans to employees 15 3 488 3 488

Trade and other receivables 16 141 310 141 310

Cash and cash equivalents 17 806 003 806 003

Contract Assets 20 137 578 137 578

1 088 379 1 088 379

Group – 2021

Loans to employees 15 3 096 3 096

Trade and other receivables 16 124 289 124 289

Cash and cash equivalents 17 707 572 707 572

Contract assets 20 135 842 135 842

970 799 970 799

Company – 2022

Investments in subsidiaries 13 458 458

Loans to subsidiaries 13 4 423 4 423

Loans to employees 15 3 488 3 488

Trade and other receivables 16 141 310 141 310

Cash and cash equivalents 17 804 473 804 473

Contract assets 20 137 578 137 578

1 091 730 1 091 730

Company – 2021

Investments in subsidiaries 13 458 458

Loans to subsidiaries 13 2 969 2 969

Loans to employees 15 3 096 3 096

Trade and other receivables 16 124 289 124 289

Cash and cash equivalents 17 707 551 707 551

Contract assets 20 135 842 135 842

974 205 974 205
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Categories of financial liabilities

Note(s)

Amortised 
cost

N$’000
Leases

N$’000
Total

N$’000

Group – 2022

Trade and other payables 22 355 442 – 355 442

Finance lease obligations 10 – 218 449 218 449

355 442 218 449 573 891

Group – 2021

Trade and other payables 22 416 501 – 416 501

Lease obligations 10 – 225 696 225 696

416 501 225 696 642 197

Company – 2022

Trade and other payables 22 355 413 – 355 413

Lease obligations 10 – 222 992 222 992

355 413 222 992 578 405

Company – 2021

Trade and other payables 22 416 379 – 416 379

Finance lease obligations 10 – 230 561 230 561

416 379 230 561 646 940

31. Fair value information
The fair values of all financial instruments are substantially the same as the carrying values reflected in the statements of financial positions, for both the group and the company.

Fair value hierarchy
The group uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments by valuation technique:

Level 1: Quoted unadjusted prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the group can access at measurement date.

Level 2: Inputs other than quoted prices included in level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability either directly or indirectly.

Level 3: Unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.

Valuation techniques:
Trade and other receivables are valued at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, which substantially equals their fair value.

Trade and other payables are valued at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, which substantially equals their fair value.

Long term liabilities are discounted at the effective discount rate applicable to the risks associated with the financial instruments.

As at 30 September 2022, the group did not hold any financial instruments measured at fair value (2021: Nil).

The fair value of all financial instruments approximate cost.
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 
32. Related parties

Related party relationships exist between the company and its subsidiaries, fellow subsidiaries, shareholders and key management. All transactions with related parties occurred under terms no less favourable 
than those arranged with third parties.

Subsidiaries
Details of income and expenditure relating to subsidiaries and investments in subsidiaries are disclosed in notes 3 and 13 respectively. No interest is charged on loans to subsidiaries.

Key management
The key management personnel of the company comprise the executive committee and the general managers. Amounts paid to key management are disclosed under directors' emoluments and key 
management remuneration in note 6.

Shareholders
The controlling shareholder of the company is noted in the directors' report. The only significant transactions related to the shareholder is rentals paid to the shareholder and dividends.

Fellow subsidiaries
The group has an interconnect agreement with a fellow subsidiary regarding call traffic between the two companies and rent fibre optic lines for its operations from a fellow subsidiary.

Additional transactions include courier, telephone and fax services, sale of prepaid products and maintenance of the West African Cable System (WACS) cable.

Ultimate controlling party
The group is required to disclose, in terms of IAS 24 – Related Parties, the ultimate controlling party and any transactions with such ultimate controlling party and any other entities which are also controlled 
by the same ultimate controlling party, but which is not a subsidiary or fellow subsidiary of the group.

Directly following the listing of the company on the Namibian Stock Exchange (NSX), the ultimate controlling entity for the company was changed from the Ministry of Public Enterprise to the Ministry of 
Finance of the Republic of Namibia.

Transactions with the Ministry of Finance and any other state owned enterprises controlled by the Ministry of Finance involve standard communication service agreements, concluded on commercial terms on 
the same grounds as they are concluded with any other customer. For this reason as well as due to the insignificance of the individual values, these transactions are grouped together for disclosure purposes.

Relationships
Ultimate holding company Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Namibia

Holding company Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings Limited

Subsidiaries Refer to note 13

Members of key management LR Erastus
MJ Smit
PN Kanalelo
T Ekandjo
M Angula
M Nehemia
L Tjitandi
C Mouton
E Katangolo
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2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

2022
N$’000

2021
N$’000

Related party balances

Loan accounts – Owing (to) by related parties

Jurgens Thirty Four (Pty) Ltd – – 2 917 2 969

Windhoek General Administrators (Pty) Ltd – – 1 506 –

Balance receivable from fellow subsidiaries:

Telecom Namibia Limited 838 8 134 838 8 134

Nampost Namibia Limited 8 178 2 821 8 178 2 821

Balance payable to fellow subsidiaries:

Nampost Namibia Limited (7 538) (6 368) (7 538) (6 368)

Telecom Namibia Limited (2 513) (2 862) (2 513) (2 862)

Powercom (Pty) Ltd (33) (493) (33) (493)

Balance receivable from/(payable to) significant shareholders

Government Institutions Pension Fund 13 – 13 –

Subscriber balances owing from related parties

Ministry of Finance and entities controlled by the Ministry of Finance 355 – 355 –

Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings Limited 135 – 135 –

Nampost Namibia Limited 73 – 73 –

Government Institutions Pension Fund 281 – 281 –

Related party transactions

Rent and property related expenses paid to related parties:

Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings Limited 6 888 6 108 6 888 6 108

Jurgens Thirty Four (Pty) Ltd – – 771 –

Lease lines cost paid to fellow subsidiaries:

Telecom Namibia Limited 15 976 18 921 15 976 18 921

Postage and courier charges paid to fellow subsidiaries:

Nampost Namibia Limited 4 033 4 112 4 033 4 112

Telephone and fax paid to fellow subsidiaries:

Telecom Namibia Limited 131 511 131 511

Prepaid/Postpaid airtime sales to Nampost Namibia Limited:

Sales (328 179) (277 165) (328 179) (277 165)

Dealer discount 47 308 41 620 47 308 41 620

Net sales (280 871) (235 545) (280 871) (235 545)
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Notes to the annual financial statements (continued) 

32. Related parties (continued)
2022

N$’000
2021

N$’000
2022

N$’000
2021

N$’000

Net site rentals paid to (received from) fellow subsidiaries:

Telecom Namibia Limited (17 945) (14 828) (17 945) (14 828)

Powercom (Pty) Ltd 15 143 16 195 15 143 16 195

Net interconnect fees (received from) paid to fellow subsidiaries:

Telecom Namibia Limited (6 045) (12 208) (6 045) (12 208)

Other transactions

IPO net cost recovery – Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings Limited (8 624) – (8 624) –

West African Cable System (WACS) Payment – Telecom Limited 5 347 1 334 5 347 1 334

Contract revenue received from related parties

Ministry of Finance and entities controlled by the Ministry of Finance (4 948) – (4 948) –

Namibia Post and Telecommunications Holdings Limited (95) – (95)  – 

Nampost Namibia Limited (809) (675) (809) (675)

Government Institutions Pension Fund (1 383) – (1 383) –

33. Events after the reporting period
Dividend distributions:
On 5 December 2022, an ordinary dividend of N$315 000 000 (42 cents per share) was declared, but has not yet been paid out to the shareholders at the date of these financial statements.

34. Approval of annual financial statements
These annual financial statements have been approved by the Board of Directors on 5 December 2022.
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